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Foreword
On March 15, 1990, the Center for Archaeological
Research (CAR) of The University of Texas at San
Antonio entered into a contract with the City of San
Antonio's Multipurpose Domed Stadium Development
Advisory Committee and Via Metropolitan Transit
Authority to undertake cultural resource investigations
of a 17-square-block (65 acre) area in downtown San
Antonio, Texas (Figure F-l).

project that also included archaeological test
excavations during 1991 and 1992 to verify or identify
the locations of sites and features within the project
area, and detailed investigations of a selected sample
of those sites and features. The project was conducted
under Texas Antiquities Committee permit numbers
900, 932, and 982. The artifacts recovered from the
investigations were processed, cataloged, and sorted
into categories for identification and analysis. Then
followed over a year of intensive study of the products
of the research and excavations.

From mid-March to early July 1990, and periodically
thereafter, intensive archival and historical research on
the entire project area was carried out by CAR staff
members. Architectural recording and assessment of
all standing buildings was done by Andrew Perez and
Associates. Thirteen oral history interviews with
residents, former residents, and officers and
employees of business establishments in the general
area were recorded and transcribed by E. L. Fly and
Associates. This was the first phase of a multiple-phase

Because of the tremendous scope of the archaeological
work and the associated analysis and write-up, the
results of the Alamodome Project are presented in
three volumes. Volume I contains the background
research results, including chapters on the historical
setting, the architecture present before demolition was
begun, the oral history, a study of the African-
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Figure F-l. Alamodome Project area.
Vlll

American community, and a summary of the structural
evolution of the area. Volume n contains a complete
description of the archaeological excavations and a
distributional analysis of the results, written by the
archaeologist who was in charge of the field work on
the project. Included are numerous maps, drawings,
and photographs of the work in progress. Also
included in Volume n are a study of the site formation
processes, undertaken by Kevin Gross, and a
geomorphic description of the project area, by Michael
Collins.

more and more archaeologists and historians will be
looking for this sort of information.
The chapters on ceramics by Cynthia Tennis and glass
by Rene Munoz are based on commonly known dating
sources for the nineteenth century, but in each case
expand our knowledge into the twentieth century as
well. This has required additional research into
contemporary publications and the recent work of
other archaeologists venturing into twentieth century
archaeology .

This volume, the last of the series, is comprised of
individual reports on the description and analysis of
various types of arifactual materials recovered during
the project, including ceramics, glass, kitchen and
tablewares, dolls and toys, marbles, clothing and
personal items, and building materials. Also included
in this volume are descriptions and discussions of
excavated wells, cisterns, acequias, and privies, and an
analysis of the faunal materials.

The chapter on dolls and toys by Barbara Meissner
attacks the problems of identification and dating, first
from the historiCal point of view, and then with a
detailed and illustrated accounting of the artifacts
recovered during the project. The changes in
fabrication of these objects brought about by the late
nineteenth century inventions of the industrial
revolution are particularly apparent in the toys of
children of the era. This collection is also important in
that it illustrates the types of toys available to lower
middle class families in San Antonio during the 1850
to 1950 period.

The temporal scope of these studies is the l00-year
period from 1850 to 1950. This time frame
encompasses the period directly after the end of
SpanishlMexican control and the gradual rise of
Anglo/German control of the local economy and
sociopolitical structure. It is also the time during which
the first wave of the Industrial Revolution arrived in
Texas, seriously impacting the history of San Antonio.
One goal of the project was to study this impact on the
economic and cultural life of one small sector of the
city.

In the chapter on marbles, Jose Zapata has tackled the
problems of identification and dating of these
ubiquitous childhood toys by researching in detail the
different methods of their manufacture through time.
The fact that 235 marbles were recovered during this
project presented a challenge to find ways to use these
objects in the dating of archaeological sites. Zapata has
built on the research of several other archaeologists
and added his own keen ability to observe manufacturing techniques to produce a useful descriptive
typology.

Scope of Volume m

Meissner has undertaken in the next chapter to trace
the history of buttons and other clothing details. Her
descriptions of the items recovered from each site
present an interesting picture of the individual
inhabitants and her descriptive notes provide sidelights
on their life and times.

This volume presents the results of research by CAR
staff members into the developmental history of the
numerous types of artifacts used to analyze and date
deposits on the archaeological sites investigated during
the Alamodome Project. Comparatively little research
has been done on artifacts of the post-19oo period in
Texas. Authors have spent hours of patient research in
sometimes obscure publications and long distance
phone calls to chase down and interview manufacturers
wherever possible. We hope this volume will be a
resource to others doing the same sort of research. As
the years pass and 1900 recedes farther into the past,

In the following chapter, Meissner describes and dates
personal items recovered form the Alamodome sites,
including jewelry, beads, hair ornaments, items of
personal hygiene, and items carried on the person such
as watches, pocket knives, things related to tobacco
use, and writing materials. She demonstrates the use of

IX

these objects both for dating and for estimating their
social implications.

also discusses the evidence of plant remains from
individual features, and what they may imply about use
and filling of those features.

For the chapter on kitchen and tablewares, Mary
Vaughan has branched out into untapped subjects. She
has braved long distance calls to national corporate
executives for unpublished details on the evolution of
everyday objects such as can and bottle openers, bottle
caps, and tablewares. She has searched for clues in
their evolution that will aid in dating changes in
technology, including advances in design and
materials. Many of her findings will prove increasingly
helpful as we do more work in post-World War II
sites.

Meissner and Johanna Hunziker have analyzed the
animal bone recovered from the Alamodome Project.
In this chapter, they enumerate the various species
present, discuss them on a site- by-site basis, and
relate meat cut frequencies to socioeconomic status.
The last chapter, written by Anne Fox, is a summary
of the project, discussing the research design and how
it was carried out, various questions we had hoped to
answer by our research, and the final results.

In a chapter on architectural materials, Kevin Gross
and Frank Meissner deal briefly with the usual building
materials and hardware present on Alamodome sites.
They also discuss brick making in some detail, both in
San Antonio and in Texas as a whole, then narrow the
discussion to brick construction in the project area.
There follows a discussion on the possible use of
window glass for dating of structures. Gross and
Meissner demonstrate the use of a regression equation
for dating the relationship between glass thickness and
the initial date of construction of a dwelling.
Following this is a chapter by Gross and Guillermo
Mendez on acequias, wells, and cisterns found in the
Alamodome project area. They describe and date the
various types of water systems and relate them to the
history of the area. Included also is a history of the
San Antonio water works and its impact on the area
residents.
Maureen Brown and Nora DeLaO have done a
considerable study of San Antonio ordinances
concerning privy construction, location, and upkeep.
They also trace the history of sewage disposal in
relation to the project area. Included in their discussion
is an analysis of privy contents and fill dates for
individual sites investigated, based on mean ceramic
and glass dates, makers' marks, and other datable
artifacts.
Phil Dering of the Palynology Laboratory at Texas
A&M University contributes an analysis of plant
remains derived from privies and trash pits. His
analysis of the light fractions from 20 flotation samples
from 13 sites has identified fruits, nuts, and seeds. He
x

Chapter 1

Ceramic Patterns and Variations
Cynthia L. Tennis

major categories represented from sites containing
these varied areas of origination. As no consistent
pattern of over- or under-representation of types could
be discerned, we decided that analysis would give the
most complete representation of the area when viewed
by entire site.

Introduction
Over 6,000 ceramic sherds were recovered from all
phases of investigation at the 36 sites comprising the
Alamodome Project area. As discussed earlier in this
publication, the sites in the study area date from 1855
forward, in some instances up to the present decade.
During this time span, but especially during the last
quarter of the nineteenth and first quarter of the
twentieth centuries, our 17-block area was part of an
urban upwelling that saw a burst of industrialization,
the coming of the railroad, and population figures that
multiplied 20-fold in six decades. This ceramic
analysis, then, is focused to gauge the effects of the
major social change from a rural to an urban
environment on the everyday life of the people who
experienced it.

Once the basic methodology for the analysis was
established, sherds from all areas of each of the 36
sites were sorted intQ the three broad categories
(earthenware, porcelain, and stoneware) and then
further sorted into appropriate sub-categories based on
manufacture techniques and decoration. Corrections
and clarifications of previous identification errors
during the catalogue stage were amended in the
computer records. The breakdown of the Alamodome
Project ceramic assemblage appears in Appendix I-A.
Ceramic type frequencies for the entire assemblage are
shown in Table 1-1, frequencies recovered from each
site are given in Table 1-2.

Methodology
Classification of ceramic sherds for this analysis was
based on distinctions between paste types and colors
and the visible extent of vitrification created during
firing. Based on these criteria, three broad categories
were defined: earthenware, porcelain, and stoneware.
These categories were then further defined into
sub-categories based on the types of glazes and
decorations.

Category Deimitions
Earthenware
Unrefined (Soft Paste)
The term soft paste/unrefined was chosen to describe
the hand-made or wheel-thrown, low-fired vessel
sherds in the assemblages. Sherds of this category
were found in small quantities (n=78) at fewer than 50
percent of the Alamodome sites (Tables 1-1 and 1-2).

Initially, sherds from features, privies, trash dumps,
and excavation units were sorted into these major
categories. A preliminary analysis was performed on
independent collections, comparing percentages of

1

Table 1-1. Alamodome Ceramic Type Frequencies
# Sherds

% of Type

78

100%

Undecorated Whiteware

3,169

70

51

Decorated Whiteware

1,365

30

22

4,534

100%

Undecorated

468

55

8

Decorated

378

45

6

TOTAL

846

100%

Yellowware

110

14

2

Stoneware

650

86

10

TOTAL

760

100%

Type
Unrefined

% of Grand Total
1%

Refined

TOTAL

73%

Porcelain

14%

Other

I GRAND TOTAL

I

6,218

They have been divided into two sub-categories: lead
glaze and tin glaze. These ceramic types have been
made in Mexico and brought into Texas since the
1750s (Ivey and Fox 1982). Sherds in this collection
are quite fragmented and limited in number. They do
serve, however, to reflect the continuing material and
cultural interchanges between San Antonio and its
Mexican neighbors.

I

U%

I

I

100%

I

colored pastes and opaque colored glaze on one side
and white opaque on the other. The colored glazes
include green, yellow, turquoise, and black, some
having accent designs in contrasting colors.

Refined (Hard Paste)
As seen in Table 1-1, hard paste/refined earthenwares
make up a large majority (73 percent) of the ceramics
recovered from the study area. Hard-paste
earthenware, defined as the end product of highly fired
refined clays with vitreous glazes and varied
decoration style (Stothert et al. 1992) have an
evolutionary history that begins in the last half of the
eighteenth century in England. Through various stages
of development-from the early cream-colored wares
of the 1760s and the blue-tinted pearlwares of the
1780s-British potters arrived at whiteware in the
1830s and, in the 1850s, at the granite or ironstone
which is still produced today (Miller 1991).

Lead-glazed (69 total)
Sherds in this subcategory have orange to reddish
brown paste. The glaze is commonly unevenly applied,
sometimes covering the entire vessel, sometimes found
only on the upper half and interior of the vessel. Most
frequently used decorations include green, brown, or
cream leaves, lines, and dots. An estimated 20 vessels
of this description are represented here, of which 9
small jars or pots and 2 shallow bowls or saucers can
be identified. Pottery with this type of decoration is
identified as Galera ware.
Tin-glazed (9 total)
Examples of tin-glazed sherds in this collection are
limited. They consist of small fragments with pinkish
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Table 1-2. Ceramic Percentages by Site
Site #

Oee. Date

Unrefined
n
%

Refined
%
n

Porcelain
%
n

Stoneware
%
n

TOTAL

41BX881

1893-1922

7

0.04

125

0.68

28

0.15

23

0.13

183

41BX882

1900-1970

8

0.04

114

0.59

45

0.23

27

0.14

194

41BX883

1884-1987

13

0.02

700

0.82

104

0.12

35

0.04

852

4IBX884

1883-recent

6

0.09

51

0.74

3

0.04

9

0.13

69

4IBX885

1892-recent

11

0.17

25

0.40

8

0.13

19

0.30

63

41BX890

1858-1925

1

0.01

100

0.74

12

0.09

23

0.17

136

41BX891

1857-1925

0

0.00

67

0.50

11

0.08

55

0.41

133

41BX892

1855-1926

0

0.00

174

0.54

19

0.06

127

0.40

320

41BX893

1899-1990

0

0.00

84

0.79

11

0.10

11

0.10

106

41BX894

1910-1990

0

0.00

21

0.81

2

0.08

3

0.12

26

4IBX895

1889-1990

2

0.08

14

0.54

9

0.35

1

0.04

26

41BX896

1856-recent

9

0.02

336

0.67

79

0.16

76

0.15

500

41BX897

1866-1989

1

0.00

577

0.77

126

0.17

42

0.06

746

4IBX898

1856-recent

0

0.00

5

1.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

5

41BX899

1855-1925

0

0.00

6

0.75

1

0.13

1

0.13

8

41BX900

1858-1926

2

0.00

634

0.76

108

0.13

93

0.11

837

4IBX926

1885-1920

5

0.63

0

0.00

0

0.00

3

0.38

8

41BX927

1870-1910

0

0.00

46

1.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

46

4IBX928

1880-1910

0

0.00

136

0.93

4

0.03

6

0.04

146

41BX929

1890-1920

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

2

1.00

2

4IBX930

1880-1920

0

0.00

0

0.00

7

1.00

0

0.00

7

41BX931

1920-1990

1

0.00

253

0.75

37

0.11

45

0.13

336

4IBX932

1880-1990

1

0.01

70

0.80

2

0.02

15

0.17

88

41BX936

1920-1990

0

0.00

37

0.95

0

0.00

2

0.05

39

41BX937

1880-recent

0

0.00

133

0.86

18

0.12

4

0.03

155

41BX938

1890-1920

8

0.03

249

0.79

43

0.14

14

0.04

314

41BX939

1920-recent

0

0.00

43

0.86

4

0.08

3

0.06

50

41BX940

1929-1962

0

0.00

14

1.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

14

41BX941

1927-recent

0

0.00

15

0.65

5

0.22

3

0.13

23

4IBX942

1927-recent

0

0.00

84

0.88

9

0.09

3

0.03

96

41BX943

1921-1974

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

41BX944

1929-recent

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

41BX945

1855-1968

3

0.00

396

0.60

148

0.22

114

0.17

661

41BX955

1877-1915

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

1

1.00

1
18
9

41BX956

1880-recent

0

0.00

15

0.83

3

0.17

0

0.00

41BX957

1880-recent

0

0.00

9

1.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

3

ironstone with one, two, or three lines painted under
the glaze around the rim. Line colors include blue,
brown with gold, and green with red, all on white, as
well as brown lines on tan vessels. These decorations
became popular on hotelware during the last quarter of
1he nineteenth century and continue in some places up
to the present. The tan and brown sherds both with
maker's marks from Syracuse China, ca. 1930
(Lehner 1988:455), are examples of this more modem
ware (Figure 1-1).

Sherds in our collection are predominately of these last
two varieties. Two possible exceptions may be
fragments from a blue-tinted cup and teapot that lack
maker's marks, and three pieces of colored-paste
ironstone with maker's marks dating after 1930. Over
70 maker's marks are present on the whiteware and
ironstone pieces in this collection, with over 70 percent
being from American companies located in the North
and East. (See Appendix I-B for a complete list of
marks.) Refined wares are present in mid-nineteenth
deposits in San Antonio (Hard et al. 1995), but became
more common with the 1877 arrival of the railroad.

Molded (275 total)
Whiteware and ironstone sherds in this category have
no colored decorations, but exhibit raised or molded
designs created when 1he clay is poured or pressed into
pre-carved molds. Molded whiteware was most
popular during the last quarter of the nineteenth
century (Wetherbee 1980:19). This popularity is
reflected in the Alamodome collection by the fact that
molded-ware sherds outnumber all other decorated
types. One site, 41BX896, revealed 14 different
molded patterns on plates and saucers while four other
sites had at least six different patterns. The minimum
number of vessels of this type is estimated at 65,
second only to decal-decorated wares.

Edgeware (65 total)
Edgeware is used in this study to identify ceramics that
have incised or painted shell or feather designs along
their edge. This type of ware was a popular import
item from Britain during the last half of the eighteenth
and the first half of the nineteenth centuries. Blue
edgeware was commonly available in America through
the 1860s (Miller 1991:6). Only three sites in our
study area produced "edged" type ware. Site 41BX900
yielded fragments of a more-modem version, one 9inch plate and one 5 1h-inch bowl. The latter are from
the same set and have the same maker's mark, "La
Francais," which is attributed to the French China
Company ca. 1900-1932 (Lehner 1988: 155). The
edgeware from the other two sites, 4IBX883 and
4IBX897, was of three different varieties that
crossmended to form two 9-inch plates, one IO-inch
plate, and one 8-inch plate. The three designs have
been dated by Moir (1987) as follows: non-cockled
crows feet, ca. 1820-1845; non-cockled incised
trident, ca. 1840-1860; and non-cockled brush strokes,
ca. 1870-1890 (Figure 1-2a, b, c).

Gilded (72 total)
Decorations of gold lines and bands were used on
porcelains as early as 1723, but in 1836 a process was
developed that made gilding practical for use on
whiteware. This process allowed dissolved gold, mixed
with chemicals, to be applied before firing which
produce a bright finish without burnishing. By 1870
this process was in common use in British potteries
(Miller 1991:10). Twelve sites in our study area
contained an estimated 33 vessels with gilded
decorations.

Sponge (70 total)
The Alamodome ceramic collection contained three
different types of spongeware: spatter, sponge, and cut
sponge. Spatter decorations, the earliest of the sponged
types, is described as dotted, powdered, or sprayed,
sometimes with hand-painted central designs. Our
collection had only 1hree' examples of spatterware: one
blue, one red, and one green with small portions of
brown hand-painted lines resembling the foot of a bird,
a common central design continuing into the
mid-nineteenth century (Greaser and Greaser 1967).

Band and Line ( 33 total)
The 21 vessels from 16 sites in the study area are
examples of what Miller (1991:7) terms Band and Line
wares. These are cups, saucers, bowls, and plates of

Traditional spongeware, created by daubing paint onto
the vessel either before or after firing, is represented
here by three small fragments in yellow, blue, and
green. Kitchen spongeware, described by Robacker

Undecorated (3,169 total)
All collections that contained ceramics included
undecorated whiteware and/or ironstone with the
exception of two sites from which undecorated wares
were not surfaced collected.
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e

Figure 1-1. Band and line shercls. All shown actual size.
S

f

and Robacker (1978: 119) as non-uniformly decorated,
heavy, porous utilitarian items, include six sherds
probably from four mixing bowls and one pitcher.

blue and green flowers, the other, also in blue,
resembling a sea shell (Figure 1-3a). One unidentified
maker's mark appears on a green leaf design plate.

Over 75 percent of the spongeware recovered was of
the cut sponge variety. Designs created from the
repetitive use of carved sponge stamps adorn
fragments from seven plates and five cups or bowls.
One 9-inch plate with a wide blue rim, thin red bands,
and dark blue flowerets (Figure 1-2f) bears a maker's
mark of Elsmore and Foster, potters in Tunstall,
England from 1853-1871 (Godden 1964:235). Fragments from 4IBX883 and 41BX897 again crossmend
to form this vessel. Other pattern combinations include
red with purple stamp and purple with black stamp.
Many of the patterns are accented with narrow bands
in contrasting colors. One other pattern, probably part
of a cup, from 4IBX897 displays a design in red and
green with outlined crosses (Figure 1-2e), similar to
those attributed by Robacker and Robacker (1978) to
Villeroy and Boch, a German pottery in business in
1842 (Kovel and Kovel 1971). A seemingly more
recent sponge decoration, 1890-1920 (Ketchum
1983:32), is present on several thicker pieces of
whiteware. These are mottled sponge designs under a
translucent yellow,glaze and appear to be on fragments
from several large bowls (Figure 1-2g, h).

Freehand ( 90 total)
Freehand wares are represented in this collection by 34
vessels including cups, saucers, eight plates, and four
bowls. This term was chosen to describe wares that were
decorated by hand painting but are late copies of the
earlier wares usually called hand painted. Decorations are
limited to large floral designs in pink, blue, yellow, and
brown, with light and dark green leaves (Figure I-3d, e,
f, g). Several have red or black accent lines around the
interior and exterior of the rim (cups) and around the
inside base (plates). Only 11 percent of these
fragments have paint over glaze, the remainder were
painted before glazing. One cup fragment appears to
have a combination of a cut sponge flower with painted
leaves and brush stroked petals (Figure 1-3g).
Decalcomania (232 total)
Decalcomania-decorated wares are produced by
transferring a pre-colored, finished design from a sheet
of tissue-like paper onto a completed vessel. This
decoration technique began in the 1850s (Durrenberger
1965:21). By the 1930s, decalcomania was exported
almost exclusively from Germany (Lehner 1980:13).
Second only to molded ware in decorated sherd count
and leading all decorated ware in vessel count with 88,
the dominant floral designs and bright colors suggest
why this ceramic type was so popular. Designs are
mostly floral combinations, sometimes accompanied by
gilded accents (Figure 1-4). Two cups and one saucer
have an entirely gilt decal design of small leaves and
flowers. Decal colors tend toward pastels with the
exception of one piece with a vivid maroon border.
Seven decal decorated pieces, including one 8-inch
bowl, one 7-inch plate, and four 51h-inch saucers, bear
identifiable maker's marks (Appendix I-A). All these
pieces came from American potteries which began
operating in the 1890s.

Banded Slip (49 total)
Sherds from 12 bowls and two cups bearing slip
decoration appear in our collection. Decorations of this
type are made by applying bands of colored slip to the
vessel before firing. Most common in this assemblage
are vessels with white bodies, wide blue bands, and
thinner black bands near the rim. Also present are
examples in blue and green, blue and brown, yellow
and black, and green and black. Several fragments of
the "cat's eye" design (Figure 1-2d) and a tiny
fragment of mocha, popular before 1840, were
recovered from 4IBX883 and 4IBX897 respectively.
After 1840 only the simple blue-banded types remained
popular (Miller 1991 :6-7).

Transfer-printed (227 total)
Transfer-printed wares (Figure 1-5) were first
produced in England in the 1750s and continued to be
a popular export item to the United States until the
1850s. Popularity of transfer ware increased again in
the last quarter of the nineteenth century, finally to be
replaced by decalcomania at the turn of the century
(Miller 1991 :9). This collection contains an estimated

Modern Majolica (9 total)
This distinctive earthenware (Figure 1-3a-c), popular
in the last half of the nineteenth century, is
recognizable by its colorful lead glazes and design
molded shapes (Ray 1974: 129). Sherds from this
collection include an unrelated green jar base and lid
fragment, as well as remnants of two saucers, one with
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Figure 1-2. Edge'r'v'are, banded slip, and spongeware. Edgeware: a-crow's foot variant, b-lightly incised trident,
c-brush-stroked pattern; banded slip: d-"cat's eye" decoration; spongeware: e-h. All shown actual size.
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Figure

1-3. Modem majolica andfreehand designs. Majolica: a-c; freehand design: d-h. All shown actual size.
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Figure 1-4. Decalpattems. All shown actual size.
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Figure 1-5. Transfer patterns. All shown actual size.
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81 transfer-<lecorated vessels in colors including dark
and light blue, red, brown, black, green, and purple
on whiteware and ironstone as well as five vessels
decorated in Flow Blue. Of the eight maker's marks
present, seven can be identified as European
(Appendix I-B). Dates associated with these marks fall
generally between the decades of 1870 and 1890. Two
of these are found on a red "British Scenery" plate
(Figure 1-5) from Davenport ca. 1852-1887 (Coysh
and Henrywood 1990:35) and a blue scenery cup from
Rogout & Co. ca. 1883-1887 (Hudig 1979:55) that
crossmend from 41BX883 and 4IBX897. Another
company, J. & G. Meakin, Hanley, England, has a
pattern name of "Concord" that is dated sometime
after 1907 (Godden 1971:427). This pattern, with its
bold brown flowers and leaves, appears on our only
pieces identified as belonging to a set. The pieces, all
from 4IBX945, include two complete 6-inch saucers
and part of another one, one lO-inch dinner plate, one
lO-inch serving platter with slightly scalloped rim, one
cup, and one pitcher base.

mottled glaze, a possible pitcher with molded flowers
glazed in shades of brown and yellow, and one
complete plate with a blue flower decal under glaze.
This last piece has a maker's mark and pattern name
"Ever Yours" by Taylor, Smith and Taylor that dates
to 1960-1970 (Lehner 1988:).

Porcelain
Porcelain is the end product of firing fine-grained clay
mixed with Kaolin at very high temperatures. The
result is a smooth, nearly translucent ceramic that
rings like crystal when lightly struck. European
porcelains of the type recovered at the Alamodome are
rare in archaeological assemblages prior to 1859
(Miller 1991: 11). Decorated porcelain is sometimes
used as an economic marker as it was slightly more
expensive than similarly decorated whiteware and
ironstones (Miller 1991: 15).
Porcelain, decorated and undecorated, makes up over
13 percent of the Alamodome assemblage. Percentages
based on sherd count place undecorated porcelain at 55
percent of this total category while percentages
computed on estimated vessel counts places
undecorated at 30 percent of the total porcelain
collection. The majority of undecorated vessel forms
are cups, saucers, and plates. Of the two maker's
marks present, one was used by Onondaga Pottery
Company as early as 1885 (Lehner 1988:455). The
other mark, from Germany, remains unidentified.

Plain Colored ( 207 total)
The 18 vessels in this category are examples of the
solid colored, plain tableware that was popular in the
1930s-1950s (Lehner 1988). Colors in our collection
are yellow, green, maroon, pink, blue, turquoise,
brown, and mustard tan. Vessel forms include plates,
bowls, saucers, cups, and two decorative jars.
Tea Leaf (6 total)
Tea Leaf is the commonly used name that identifies
ironstone with copper luster decorations in the form of
rim and occasional base bands with a three-part sprig
and bud design on the body. Tea Leaf decorations
were manufactured in England and the United States
from the 1850s to approximately 1910, but
experienced their greatest popularity in the 1880s (Ray
1974:221). The six sherds in this assemblage represent
one bowl and one pitcher.

The predominate type of decoration in this porcelain
assemblage is decal (Figure 1-6). An estimated 55
vessels have decorations of this kind. Designs are
generally floral, some having gilded accents. Two
plates from different sites are decorated with floral
borders and outdoor scenes in their centers. One of
these plates from the surface at 41BX895 bears a
Bavarian maker's mark dating sometime after 1880
(poche 1974:505). Two 8-inch plates and one 5 1h-inch
saucer from the privy at 41BX945 have a matching
delicate pink floral pattern. Two 9-inch serving bowls
with unidentified German maker's marks have similar
large pansy-like decals on a faintly pink tinted
background. Two other 7 1h-inch plates share a badly
faded floral design, and several very small fragments
with orange Oriental designs are also present. Transfer
decorations appear on only an estimated 12 vessels in

Miscellaneous Refined Earthenware
Sherds from seven vessels recovered at separate sites
have characteristics that preclude their placement in
one of the established categories. These include: one
splashed pink luster cup, one lamp base with a brown
speckled tan glaze, and one sherd with deeply incised
lines along a blue underglazed edge. The other four
sites yielded sherds with blue Rockingham-like glaze
over a white paste, one piece with blue and black
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the porcelain assemblage. All the transfer is done in
blue and appeais to be Oriental, at least in inspiration.
Only one very thick plate rim has a willow-like design
while examples of a foliated-scroll design appear in
several sites. One "Made in Japan" maker's mark
remains unidentified.

Texas. Nine potteries are known to have been in
operation in the San Antonio area from the late 1800s
until the mid 1900s. These were small, family-owned
and operated- businesses that supplied most of the
stoneware to the community (Greer and Black 1971).
Products including jugs, jars, bowls, pitchers, cups
and churns were made by hand for use in the local
community. The clay for these items was usually hand
dug from local sources, then transported to the pottery
where it was mixed, shaped, and fired in kilns. The
"Groundhog" or "Hog" kilns that were used were
small, tunnel- shaped brick structures, fueled by fires
from local oak and mesquite. They operated on an
updraft principle, drawing heat from the firebox at the
door, through the kiln and out the short chimney on the
top of the structure. The average potter could
hand-turn 200 gallons of wares per day (Greer and
Black 1971).

Handpainted designs on porcelain are limited in this
collection to painted rim bands and scenic views too
small to describe.
Nine fragments of thick porcelain with solid color
decorations under glaze were recovered. These include
a maroon checkered design and several fragments of
green and dark blue from hanging lids.

Stoneware
Stoneware (Figure 1-7) made up 12 percent of the
ceramics collected during all phases of the Alamodome
archaeological project. Stoneware, as discussed here,
is identified as ceramics made from natural clays that
have been fired at temperatures between 1200° and
1400° C, producing vitrified, nonpermeable vessels.
Stoneware varies in natural color from near white to
shades of brown and gray depending upon the type of
clay used. While stoneware, if properly fired, requires
no glaze to make it leak-proof, and some vessels in
fact have 00 interior glaze, it became the custom in the
United States by the mid-nineteenth century to glaze
vessels on both the inside and outside. In this form, the
attractive, impermeable, smooth, easy-to-clean ware
became the preferred ceramic medium, replacing the
softer, lead-glazed earthenwares for utilitarian and
storage needs (Greer 1981).

For the purpose of analysis, all stoneware vessels and
sherds were sorted according to interior and exterior
glaze combinations, resulting in 13 categories
(Appendix I-A). Stoneware within each category was
then sorted by site for analysis of vessel form and
evaluation of temporal deposition. Estimates of number
of vessels represented were based on complete rim and
neck, base, and shoulder sherds whenever possible.
When complete diagnostics were not available,
differentiation was based on sherd thickness and type.
Body sherds were only included when there was clear
evidence that they indeed represented a separate
vessel, as from sites where the few sherds recovered
included 00 rim, neck, base, or shoulder fragments or
where glaze type was clearly different. With this
exception, glaze types were not used to estimate the
number of vessels as glaze appearance can vary
greatly on the same vessel as a result of application,
firing technique, and weathering. Reconstruction was
attempted whenever possible, resulting in the
completion of several vessels that support the last
statement. It is also fair to note that application, firing
and weathering variables could affect the glaze
category placement of individual sherds as well,
affording a small margin of error, especially in the
Salt Exterior and Leon Slip categories.

Stoneware and its manufacturing techniques arrived in
North America with the colonists and later immigrants;
its position as a sturdy utilitarian ware was well
established. Early European potters and their
descendants spread westward and southward with the
pioneers, establishing potteries across the frontier to
supply the local needs. In Texas the earliest potteries
were founded by men from Georgia and the Carolinas
who centered their operations near the excellent clay
outcrops of the Wilcox geological formation from
Bexar, Wilson, and Guadalupe counties and into east
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Figure 1-7. Stoneware. Top row: a-brown and gold Leon Slip crock; center row (left to right): b-alkaline
glazed jug, c-Bristol glazed jug, d-German salt and cobalt mug, e-Albany Slip jug; bottom row: f-h-Albany
slip preserve lids. Two smaller ones read "1901 Pat. March 1st 92. April 16." Large one (center) reads
"Youngs Pat. May 27 1902." Scale is four inches long.

Glaze Categories
Sherd count of stoneware classified as alkaline glaze
equaled 25 pieces. These were recovered from seven
sites. All with beginning occupancy dates in the 1850s
or 1860s. The minimum vessel count is estimated at
seven, one vessel from each site.

Alkaline Glaze
Alkaline dipping was a popular, inexpensive type of
stoneware glaze used throughout the rural South and
Texas during 1he second half of the nineteenth century.
This distinctive glaze is made by combining wood ash,
clay, and sand. The varieties of wood ash, clay, and
sand used varies 1he color of 1he glaze immensely from
cream through deep brown in an oxygen rich atmosphere to pale bluegreens, olives, and black in a
reduction atmosphere. The texture of the glaze is its
most noticeable feature, showing streaks and runs as
the glaze seems to separate and glob (Figure 1-7b).
Additionally alkaline glaze is, with very few exceptions, used on bo1h 1he inside and outside of the vessel.

Salt Glaze
Salt glazing was the most popular method of glazing
stoneware in the United States in the nineteenth
century, but it died out slowly at the beginning of the
twentieth. To produce this finish, common salt is
introduced into the kiln when the vessels inside have
almost reached the point of vitrification. The resulting
salt vapor combines with the silica on the melted
stoneware surface to form a glaze with a texture
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similar to orange peel. The glaze itself is usually
colorless, so vessel color depends on the iron content
of the clay itself. Prior to 1860 vessels were salt glazed
on the exterior and left unglazed on the interior. Most
common from 1860 to 1900 was the combination of a
slip glazed interior with a salt glazed exterior (Greer
1981).

These forms include two shallow bowls, four pulled
strap handles, a tooled shoulder jug fragment and a jug
top with an unusual 2-inch diameter mouth and a
partial pulled strap handle attached. Also identified
was one rim fragment with the edge rolled to the
inside, possibly from a small mouth preserving jar,
and three preserving jar lids with dates of 1901 and
1902 in raised letters on the tops (Figure 1-7f-h).

Of the salt glaze combinations, 15 sherds with
unglazed interiors were recovered from five sites
dating from 1900 and before. Based on distribution the
minimum number of vessels has been estimated at
five, but only three vessel forms are identifiable: one
single process hanging lid with nob handle and two
bases from cylindrical jars or churns.

Leon Slip
Leon Slip is one of the rare, readily identifiable local
stoneware glazes. It was used by the Meyer Pottery of
Atascosa County between 1895 and 1944. This finish
is so recognizable because of the distinctive firing
characteristics of the clay used by the Meyer potters.
The clay, dug exclusively by the Meyers from a small
hill on Leon Creek, fires to an endless variety of
colors from yellow and golden brown to numerous
shades of green, sometimes all on the same vessel
(Figure 1-7a). Because of the Meyer's 77 years of
production in the San Antonio area (1887-1964), Leon
Slip is some of the most common stoneware found in
this area (Greer and Black 1971).

Twenty sites contained fragments of stoneware with a
salt exterior and Albany slip interior. Again, based on
distribution, a minimum number of 20 vessels is
estimated as present, but because of fragmentation,
only four vessel forms can be identified: one jug top
with a wide neck band and pulled strap handle
attached; and three wide-mouth jars or churns, one
with a flattened, rolled rim, one with an inside lid
ledge, and one with inside lid ledge and blue cobalt
trim under the rim.

Vessels and fragments with this finish were recovered
from 11 sites, all with pre-l900 original occupancy
dates except one narrow site which is bordered on all
sides by earlier sites. The minimum number of vessels
is estimated at 15. One seven-inch cylindrical jug with
wide shoulders, a wide neck band, and pulled handle
with distinctively attached end was recovered complete
from 4IBX892, the Rilling Site. One wide-mouth
cylindrical jar with a full-rolled rim and one
cylindrical jug with a reeded neck were reconstructed
totally from 4IBX945, the Pauly Site. Three additional
bases, one shoulder fragment with a distinctively
attached, laid on handle, one churn or jar lid, one
isolated handle piece, and two wide-banded neck
fragments complete the diagnostics in this category.

Albany Slip
Slip glazes are prepared from watery. suspensions of
natural clay. The material is strained, leaving a very
finely textured liquid that is used to coat the inside as
well as the outside of all forms of stoneware. Slips
from local clays were used by local potters, but after
1870 a dark brown slip made from an Albany, New
York clay became the most common glaze of this type
in the South. The popularity of Albany slip is attributed
to the fact that it will produce a reliable glaze when
fired at a wide range of temperatures, making it
suitable for potters using different clays and firing at
uneven heats. These slip glazes are smooth and
untextured, firing to deep chocolate browns, blackish
browns, or yellowish browns depending upon the
firing temperature (Greer 1981).

Bristol Glaze
In 1884 American potters introduced their version of
the popular English Bristol glazed stoneware. This
smooth, white, chemically produced finish was
instantly popular with potters because of its consistent
nature and with the buying public because of its clean,
sanitary appearance. The earliest uses of the Bristol
glazes were in combination with Albany slip; the
darker slip used on the inside and upper portions of the
vessels in imitation of the ferruginous-slipped English

Vessels and sherds assigned to this category are those
that exhibit the Albany Slip on both the interior and the
exterior (Figure 1-7e). An estimated 22 vessels with
this type glaze were recovered from 16 of the 35 sites
identified during the Alamodome Project. Of these, 12
identifiable forms were recovered from six sites.
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products. This combination was popular until 1915 or
1920 when it was replaced by vessels with Bristol slip
on both interior and exterior (Greer 1981).

provides a lengthy discussion on cookware of this type
but is only able to give a general production date of ca.
1900 in the Ohio area.

Ten sites, all, but one with pre-l900 dates, contained
fragments of stoneware with the Bristol!Albany glaze
combination. Bases from five separate vessels as well
as four distinct jugs with tooled shoulders have been
identified. A partial maker's mark was recovered from
41BX900. This mark has been traced to the Western
Stoneware Company of lllinois, which was in business
from 1906 to 1985. The mark found here is most
commonly associated with premiums distributed with
flour products from the Sleepy Eye Milling Company
(Lehner 1988).

Stoneware Bottles
Evidence was found for at least 11 bottles, possibly as
many as five from 4IBX892 and two others from
41BX891, next door. Exterior glaze varies from
brown to pinkish tan salt while interior finishes include
clear, tan, and pinkish mat glazes. One partial incised
mark has been interpreted as "Wynand FockinkAmsterdam," probably from a cylindrical Rbenishjug
manufactured in Germany for Dutch beverage exports
(Greer 1981:244). Three examples of the classic
British ginger beer or ale bottles were also recovered.
Their characteristic tan and white glaze was a
combination of Bristol on the lower half and the darker
ferruginous dipped upper half.

Twelve sites contained sherds with Bristol glaze on
both the interior and exterior. The minimum number
of vessels has been estimated at 15, including two jar
or churn lids, one small mouth preserve jar, and one
tooled-shouldered jug (Figure 1-7c).

Other stoneware items include 12 unglazed low-fired
fragments, sherds from stoneware braziers from three
sites, a redware tile with yellow slip glaze on one side,
a blue and Bristol glazed bowl sherd, four fragments
with a blue speckled glaze, and several pieces of an
unglazed terra-cotta teapot with a blue and white
painted floral pattern.

Table 1-3 shows the occurrences of sherds from these
major glaze categories. Of note is the gradual decrease
in stoneware in sites with beginning occupancy dates
prior to the turn of the century. Stoneware production
continued well past the turn of the century in the San
Antonio area (Greer 1981), but seems to have been
used less frequently in our study area after 1880.

Discussion

German Salt Glaze
Fragments from two beer steins in German salt glaze
with cobalt decorations were recovered from two sites,
4IBX882 and 4IBX945 (Figure 1-7d). Both mugs have
incised marks on the bottom: "Germany 372" and "B &
D, NB2 - Germany. "

Crossmending
Reconstruction of ceramic vessels from sherds found
in different proveniences and at different depths is one
of the main ways ceramics are used in archaeology to
clarify site use and deposition patterns. The
occurrences listed on the crossmend chart (Table 1-4)
are examples of both horizontal and vertical
crossmending. Fragments of a cup reconstructed from
the privy at 41BX896 came from depths of between 20
and 45 inches. This indicates that items within these
levels were deposited in the privy during a very short
interval, possibly even in a single event. The
horizontal crossmends between 4IBX883 and
41BX897 strongly support the interactions between
these two sites (see Volume ll).

Miscellaneous Stoneware
Baking Dishes
An estimated nine separate dishes with glazed interiors
and unglazed exteriors were recovered from nine sites
in this study area. These shallow vessels, all
approximately 8-10 inches in diameter, have white,
blue, or brown interiors and one has "American
Cooking Ware" inscribed around the exterior edge and
"Sanito" printed in the center. Lehner (1988:105-106)
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Table 1-3. Glaze-Type Distribution
Site #

Occupation A1kaline

Popularity Sequence

Salt

1840-1860 1840-1860

SaIt/Albany Leon Slip Albany/Albany Bristol!Albany BristollBristol
1860-1900

1895-1944

1870-1900

1900-1915

After 1915

13

3

2

11

8

9

1855-1968

8

7

9

35

5

7

5

41BX896 1856-recent

1

13

4

2

20

45

13

12

6

7

22

2

9

19

3

13

2

1

41BX892

1855-1926

41BX899

1855-1925

41BX945

41BX898 1856-recent
41BX891

1857-1925

1

3

41BX890

1858-1925

9

8

41BX900

1858-1926

3

41BX897

1866-1989

1

41BX927

1870-1910

41BX955

1877-1915

41BX928

1880-1910

41BX930

1880-1920

41BX932

1880-1920

6

4

7

7
5

41BX937 1880-recent
41BX956 1880-recent
41BX957 1880-recent
41BX884 1883-recent

1
1

1

7

1

4

41BX883

1884-1987

41BX926

1885-1920

2

41BX895

1889-1990

1

41BX929

1890-1920

1

41BX938

1890-1920

7

1

41BX885 1892-recent

1

2
5

1899-1990

3

2

41BX882

1900-1970

4

2

4IBX894

1910-1990

41BX931

1920-1990

3

41BX936

1920-1990

1

1893-1922

41BX893

4

1

1
2

2

5

4

3
3

41BX939 192O-recent
41BX943

5
1

5

41BX881

3

7

1

1921-1974

4IBX941 1927-recent

22

7

2

Frequency Distribution

patterns of distribution resulted. However, one pattern
did emerge as shown in Table 1-5. Sites with a higher
than 10 percent stoneware frequency were predomi
nately German and had beginning occupancy dates
before 1900. This could be due to a combination of
two factors: personal preference of German-born
residents, and availability of stoneware during the
earlier, transitional phases of the area.

Sites with more than 50 ceramic sherds were analyzed
in ranked order based on ceramic-type frequency to
look for patterns of spatial and/or ethnic similarities or
differences across our study area. The results were
somewhat inconclusive. When sites were ordered by
percent of porcelain or whiteware present, random

Table 1-4. Crossmend Chart
Provenience

Crossmend Item

Provenience

Porcelain cup with decal design

41BX896
Levels V (20-25") VI (25-30") VII (30-35") VllI{35-40") IXL{40-45"}

CuP with blue transfer pattern

41BX883 WET 3-W

41BX897 WET 2-E

Bowl with red transfer pattern

4IBX883 WET 3-W

41BX897 WET 9-29.5

Plate with cut sponge design

41BX883 WET 3-W

4IBX897 WET 3-E

Edgeware design on 3 plates

41BX883 WET 3-E

4IBX897 WET 6-7 and Trench E

Table 1-5. Type Frequency Distribution
Site #

Occupation dates

%

Ethnicity

Total Sherds

Stoneware Whiteware Porcelain
41BX891

1857-1925

German

38

58

8

133

41BX892

1855-1926

German

34

61

6

289
64

41BX885

1892-recent

Varied

28

42

13

41BX945

1855-1968

German

14

63

23

148

41BX896

1856-recent

FrenchlGerman

16

67

16

497

41BX89O

1858-1925

German

13

77

9

131

41BX884

1883-recent

German

13

73

5

67

41BX881

1893-1922

German

12

70

14

182

4IBX882

1900-1970

Varied

12

61

23

195

41BX932

1890-1990

Varied

11

86

2

84

4IBX893

1899-1990

Polish

9

80

11

103

41BX900

1858-1926

Enj;?;1ishlGerman

8

78

13

808

41BX939

192o-recent

Black

6

86

8

50

41BX931

1920-1990

Black

5

82

13

327

4IBX897

1866-1989

Black

4

79

17

713

41BX883

1884-1987

German

3

83

13

839

4IBX938

1890-1920

Varied

3

80

15

295

4IBX942

1927-recent

Black

3

88

9

96

4IBX937

1890-recent

Varied

1

88

11

158
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Sets As Socioeconomic Markers

available at more moderate costs than could be found
in more rural areas of the state at this time. A typefrequency comparison was made between our study
area and four other historic sites. Two sites were
chosen close to San Antonio. Camp Bullis (Gerstle et
al. 1978) and LBJ State Park (Tunnell and Jensen
1968), are both north of the city, 10 and 50 miles
respectively. Two rural sites were also chosen, Cuero
I, in southwest Texas (Fox et al.1974) and Richland
Creek, in east Texas (Moir 1987). Frequency
comparisons are shown in Table 1-6.

It has been suggested that the presence of tableware
sets and matching serving pieces may be a reliable
indicator of socioeconomic status (Moir 1987; Stothert
1992). This statement appears to be supported in our
study area by the fact that the one site that did yield
matching ceramic pieces was the privy at 4IBX945.
The Muellers, owners of this site after the turn of the
century, were reported by archival documents and oral
histories to be among the most prosperous in the area
(Brown and DeLaO, this volume). Pieces from three
sets were recovered, including a plate, platter, cup,
saucer, and pitcher in a brown transfer pattern; two
plates and two saucers in a delicate pink floral decal on
porcelain; and matching serving bowls also in a floral
decal on porcelain.

In the two rural areas, stoneware retained a greater
position of importance, while the use of porcelain was
restricted, possibly as a result of availability, personal
preference, and/or practicality. Assemblages from the
Alamodome area and nearby Camp Bullis and LBJ
State Park present a picture of more evenly distributed
ceramic types. Stoneware is present but apparently
losing popularity. Decorated whitewares are found
with greater frequency in the Dome area and in LBJ
Park, while porcelain consistently averages 11-14
percent of these three collections. The even
distribution of ceramic types in areas near San Antonio
reflects the expected increase in variety and availability
in a growing urban center.

Assemblage Comparisons
Initially the focus of this analysis was to see if the
arrival of the urban era in San Antonio would be
reflected in the ceramic assemblage recovered from
the Alamodome Project area. A growing urban center
should have had a wider variety of goods readily

Table 1-6. Urban and Rural Type Frequency Comparison

Site

Camp Bullis
LBJPark

Alamodome
Cuero I
Richland Creek

%

Occupation
Dates

Whiteware

Porcelain

Stoneware!
Yellowware

Soft Paste

1850-1940
1868-1940
1855-1990
1830-1950
1855-1965

72.7
75.6
73.7
83.0
69.7

10.8
13.3
13.7
3.5
3.6

16.5
8.0
11.3
13.5
26.5

0
3.1
1.3
0
.2
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Appendix I-A: Ceramics
Table I-AI. Earthenware
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33
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41BX931 154

54

14

41BX932

32

36

1

41BX936

17

7

41BX937

66

34

3

27

9

41BX938

90

41BX939

25

1

41BX940

12

1

15

16

28

1

1

1

1
6

3

1

6

2

17

9

1

17

2
3

7

51

21

117

132

249

1

8

8

25

18

43

12

2

14

1
1

2

5

3

12

15

1

19

15

36

48

84

41BX943

0

0

0

41BX944

0

0

0

237

159

396

0

0

0

5

10

15

41BX941

3

41BX942

18

41BX945

79

4
18

158

6

7

72

4

1

35

4

4

11

20

8

41BX955
41BX956

5

41BX957

7

1

2

71

228

1

2

1

TOTAL 1937 1232 276

4
1

25

3

43

52

65

77

25

35

14

207 235

6

21

8

1

9

3169

1364

4533

Tablel-A2. Porcelain
Transfer

Free
Hand

10

1

5

18

1

Site#

Undec

Gilded

Molded

Decal

41BX881
41BX882

11
21

2

1
3
11

9

41BX883

84

41BX884

3

41BX885

7

41BX890

9

1
1

41BX891
41BX892

9

41BX893

6

1

2

20

104

0

3

1

8

3

12

11

11

4

10

19

3

5

11

2
1

1

2

2

3

5
43

9

7

1
4

79

2

3

23

126

0

0

36

5

8

14

41BX897

103

2

3

13

5

41BX898
89

28
45

2

41BX896

41 BX900

17
24

3

1

1

Total
Porcelain

1

4

41BX899

Total
Dec.

10

41 BX894
41 BX895

Other

10

2

6

1

0

1

19

108

41BX926

0

0

41BX927

0

0

41BX928

4

41BX929
41 BX93 0

4

2

41BX931

26

9

41BX932

1

1

1

41BX937

5
28

4

1

13

18

15

43

1

1
9

41BX943
41 BX944
1

121

8

41BX955
41BX956

3

41BX957
16

2
0

4

3

468

1
0
5

41BX942

TOTAL

7
37

11
4

18

7

1

41BX940

41BX945

0

2

41BX939
41BX941

4

0
11

2

41BX936
41BX938

0

64

234

21

26

24

19

4

4

0

0

2

5

9

9

0

0
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0
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148

0

0

3

3

0

0

378

846

Tablel-A3. Stoneware
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Appendix I-B: Maker's Marks
Table I-Bl. Maker's Marks from Alamodome Sites

41BX881

Maker

Mark

Site #

~

•

ru

Knowles, Taylor, Knowles
Ironstone tableware, sanitaryware, and toiletware.

1890-1907
(Gates and Ormerod 1982: 119)

::; ~~\ 'iJ

41BX882

East Palestine Pottery Company
LaFayette Porcelain

1884-1909
(Lehner 1988: 135)

41BX883

Sterling China Company, company later became American
Limoges China Co.

1900-1902
(Gates and Ormerod 1982:170)

Brunt, Bloor, Martin and Company
White ironstone manufacture

1875-1882
(Gates and Ormerod 1982: 17)

Elsmore and Foster
Clayhill Pottery, Tunstall, England

1853-1871
(Godden 1964:235)

Sevres China Company
Semi-vitreous tableware and toiletware

1900-1908
(Gates and Ormerod 1982:241)
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Table I-Bl. continued
Site #

Mark

41BX890

Maker

Goodwin Brothers Pottery Company
Ironstone dinnerware

1883-1893
(Gates and Ormerod 1982:53)

Johnson Brothers, England
Ironstone dinnerware

41BX891

1883-1913
(Godden 1982:355)

JOHNSON BRO!
ENGLAND

C. C. Thompson Pottery Company
East Liverpool, Ohio

1888-1938
(Lehner 1988:470-471)

C. C. Thompson Pottery Company
Tableware

41BX892

1883-1890
(Gates and Ormerod 1982:288)

The Potters Cooperative Company
Ironstone tableware and toiletware

1895
(Gates and Ormerod 1982:212)

EXTRA QUALITY

American China Company
Toronto, Ohio

1894-1910
(Lehner 1988:20)
WARRANTED
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Table I-Bl. continued

I~~
41BX894

Maker

Mark

: ~~!r.~~ ·•

8O\ITONNIIRE
~,rRUI! UNDERr.LAZ1f 9-

Taylor, Smith, Taylor

1960-1970
(Lehner 1988:465)

{,Q OVEN PIIOOP ~.J'
.., SMITH ..1'"

~

~.
III

~

~

1-

>

J'

..:>

Syracuse China Company
ca. 1982
(Lehner 1988:455)

.s;~A\' \of'- _

Rehau,~Zeh,

41BX895

Z.S.&CO.
...
... ......

Scherzer & Company, Bavaria

Porcelain

BAVARIA

After 1880
(poche 1974:#505)

~

41BX896

Homer Laughlin China Company
Semi-vitreous ware

HOMER....lAUGHLIN

1910-1919
(Gates and Ormerod 1982: 129)

122 L

~
'I

,:;.~~

-

\..It!l'
\

~
~

.

~~

·0

~.

Crown Potteries Company

1891-1955
(Lehner 1988:117-18)

" ~ f t=:- •IN
......
'."
'~."

~uf
I

1

I,

f;

, . HINA '.

H. R. Wyllie China Company
Huntington, West Virginia

1910-1ate 1920s
(Lehner 1988:529)
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Table 1-Bl. continued
Site #

Mark

41BX896
(continued)

Maker

Union Co-operative Pottery Company
1894-1905
(Gates and Ormerod 1982:297)

OP.CO
SYRACUSE

CHINA

Onondaga Pottery Company - latter became Syracuse
China. Produced semi-porcelain 1886-1898.
This mark used 1897
(Lehner 1988:454)

John Maddock and Sons, Ltd., England
After 1896 - Ltd. added 1896
(Godden 1964:406)

PEACH BLOW

9;
~

George Jones and Sons
1874-1891 - "England" added in 1891
(Godden 1964:359)

Davenport, England
"British Scenery" transfer pattern
(Coysh and Henrywood 1991:35)

4IBX897

-~

REGOUT~
·.~STRIGHTI '

Petrus Regout & Company - Maastricht 1883-1887
Sphinx first used 1883, "Made in Holland" added 1887
(Hudig 1979:55)
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Table I-Bl. continued
Site #

Maker

Mark

41BX900
Wheeling Pottery Company

Established 1879
(Kovel and Kovel1971:170)

Bishop & Stonier
Hanley, Staffordshire, England

1891-1939
(Godden 1971:57)

¥..nowles, Taylor, Knowles Company

1920s ware
(Gates and Ormerod 1982:125)

French China Company - La Francais

1900-1932
(Lehner 1988:155)

Homer Laughlin - The Angelus
ca. 1909
(Gates and Ormerod 1982:134)

Ford China Company

1898-1904
(Lehner 1988:150)
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Table I-Bl. continued
Site #

Mark

Maker

Cartwright Brothers - Semi-Granite
Ironstone dinnerware

41BX927

1887-1900
(Gates and Ormerod 1982:31)

*

DREXEL

41BX931

C. C. Thompson Pottery Company

ca. 1890-1908
(Barber 1904:110)

John Maddock and Sons
Burslem, England
After 1891
(Koyel and KoyeI1971:202)

Homer Laughlin Pottery

1900
(Gates and Ormerod 1982:131)

Cartwright Brothers
Tableware
(Gates and Ormerod 1982:31)

41BX932

The Wheeling Pottery Company

Established 1879
(Koyel and KoyeI1971:181)
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Table I-Bl. continued

I

Site #

41BX936

I

Mark

SYRAcuSe o-nNA

~
TRADE MARK
PATENTED

Maker

Syracuse China Company

1930
(Lehner 1988:456)

Clinchfield Pottery

41BX937

S. P. I.
CLINCHFIELD
CHINA

41BX945

I

-

LII10 GES
CHINA

1916-1917
Becomes Southern Pottery after 1917
(Lehner 1988:433)

Limoges China Company
Semi-porcelain dinnerware

1906-1930
(Lehner 1988:262)

rt)
./""

MEllOR&cQ

li59..U~J:!

[5
'~?
<lOR tt-

~

Cook Pottery

1893-1959
(Lehner 1988:107)

Cook Pottery

1893-1959
(Lehner 1988:107)

CONCORD

A

L.J&Q I1EA1(1N >

.s><"'~~

J &GMeakin
Hanley, England
After 1907
(Godden 1964:427)

""'Port:-~o,)'
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I

Table I-Bl. continued
Site #

Mark

Maker

Edward Knowles

41BX945
(continued)

1900-1948
(Gates and Ormerod 1982:99)

Petrus Regout & Company
After 1887
(Hudig 1979:55)

Baker & Company
Fenton, England

1839-1893
IMPERiAL

"LTD" added after 1893
(Godden 1964:51)

IRONSTONE CHINA
BAKER & c!?

J. M. Baum
Ironstone tableware

1888-1896
(Gates & Ormerod 1982:14)
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Chapter 2

Glass
Rene Munoz

bottles are usually lopsided, have smooth shiny
surfaces and exhibit pontiI marks. A pontil was an iron
rod dipped in molten glass and attached to the bottom
of a bottle to hold it while the neck and lip were being
finished (hence the term "finish" used to refer to the
neck and lip of a bottle). After the glass blower had
completed the bottle, the pontil was removed from the
bottle, leaving a raised, circular scar on the bottom. If
this scar interfered with the ability of the bottle to
stand, the scar was ground down until only a smooth
dimple or small circular depression remained
(Lorraine 1968; Munsey 1970).

Development in the Alamodome project area during
the late nineteenth century and early twentieth
centuries coincided with changes and innovations in
glass manufacturing. Glass manufacturing techniques
changed during this time in response to increased
demand after 1830, when the rapid expansion of the
railroads opened up new markets (Lorraine 1968:35).
One of America's largest glass houses, the lllinois
Glass Company, may have been producing more than
one million gross of bottles annually (Illinois Glass
Company 1904). In order to meet the increasing
demand, manufacturers had to increase production and
simplify output. The development of semi-automatic
and automatic bottle-blowing machines during this era
brought about standardization in bottle shapes, color,
and closure types. The new mode of production soon
created new patterns of bottle reuse and revolutionized
food preservation and storage methods. Many of those
changes are reflected in the bottles recovered from the
businesses and residences in the Alamodome Project
area.

In 1857 the snapcase was introduced in the United
States and, by the 1870s, most glass houses were using
it rather than the pontil (Baugher-Perlin 1982). A snap
case is "essentially a pontil split down the middle for
about a foot with a cup between the two split ends"
(Baugher-Perlin 1982). The bottle sat in the cup and
the bars of the pontil gripped it. The snap case left no
scars on the base of the bottle and only occasionally
left scars on 1he sides. No bottles manufactured wi1h a
snap case were identified among 1he Alamodome
collection.

Bottle glass was used to establish chronology and to
reveal behavioral patterns within early San Antonio.
Some of the behavioral patterns include demographics,
health needs, consumer habits, and recycling and
garbage disposal practices. Methods for establishing
chronology and function will be discussed in the
following sections.

A variety of me1hods were developed for producing
bottles in molds. The most common types used in the
manufacture of bottles found in the Alamodome
collection are the bottom-hinged, post-bottom,
cup-bottom, and blow-back molds. The type of mold
used in 1he manufacture of a bottle can be identified by
close study of the number and placement of 1he various
seams on the bottle.

Major technological changes in the production of glass
are identified by the characteristic marks left by
molds, pontils, and lipping tools. Prior to the
nineteenth century, the most common manufacturing
methods for producing bottles were free-blowing and
mold-blowing (Baugher-Perlin 1982). Free-blown

Hinged-bottom molds leave seams on 1he base and side
of 1he bottle. The seam on 1he bottom either proceeds
38

directly across the bottom or forms a half-circle
around the push-up. In the latter case, an embossed
design such as a maker's mark is often found. The
seams on the side run nearly to the lip. In this type of
mold, there was no form for the lip; the bottle had to
be removed and the lip applied or shaped with a tool.
The use of this type of mold began around 1750 and
continued until 1880 (Baugher-Perlin 1982:262).

manufacture special-order bottles, fewer different
bottle shapes were produced. The retailer of bottled
products began to depend more heavily on paper labels
and plate molds to identify his product. While this
trend lowered the total number of bottle shapes, it also
brought growing standardization to the industry. It is
often possible to identify bottle function by shape.

The post-bottom mold leaves the same type of seams
on the side as does the hinged-bottom mold. The
bottom, however, shows a ring-shaped scar that is
connected to the seams on the body and is not
necessarily centered. Both this mold and the cupbottom mold below were used with the hinged-bottom
molds. For that reason, there is no definite date as to
their introduction.

used for dating. Until the mid-1800s, the color of most

The predominant color of a bottle collection can be
bottles, ranging from amber to dark green, was
determined by impurities in the sand used to make
them. Bottles for cosmetics, medicines, and toiletries
were also colored by the addition of minerals. This
changed in 1910 when Nicolas Appert developed a
new method of food processing. Food could be
preserved, he discovered, if it was bottled and
thoroughly cooked (Lorraine 1968:38). This increased
the demand for bottles. Consumers preferred clear
glass so they could see the product within. In order to
meet that demand, bottlers began using various
additives in their glass formulas to eliminate color.

The cup-bottom mold is common on machine-blown
bottles. The vertical seams run to the top of the lip, the
lip being formed in the molding process and not
applied separately. The diagnostic seam encircles the
base of the bottle just above the heel, where it meets
the sides of the bottle. It was rarely used with
hinged-bottom molds because of the difficulty in
centering it.

During the last quarter of the nineteenth century, clear
glass was produced by the addition of small amounts of
manganese to the glass recipe. Manganese was used
until the start of World War I when America was cut
off from Germany, its primary supplier. Selenium was
found to be an adequate replacement for manganese
and was used until about 1930, when arsenic became
a popular decolorizer (Munsey 1970:55). Glass
decolorized by any of these elements assumes
distinctive colors when exposed to ultraviolet radiation.
Glass decolorized by the addition of manganese turns
amethyst, while glass decolorized by selenium turns
amber. This fact aids in producing a rough
approximation of the age of a bottle.

Blow-back molds were used in the manufacture of
wide-mouth jars with threaded closures such as those
used for cosmetics, condiments, and pickled foods.
The seams run the entire length of the bottle, from
base to lip. The bottom mayor may not be attached
separately as in the post-bottom mold. This type of
mold was used from about 1850 on (Baugher-Perlin
1982:265).
The processes described above represent a majority of
the types found in the Alamodome collection. Other
styles of manufacture are evident such as free-blowing
and the use of three-part dip molds. These are
represented by only one or two examples.

It is important to realize that changes in the technology
of manufacture are most useful in assigning a "no
earlier than," or terminus post quem, date to bottles.
They are of limited utility in determining a terminal
date for manufacture. This is because the glass
industry did not shift from one mode of manufacture to
another all at once, changes were phased in gradually.
Depending on the size of the glasshouse, old methods
of manufacture may have continued long after better
ways had been found. A switch to more efficient
systems may have been impractical in terms of capital
outlay or market size. In Canada many smaller

In 1903 Michael J. Owen patented his automatic bottleblowing machine. Because of this innovation bottle
design became more homogenous and the number of
bottles produced increased. In 1917 the first fully
mechanized bottle-making factory opened and, by
1922, automatic machines accounted for 80 percent of
all bottles produced. This figure jumped to 90 percent
by 1924. Because it was difficult and expensive to
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41BX891, The Horn Site

glasshouses kept using mold processes after the
introduction of the Owens machine simply because
they were unable to circumvent the licensing
agreement between Dominion Glass and the Owens
Company (Miller and Pacey 1985).

Two trenches were placed in NCB 613 Lot 5, exposing
three features. The majority of glass fragments are
from Feature A. Feature A was located in Trench A
placed near the boundary between lots 4 and 5. The
feature's edges were sharply defined, and there was a
high percentage of glass in the excavated portion. In
some units over 70 percent of the artifacts were glass.
The deposits contained in excess of 3,235 pieces of
glass. This represents 99 .996 percent of the glass
found on the site.

It is difficult to come closer than about a decade when
dating bottles by studying manufacturing techniques
and color. Some mold processes, for example, were in
use for more than half a century. Trademarks and
maker's marks provide the single most accurate date
for the manufacture of bottles. Commercial marks are
put on the bottles by glass manufacturers, wholesalers,
and/or retailers. They were not considered to be
decorative since their main function was to identify the
manufacturer or bottler. The most common methods
were embossing, paper labels, and applied color
labels. Trademarks can be used most successfully only
if their period of use was short. However, if the mark
was used for many years, other factors such as storage
and reuse must be taken into account. In any case,
marks can provide definite starting and ending dates
for the manufacture of bottles (Table 2-1). Bottle
Makers and Their Marks by Julien Toulouse (1971)
was my main source of information on manufacturing
marks. The San Antonio City Directories [CD] from
1892 to 1909 were prime sources for local bottlers and
businesses. Also used were various publications
intended for the collector. These books, while
generally pricing guides, do occasionally make
reference to the dates of manufacture for specific
items.

The lack of stratigraphy and the mixture of broken
bottles with a wide range of dates supports the
identification of Feature A as a secondary deposit.
There were only six whole bottles from a very
conservative estimated total of 309. From where were
the bottles moved? Why were they the object of
secondary deposition? These questions must be
answered before any inference concerning secondary
deposit can be made. These bottles were probably
deposited over a relatively short period of time after a
long period of reuse postdating the exhaustion of their
original contents. The bottles were discarded after they
became broken or were otherwise unfit for further use.
The midden is not representative of normal household
refuse. Reuse can explain the high incidence of broken
bottles, but it cannot explain the frequency of bottle
types.
Most of the containers were originally used for the
storage of alcohol or items with a high alcohol content
such as bitters or other patent medicines. Very few of
the bottles were intended for food or cosmetic storage.
Bottles positively identified as containing alcohol
include the following: 16 Gordon's Gin (Figure 2-1);
six beer, six alcohol, and seven non-prescription
medicines with a minimum of one, probably Lash's,
bitters. While it is difficult to establish the contents of
many other bottles, the presence of alcohol can be
inferred from the 11 metal foil bottle covers, 33
champagne and wine finishes, and 75 brandy finishes.
There were also 41 oval bases similar to those used for
pint flasks.

It is also useful to look at popular literature printed
during the time the bottles under investigation were
thought to be manufactured. Advertisements and the
like can provide valuable information for refining dates
and determining function and place of manufacture.
This report reviews the bottle glass recovered at six
sites in the Alamodome project area, sites 4IBX891,
892, 895, 945, 882, and 883. The sites were selected
because their beginning occupation dates are similar
and they represent the largest and most diverse
collection of bottles recovered from any of the 36 sites
within the project area in terms of variety of style and
contents. Also they are representative of the various
contexts in which bottles were found: in privies,
kitchen middens, and specialized middens or caches
that contained only glass.

In addition to the alcohol bottles, the following types
were found: 12 food, one medicine, and one personal.
One very interesting piece was recovered from this
feature. It is a large bottle of heavy glass with the
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Table 2-1. Dated Maker's Marks and Brand Names on Bottles Recovered from
Feature A Glass Midden, 4IBX891

t'"l
00
00

.....
0\
.....

00

Adolphus
Busch
BGCo.
American
Glass
IG Co.
Lash's Bitters
OBCo.
ABCo.
W & FS, Mil
Gordon's Gin

--

Hamilton
Glass
W. T. &Co.

...

C. S. & Co.
H. J. Heinz &
Co.
P. D. & Co.
Rische Bottling

...

LGCo.
Dominion
Glass
Davey &
Moore
KCB

...

Benedictine
Paul Jones
Whiskey
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north of the Trench A extension, approximately 150 ft
south of Wyoming Street and 64 ft west of Hoefgen
Street. The pit was filled almost exclusively with bottle
glass, containing wine, beer, and whiskey bottles.
Within this collection are few bottles intended for food
or cosmetic storage. By a conservative count, 146
bottles are represented. This feature was not fully
excavated, but its size has been estimated to be three

Figure 2-1. Gordon's Gin bottle and
base. Shown one-half actual size.

label emOOssed, "Coca Cola Bottling Co. San Antonio,
Tx." and "St. Anthony Hotel" (Figure 2-2). This bottle
has been identified as a seltzer bottle, based on its
resemblance to several pieces illustrated in the
1903-1904lliinois Glass Company catalog (1904:49).

41BX892, The Rilling Site
The bottles recovered from this site were in a context
similar to that of the bottles recovered from 4IBX891.
Near the northeast comer of the lot a large trash pit
was discovered during demolition monitoring of the
AIamodome footprint area. This feature was located

Figure 2-2. Coca Cola bottle from the St.
Anthony Hotel. Shown one-half actual size.
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feet deep by five feet in diameter. More formal
measurements were not taken due to time
constraints .

c,'r\I\MBER LA1IVS
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Of the 146 bottles counted, only five are whole:
three patent medicine bottles, one large condiment
bottle with a screw top, and one container for an
alcoholic beverage. Two of the three patent
medicine bottles bear no identification. The third is
embossed with "Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhea Remedy" (Figure 2-3). A bottle similar to
the condiment one is identified as a champagne
catsup bottle in the 1903-1904 lllinois Glass
Company catalog (Illinois Glass Company 1904).
The fifth bottle is also similar to one illustrated in
the same catalog, where it is identified as a "liquer"
bottle. Only the catsup bottle was machine-made. The
others were produced in two-piece molds with handfinished lips. This method of manufacture dates to
between 1880 and 1913. These bottles were the only
ones in this collection that were dated by method of
manufacture. The other pieces were, for the most part,
too fragmentary to date in this way.

tp

DIARRHEAREMED

Figure 2-3. Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera, and
Diarrhea Remedy. Shown one-half actual size.

and 1916 (Toulouse 1971). The manufacturers dates of
all other bottles, with the exception of one, overlap
completely with this time period (Table 2-2).

41BX945, The Pauly Site
Site 4IBX945 was continually occupied from 1855 to
1975. The major source of bottles for this site was a
privy located on the west lot line. The bottles are
typical of household refuse in that they represent a
fairly even distribution of food, personal, and alcoholic
containers. Of the 50 whole bottles recovered, 20 were
related to the preparation of food or contained food.
These include 10 bottles that held either condiments or
other preserves, four extract bottles, and two bottles
that held milk or milk products. Fourteen bottles were
related to personal health or hygiene: three cosmetic
bottles, 11 medicine bottles, and one possible perfume
bottle. Two of the medicine bottles (Figure 2-6),
virtually identical except for size, were manufactured
by the W. T. Company for use by local druggist Ed
Schultze who was in business between 1902 and 1935
(CD). Finally, 13 bottles contained beverages, either
alcoholic or otherwise: four contained whiskey, four
beer, and five soft drinks. The contents of the
remaining six bottles could not be determined.

Fourteen bottle fragments in the collection, primarily
heels, contained information that allowed them to be
dated. This information was normally comprised of
maker's marks or patent information (Table 2-2).
Bottles that definitely contained alcoholic beverages
composed 68.4 percent of the collection. Household
items such as milk, cosmetics, medicine, and soda
bottles comprise 8.2 percent of the collection. The rest
of the collection, approximately 23.4 percent, is
composed of bottles whose function is unknown.
Identification and count was based on the identification
of finish types: 34 wine/champagne, 36 brandy, 16
beer, and 14 finishes of a type unique to Gordon's Gin
(Figure 2-1). The balance was composed of two milk
bottle finishes and 10 prescription/extract finishes. The
balance was made up of unidentifiable finishes.
The bottles in this collection were likely deposited
during or just shortly after the period 1905-1907. This
dating is based on the presence of several bottles
bearing the Adolphus-Busch maker's mark and another
bearing the mark for the A B Co.; bottles with the
Adolphus-Busch mark (Figure 2-4) were produced
between 1903 and 1907, bottles with the mark "A B
Co." (Figure 2-5) were only produced between 1905

A study of the remaining diagnostic bottle fragments
reveals a continuation of this pattern. An extremely
conservative estimate places the number of bottles in
the privy at 96. This number was determined by
adding the number of whole bottles to the number of
complete or nearly complete finishes recovered, The
finishes indicate a high number of milk, preserving,
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Table 2-2. Dated Maker's Marks and Brand Names on Bottles Recovered from Monitored Trash Pit
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Figure 2-4. Adolphus Busch Co. maker's
mark, earlier. Shown actual size

Figure 2-5. Adolphus-Busch Co. maker's
mark, later. Shown actual size.
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Figure 2-6. Schultze bottles. Shown actual size.
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patent medicine, and extract bottles. A great many
crown finishes in both clear and brown glass were
recovered. The brown glass finishes, of which there
were nine, more than likely graced beer bottles. The
original use of the clear finishes could not be
determined. While it is probable that some may have
been for soft drinks, others were attached to bottles too
large to be ordinarily considered for soda water
(Figure 2-7). The contents of these bottles is unknown.

This site is unusual in that despite the large amount of
glass items recovered, very few bear maker's marks
that are positively identifiable. Eight were identified,
all from the privy. Bottle dates alone do not provide an
adequate indicator of the age of this privy (Table 2-3).
Several general statements, however, can be made.
The privy was most likely cleaned for the final time
sometime just prior to 1900 and was used until at least
1905. This is based on the presence of bottles
manufactured only prior to or after those years. For
more specific information on this privy, see Brown
and DeLaO in this volume.

WIDe bottles, with their distinctive finishes and kick-up
bottoms, either whole or fragmentary, occur with a
conspicuously low frequency. In the entire privy
collection, only one was found. This number is far
exceeded by the number of whiskey and beer bottles
found, although neither of these approaches the
numbers recovered from 41BX891 and 41BX892. The
absence of wine bottles may be correlated with the
introduction of city water into the area sometime prior
to 1904 and the possible reduction in the need for such
bottled drinks.

In addition to the bottles found in the privy, household
glasswares were also found. Two whole drinking
glasses were found as were fragments of several plates
including a portion of a fluted plate or serving tray.
This provides further evidence for the privy being a
repository for household waste as opposed to being an
area of specialized disposal.
Outside the privy, bottles and bottle fragments were
recovered from trenches A, B, C, E, F, and G, as well as
from surface collection. The surface collection, as
expected, consisted mostly of recent refuse: one Big Red
soft drink bottle, one Miller High Life Beer bottle, and
ore Tres Flores Brilliantine bottle. Trenches A, B, C, and
F yielded small quantities of glass related to personal and
household functions. Notable among these bottles was a
small ovoid jar, machine-made of milk glass, bearing a
maker's mark that read "POND'S". This jar, which
would have contained cold cream, was recovered from
Trench C. Trench E yielded a portion of a bottle that had
inscribed on it "ERLER" in a semi-circular pattern
(Figure 2-8). This piece was probably once part of an
embossed pattern that read "Duerler Mfg. Co. ," a San
Antonio :firm active in the mid-nineteenth to early
twentieth century (City Directories). The remaining
trenches yielded no glass of note.

,,

\ ...........

Figure 2-7. One-quart soda water bottle. Shown
one-half actual size.
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were medicine bottles and bottles that contained
alcoholic beverages. Of the 256 whole bottles
recovered, 246 were extract bottles (Figure 2-9) dating
to about 1929. This date, taken in the context of the
bottles' primary contents, indicates that the caching of
extract bottles was related to Prohibition. Because
extracts generally have a high alcohol content they
may have been consumed after the enactment of
Prohibition laws as a legal alternative to wine, beer,
whiskey, or other hard liquors. The bottles might also
have served as disguised containers for illegally
distilled liquors. Similar deposits have been found
beneath Prohibition-era homes in the past by
demolition contractors. Analysis of the residues inside
the extract bottles was not done due to time
constraints, but remains a viable avenue for research.

~~ID~&#'~
$&00 Amnr®oooIW
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41BX895, The Garza Store

Most of the recovered extract bottles were at one time
filled by a product manufactured by McCormick and
Company or by Sauer's Extracts. The bottles
themselves were manufactured either by Owens Glass
Company, lllinois Glass Company, or the merged
company of Owens-lllinois. American Glass Works
(A.G.W.) and Rochester Glass Works are also
represented. The four companies were identified by
their distinctive maker's marks. Figure 2-10 presents
the relative frequencies of each type of mark. A
significant portion of all extract bottles recovered was
manufactured by the Owens Company between 1911
and 1929. The second most frequently represented
maker, Owens-lllinois, manufactured bottles with that
mark between 1929 and 1954 (Toulouse 1971:403).

Testing and initial excavation below the floor of the
1880s structure at site 4IBX895 revealed two deposits
of vanilla extract bottles, apparently intentionally
cached. Also recovered, but in much lower quantities,

The caches of extract bottles certainly date to just after
1929. This is the earliest possible date based on the
presence of the Owens-lllinois bottles. Although the
majority of extract bottles were manufactured by the
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Figure 2-8. Duerler soda water
bottle. Shown one-half actual size.
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Figure 2-9. McCormick extract bottle. Shown one-half actual size.
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Table 2-3. Dated Maker's Marks and Brand Names from the Pauly Privy
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Owens company, their presence may be due to some
sort of manufacture circulation lag or the purchase of
a great quantity of extracts just prior to Prohibition. In
any case, the Owens-lllinois bottles in question all
contain numerical codes as part of their maker's
marks, indicating they were manufactured between
1929 and 1954. Two numbers, one to the right of the
maker's mark and the other to the left, indicate at
which plant and in what year the bottle was
manufactured (Toulouse 1971:403). The number on
the left indicates the plant, the one on the right
indicates the year. Three lines of evidence converge to
provide a date that corresponds to the beginning of
Prohibition.

to see a larger number of Owens-Illinois bottles

than either Owens or lllinois alone. Conversely,
if the deposition occurred significantly before
1929, we would expect to see a large number of
either Owens or Illinois bottles almost to the
exclusion of Owens-Illinois bottles. Rather than
either of these two options, what we see is a
compromise-a large number of Owens bottles
but also a significant number of Owens-Illinois
bottles. This suggests that one maker's mark
was being phased out while another was
introduced.
2) Site occupation at this time converges nicely
with the suggested date of deposition. Peter
Nocker occupied the site from 1915 to 1932. It
is unlikely that the residents prior to or after
Mr. Nocker would have shared the practice of
consuming large quantities of vanilla and other

1) Relative
frequencies
of bottle
types
differentiated by maker's marks. If the bottles
were bought and deposited at a time
significantly post-dating 1929, we would expect
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Figure 2-10. Relativefrequencies ofmaker's marks.

extracts and caching the spent bottles beneath
the floor of their home.

six-nine code appears with the Owens-Illinois
mark. If a later date were represented, we
would expect to see a change in the number to
the right of the mark.

3) The final line of evidence is the numerical data
included with the Owens-Illinois maker's mark
that references it to a particular date and
manufacturing plant. The dates and plants
indicated by the code were in operation in 1929
and were producing this type of bottle.
Furthermore, this code represents only one
year's worth of production and was the only one
found among the Owens-Illinois bottles. This is
seemingly evidenced by the fact that only the

The remaining recovered bottles from the site with
maker's marks cover, chronologically, the site's
recorded dates of occupation from 1889 to 1990 (Table
2-4). Included in this collection are four bottles that
held soft drinks: one from the Bee Candy Company
(Figure 2-11), two from Alamo Bottling Works, and
one with no brand name but bearing "For your health's
sake" embossed upon it. Others include one Hostetter's
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Table 2-4. Dated Maker's Marks and Brand Names from Beneath the Garza Store, 41BX895.
Note that the first five manufacturers listed were all represented solely by extract bottles.
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Glass Co.
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..,

I GCo.

Knox Glass

41BX882, The Haas, Site

Bitters bottle (Figure 2-12), one Hoyt & Company
perfume bottle, and two condiment bottles: one
manufactured for Lea & Perrins Worcestershire sauce
and the other a pickle or relish bottle manufactured by
the Cal-Pac Corp. Also of interest is one large bottle
with "Platt's Chloride" stamped on the bottom, a
brown, quart-size whiskey flask that appears to be of
fairly recent origin, and one example of the ubiquitous
Cheeseborough Vaseline jar.

The bottle glass recovered from this site was found
throughout the site, whereas the glass from the four
previous sites tended to be found only in one or two
dense concentrations. In NCB 621 north (the south end
was designated 4IBX883) significant amounts of glass
were recovered from five separate locations. The site
contained a minimum number of 36 bottles, including
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two whole bottles. The bottles found in this collection
are representative of a generalized surface and
subsurface scatter and are not associated with any
particular features.

)

I
(

Several prescription and non-prescription bottles and
diagnostic fragments were recovered from the site
(Table 2-5). A whole Chas A Fletchers Castoria bottle,
manufactured from the mid-1800s to the 1920s, was
collected from the surface. A fragment of another
Fletchers bottle was recovered during the testing
phase. The remainder of the non-prescription bottles
collected consisted of an embossed fragment of a
Hostetter's Bitters bottle as well as a partial ZMO's
Pain Medicine bottle. The Hostetter's bottle dates from
between 1900 and 1920. No date was available for the
ZMO's bottle.
A twist-top Gebhardt Eagle Chili Powder bottle of
recent manufacture was collected from the surface. A
clear bottle shaped like a suitcase and probably once a
candy bottle was found in N50/E88. A similar bottle is
given a date of 1904 in Munsey (1970: 187). The
contents of the rest of the bottles are alcohol (8),
non-alcohol (1), cosmetic (2), and medicine (2). The
one non-alcoholic beverage container is embossed with
"THE BEE CANDY
MF'G
CO.
SAN
ANTONIO TEX." This
bottle dates between
approximately 1880 and
1930. This company,
along with several other
local bottlers, did not
survive the onset of
Figure 2-11. Bee Candy Company bottle. Front and back.
Prohibition.
Shown three-fourths actual size.
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Figure 2-12. Hostetter's bitters bottle. Shown one-half actual size.
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Table 2-5. Dated Maker's Marks and Brand Names from 4IBX882
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N251E4O

T. C. Wheaton
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A privy excavated in the southeast corner of the lot, on
the other hand, escaped the bulldozing and is probably
the best source for resident household information.
Bottle contents from the privy include food, cosmetics,
prescription and non-prescription medicines and
household products such as bluing.

41BX883, The King Site
Site 4IBX883 was occupied from 1894 to 1987. The
glass recovered from this site consisted of fragments
with mixed dates spread over a wide area in the
northwest portion of NCB 621. At minimum, 88
bottles, including 33 whole, are represented in this
collection. The scatter of glass is possibly a secondary
deposit created when the site was bulldozed in 1965.
Due to the wide distribution of bottle fragments from
earlier trash deposits in the northwest portion of the lot
which may possibly be from the adjoining site
41BX897, the bottles and their contents are not
considered representative of bottle use and distribution
of the inhabitants of this site.

The privy contained 22 whole bottles and an estimated
minimum of 27 bottles. A bottle from a San Antonio
druggist, Allen L. Swearingen, who was in business
from 1901 to 1902 was excavated from the lowest
level. The final cleaning of the privy, therefore,
probably occurred just prior to 1901. Confounding
this, however, is the presence of two bottles that can
be dated respectively to 1832-1886 and 1810-1880 by
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maker's marks. The presence of machine made bottles
within the upper levels of the privy indicate that it was
in use through at least 1903, the year of the invention
of the automatic bottle making machine. This is
interesting in the light of the fact that these dates
correspond closely with dates estimated for the privy
at site 4IBX945, the Pauly site.

of the first quarter of this century and later are
virtually indistinguishable from their modern
counterparts.

General Discussion
In assigning dates of deposition to the Alamodome
materials, reuse,and the manufacturing/deposition lag
had to be considered. During and immediately after
Prohibition, bottles were recycled for use either by
manufacturers of illegal alcohol or by barkeeps who
refilled bottles from kegs. When reuse is taken into
account, the utility of bottles in adequately dating a site
declines. The time lag between bottle manufacture and
deposition may be as long as or longer than ten years
(Hill 1982). "Absence of usable bottles in trash
deposits might be linked to immigrant status; there is
historical evidence that European immigrants were
more accustomed than Americans to reusing bottles"
(Busch 1987).

Only two maker's marks or datable brand names were
available for this site, so no table listing maker's marks
and their dates is included with this section. Instead, a
table listing various manufacturing traits and their
dates is presented (Table 2-6). Dates for the various
techniques come from Munsey (1970), Lorraine
(1968), and Newman (1970). Only whole bottles were
used.
A close look at these data places the privy contents
between about 1880 and the present. The ending date
is based on the appearance of machine-made bottles.
While they may have been manufactured as early as
1903, many pieces manufactured during the latter part

Table 2-6. Dating of Bottles from Site 41BX883 Privy
Level

Key Diagnostic Features

Frequency

Dates

1

tooled lip

2

1700-1920

1

bust off and grind finish

1

1858-1915

1

machine made

1

1903-present

2

tooled lip

1

1700-1920

3

no diagnostic glass recovered

4

no diagnostic glass recovered

5

laid-on ring finish

1

1840-1870

6

hinged mold, seam to shoulder

1

1860-1903

6

seam to finish

1

1880-1900

6

tooled lip

8

1700-1920

6

post bottom mold

1

1845-1903
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occupation-less than or equal to about 25 years. In the
case of the Alamodome where occupation of a single
site often exceeded 70 years, the formula is somewhat
less useful. Applying Hill's formula to some of the
Alamodome materials yields manufacture/deposition
lags approaching 30 years for some sites. Time of
deposition for some sites can be estimated from the
presence of bottles having a short manufacturing
period. The use of whole bottles to date the time of
deposition is not entirely practical. These bottles must
be subject to the same forces that caused the
manufacture/deposition lag that acted upon the other
bottles. In that case, the safest approach is to take the
occupation period as the dates of deposition. Following
Hill's suggestion, the terminal date of occupation is
also given as the terminus ante quem of manufacture.
When no date was available for the initial production
of a bottle or that date preceded the initial occupation
of the site, the date of initial occupation was given as
a terminus post quem.

This provides possible explanations for the large
number of broken bottles found on sites 41BX891 and
4IBX892. These sites were originally the property of
German settlers who bought and built on the lots in the
1850s and whose families occupied the sites until their
abandonment. Both of these sites contained middens
that were composed almost entirely of broken bottles.
These middens were not associated with privies.
This section is concerned almost entirely with dating
features from three of the six sites described above,
41BX891, 4IBX892, and 4IBX895. Of the remaining
three sites, two (41BX945 and 4IBX883) are privies
and are covered in more detail by Brown and DeLaO
in this volume. 41BX882 represents a special case.
The record in terms of bottle glass from this site is so
scattered and fragmentary that it is impossible to assign
a date to any single feature.
Two methods of dating the features are considered
here. The first is the application of Stanley South's
Mean Ceramic Date (MCD) formula (South 1977).
The second method is a derivation of this formula and
is designed to provide clues as to the time difference
between the manufacture of bottles and the time of
deposition into the archaeological record (Hill 1982).
South's formula is aimed at establishing the median
dates of occupation of a site. In this case, however, we
already know the occupation dates of the site. What we
hope to find out is the median date of deposition for
the feature in question. Calculation of the MCD for the
monitored trash pit at site 4IBX891 yielded a date of
1900. In using bottles to date the time of deposition,
factors beyond the simple date of manufacture must be
considered. These factors include the time lag between
manufacture, filling, and use, as well as the possibility
of reuse. The time lag for various types of bottled
items differs. "Fresh" drinks such as beer, soft drinks,
and milk are expected to have a shorter time lag than
other bottled goods such as sauces, food, or alcoholic
beverages such as whiskey or other items which can
have a longer period of consumption.

In the analysis of site 4IBX891, because of the state in
which the bottles were recovered, no effort was made
to group them in categories based on contents. Instead,
all were considered together and a figure of 1899 was
reached as the mean year of production for the bottles.
The use of 1925 as the date of occupation as per Hill's
suggestion results in a deposition lag of 26 years. This
is the maximum possible value and it is difficult to
reconcile it with the archaeological evidence that
indicates that these bottles were deposited within a
relatively short period of time. The mean date of
manufacture and the manufacture/deposition lag cannot
be used to calculate the date of deposition for these
bottles. Some of the bottles were manufactured only
between 1903 and 1907. This provides the single most
diagnostic piece of information for estimating date(s)
of deposition. Had dates of manufacture been used
alone, the estimate would have run from 1895 to 1903.
This is based on dating such features as mold marks,
glass color, and so forth. In light of the information
obtained through the maker's marks, dating is much
tighter.

Hill (1982) presents a formula for calculating the time
lag between manufacture and deposition for bottles.
Her model, however, only works when the time of
deposition is known with a fair degree of accuracy or
the sites in question had a relatively short period of

Hill's formula is not applicable to the Alamodome
materials because of the lack of definite dates for the
termination of the use of a feature. In her example
using the Edgewood site (Hill 1982:312-318) the
midden was known to have had well established initial
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and terminal dates. Assuming that the bottles with the
AB maker's mark in sites 4IBX891 and 892 were
produced and originally used in 1905, the middle of
their prcx:luction run, and given a period of reuse of 10
years, we still cannot begin to approach the manufacture/deposition lag suggested by Hill's formula.
Beer and milk bottles as well as containers for other
fresh drinks, were recycled, reused, and discarded
faster than other types of bottles because of the deposit
and return policy that was levied upon them. Other
bottles such as condiment bottles or those containing
items that could be stored for long periods of time
without the risk of spoilage, could be expected to have
a longer lag between manufacture and deposition.
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Chapter 3

Dolls, Toys, Games, and Other Diversions
Barbara A. Meissner

that children were given their own toys and games
(Hunt 1970:34). Even after this time, however, little
value was attached either to the creativity or the
learning potential of play (Frost 1985:ix).

Introduction
During the course of the archaeological investigation
of the 16-block area of San Antonio, Texas, which was
affected by the construction of the Alamodome
Stadium, 379 items were recovered which reflect the
material remains of play, games, sports, and other
diversions enjoyed by the inhabitants of the area during
almost 150 years (1850s-199O). These items have, for
convenience, been broken down into the loose
categories of Dolls and Doll-Related Toys, Other
Toys, Games, Entertainment, and Other Diversions
and Activities. Marbles will be considered in a
separate report (see Zapata, this volume). In some
cases a particular artifact could fit into two or more
categories and the assignment of such artifacts to a
category is made arbitrarily.

But value, like beauty, is in the eye of the beholder,
and the value of play has been increasingly understood
throughout this century. Various theories of play
behavior have developed. The surplus energy theory,
prevalent in the early part of this century, maintained
that children built up excess energy that had to be
dissipated with play (Wortham 1985:3). A contrasting
theory in the same period held that play was
recreation, i.e., that play restored energy spent in hard
work (Wortham 1985:3). Another theory felt that in
play, children recapitulated the various social stages
through which man had passed (Wortham 1985:4).
After the 1930s, theories about play were more
strongly influenced by Freud and Piaget. Freud saw
playas a cathartic process in which children gain
control of strong emotions by repetitively reliving
through play, either directly or symbolically, the
events that had sparked those emotions (Wortham
1985:5). Piaget believed that play was a vehicle for
cognitive development, and that the changing kinds of
play seen as children grow reflected the stages of that
development (Wortham 1985:5). Therefore, far from
being considered a waste of time, play is now viewed
as "children's work" (Isenberg and Jacobs 1982:23),
the "major vehicle through which young children
learn" (Isenberg and Jacobs 1982:11). Anthropologists
believe that the most important part of what children
are learning in their play is the specific information
they need to live in the particular culture into which
they are born (Schwartzman 1978: 108).

Provenience is provided for most artifacts. Information
concerning these proveniences, including site and
excavation maps, are provided in Volume II. Unique
or interesting items from the collection are illustrated,
as are representative examples of more mundane
items.
Toys have recently been defined as "the material
artifacts of play" (Merken 1984:149), a distinctly
modern interpretation. The word "toy" once meant a
miniature version of a thing or some small thing of
little value (Noel Hume 1970:313). It is easy to
understand why the things with which children played
were call "toys," because children's play was, in past
centuries, considered a frivolous waste of time and
energy. Children were considered little adults,
expected to participate in adult life (Aries 1965:368).
It was not until the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
57

If importance is now attached to play, there is also an
increasing perception of toys as important aspects of
childhood, having a life-long effect on children, for
good or evil (Sutton-Smith 1986:3). Large and active
organizations fight to promote the kinds of toys they
consider good and to discourage or even ban the kinds
they consider bad (Sutton-Smith 1986:5-7). Billions of
dollars are spent in the United States to buy more than
150,000 different kinds of toys every year (SuttonSmith 1986:2).

toys. The impact of the Industrial Revolution required
changes in social organization. In order for society to
function within the influence of new technologies, new
methods of working, new kinds of transportation and
communication, and different kinds of relationships
between persons had to be established. We are now,
from birth, encouraged to be individuals first and
members of a group, even of our families, second
(Sutton-Smith 1986:37). The change in social emphasis
is seen in the way our children are being raised. They
must now spend much more of their time playing alone
than was ever true in the past (Sutton-Smith 1986:27).
This isolation of the child begins in infancy, when the
baby is placed in its own bed instead of sleeping with
its mother, and continues into adulthood. At the same
time, we strive to increase the sensory stimulation of
our children. The infant is "physically isolated but
intellectually stimulated" (Sutton-Smith 1986:36).

It is important to understand that this automatic
association of play with playthings is a recent product
of our changing culture. In the past, and in other
cultures around the world, play was as important a part
of childhood as it seems to us now, but the nature of
play was somewhat different. Sutton-Smith (1986:26)
points out that though children in these non-modern or
non-Western cultures had playthings, the focus of play
was on its social aspects. The more recent ways of
looking at play suggest that the reason for this is that
these children were being born (and socialized) into
groups where conformity of behavior and strong intragroup-especially intra-familial-relationships were the
norms. The interactions and interdependency of social
play taught these principles to children at a very
fundamental level.

Sutton-Smith (1986) believes that the emphasis on toys
that has developed in our society is part of this
isolation training. We spend a great deal of time as
parents in this society attempting to increase the
intellectual abilities of our children, and we are told
that toys are the way to accomplish this (Isenberg and
Jacobs 1982). We buy toys and give them to our
children, perhaps show the child how we think the toy
should be played with, and then expect the children to
go somewhere to be alone and play with the toy. We
are encouraged to believe-by advertisers, if not by
educators-that the more toys the better, i.e., the
happier and more intelligent, the child.

We no longer live in such a society. Changes in the
technological and economic structures in which we live
have had a profound effect on every aspect of our
lives. During the last century, changes occurred in
both the quality and the quantity of consumer demand
in all areas of Western life. These changes are
influenced by three historical trends: (a) the increase
in per capita disposable income; (b) the continued
improvement of technology, which generates a range
of new products; and (c) the shortening of working
hours and the accompanying increase in leisure time
(Smelser 1976: 136-137).

However, the citizens of San Antonio who built houses
in the study area during the 1850s to 1880s were not a
part of this somewhat frenzied attempt on the part of
parents to aid in the development of their children, and
the openly frenzied attempts on the part of the toy
industry to promote toys as necessities in the lives of
children. In those early years, toys would have been
homemade, improvised by the children or designed
and built by adults using an oral-technical tradition as
a guide (Abernethy 1989:1; Hart 1975:18). We have
only a "hazy impression" (Merken 1984:151) of these
toys for the most part, confined to a few collectors'
delights and the continuation of those oral-technical
traditions (see Abernethy 1989). For girls, rag dolls,
clothespin dolls, dolls made from every imaginable
natural material, including corn husks, pine cones, and
flowers, were made at home by a friendly adult or by

Almost every item we need, for work or play, that
used to be made at home or in small local shops, is
now routinely made in large factories far from most of
the people who will buy them (White 1971:13-19).
The recent emphasis on commercially made toys is a
part of this change in society.
The idea that toys are required for play, however, is
only indirectly related to the commercial availability of
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the child herself (Roach 1989:61). Toys for boys were
made from sticks, pieces of leather or cloth, bits of
metal, old inner tubes, etc., all recycled from a
previous use (Abernethy 1989:3-99). Unfortunately,
though we can be sure the children in the Alamodome
area had some of these wonderful made-with-Iove
playthings, they would have been made, almost
without exception, either of materials that did not
survive to be recovered by archaeologists, or of
recycled materials not recognizable now as playthings.
After all, a hoop from a wagon hub used by a child as
a toy will likely be classified as "wagon parts," not
"toy" in a catalog of recovered historic artifacts.

would still have been made as they always had: of
perishable or unrecognizable materials (Abernethy
1989:3).
Change eventually did reach even the fringes of the
United States. Starting around 1880 and continuing to
the present, it is largely true that "the majority of
[commercial] toys are designed and made by grownups to appeal-that is, to sell-to other adults. Children
merely provide an excuse" (Remise and Fondin
1967:14). In examining the toys found at the Alamodome site, it is important to remember that, with the
exception of the very cheap items like penny dolls and
gumball machine toys, most of the items listed in this
report were bought by adults to give to children. In
addition, the toys, game pieces, dolls, and balls
recovered during excavation represent, at best, only a
small fraction of the played-with objects used by these
working-class families. Yet they also represent the
profound changes that American society underwent in
the last decades of the nineteen1h and the early years of
the twentie1h century.

The idea of spending money on toys for children must
have been alien to all but the wealthiest of these
people, and this did not change significantly until the
last two decades of the nineteenth century. The
growing need to encourage individualism, the growing
industrialization that fostered that need (Sutton-Smith
1986:245), and the growing availability of disposable
income, all worked together to promote the expanding
use of toys manufactured as such by companies
expecting to make a profit.

Dolls And Doll-Related Toys
It was not until .the social awareness of toys as
necessities had grown among the middle class, and a
market for relatively cheap dolls and other toys was
perceived by manufacturers, that toys began to be
acknowledged as such. They are recognizable in the
archaeological record because they were specifically
made as toys, there were so many more of them, and
they were made of more durable material. For
example, though expensive bisque and porcelain dolls
had been made in Germany and France since the lateeighteenth century, it was not until after the Civil War
that the little all-bisque "penny babies," so common in
the 1880s and afterwards, were first manufactured
(Byfield 1986a:36), and made available to any little
girl who lived near a railroad and could find a penny.
Before that time, only a wealthy child could expect to
have a commercially made toy (White 1971:18).

There are numerous definitions of "doll," but a
functional definition will be used here: a doll is a
figurine in human form, intended to be actively played
with. This excludes toy animals, to be discussed in the
Other Toys category, and figurines intended to remain
on stands, which can be considered more decorations
than playthings and will be discussed in the "Personal
Items" report in this volume. This definition would, of
course, include paper dolls and other dolls made of
perishable materials, but these dolls will obviously not
survive long in an archaeological context, and none
was represented in this collection.
The dating of dolls is something of a problem for the
archaeologist, as it is for the doll collector. On marked
dolls it is sometimes possible to establish an earliestpossible date of manufacture by identifying a particular
mold number or by knowing the exact dates in which
a particular company used a particular mark. Such
dating is, however, usually very general. For instance,
the mold #1079 made by Simon & Halbig was
registered in 1892 (Collier 1988: 165) but was probably
in use until the company went out of business in 1926.
Even this information is limited because the more

The "Industrial Revolution" in toy making was in full
swing in Europe by 1860 (Remise and Fondin
1967:12) and in the United States after the Civil War.
San Antonio, however, could not be a significant part
of this growing toy market until the San Antonio,
Harrisburg & Galveston Railroad line reached the city
in 1877. Even after this, most toys in the study area
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expensive dolls were often carefully kept in the family
for a generation or more, and because so few of the
cheaper kinds of dolls had any marks on them at all.
Another problem with using marks and manufacturers
as dating devices is that, in the archaeological record,
the marks which once existed are often either missing
or fragmented.

Bisque
The word bisque is a French word which means "dry
cake" (Angione 1973:26) and has many meanings,
even among doll experts (Angione 1973:26-27). For
the purposes of this report, the word will mean "an
unglazed ceramic" used for making doll and figurine
parts.

Another method of dating which is sometimes used is
to examine the hairstyle, footware style, or the size of
the chest portion ofa doll. Prichett and Pastron (1983)
describe "typical" hairstyles from two general dates,
the 1840s to 1850s and the 1850s to 1870s. They also
state that "flat-soled slippers or shoes indicate a doll
dating before 1860" (prichett and Pastron 1983:328).
Another fashion note is that early nineteenth-century
fashions allowed deeply cut dresses and the "shoulderhead" porcelain dolls made during this period were
"deep-chested" to allow a similar fashion for them (St.
George 1948: 101).

Bisque Dolls
This was a general term used for dolls with bisque
heads. Bisque heads (and sometimes arms and legs)
were sold separately as replacements or to be attached
to homemade cloth bodies (Schroeder 1971:44, 124).
Others were sold as whole dolls in large or small sizes,
and sold dressed or undressed. Bodies could be
composed of cloth, bisque, kid leather, paper mache,
composition, celluloid, or even wood. Limbs on hardbodied dolls were often jointed at the shoulders and
hips and might also be jointed at the knees, elbows,
wrists and ankles. Heads could be stiff-necked or
turning. Eyes could be painted, or glass, and be either
fixed or "sleep" eyes.

The trouble with the hairstyle method is that while one
may be sure that an 1870s hairstyle was unlikely to
have been made before that time, there is absolutely no
guarantee that they were not made after that time
(Coleman 1986). The shoe and chest methods of dating
may also be subject to this objection, though it is likely
that they are less problematic. The "deep-chested" look
was definitely not considered acceptable for dolls by
the mid-nineteenth century, and even an "oldfashioned" doll made, say, in the early twentieth
century, would probably not have such a deep
decolletage as dolls actually made earlier. The flatsoled shoe is also likely to be a fairly good indication
of age, though some twentieth-century boy dolls have
flat soles, and flat soles alone are not an absolute
indicator for pre-1860s dolls. A doll dated 1870
pictured in Byfield (1986a:36) has distinctly flat-soled
shoes. Thus, dating dolls by their fashions can often be
less than accurate.

Bisque dolls were very expensive or very cheap,
depending on the characteristics listed above and their
over-all quality. A doll six inches tall, with only hip
and shoulder joints, turning head, wig, glass eyes,
dressed in a cotton slip, was sold wholesale for $.39 a
dozen in 1895. In the same catalog, a 28-inch bisque
doll with sleep eyes, composition body, mohair wig,
joints at wrist and knee as well as shoulder and hip,
dressed in night robe with shoes and stockings, was
sold for $40.00 a dozen (Schroeder 1971:94). But
whether cheap or expensive, these dolls were a
treasure to the children who received them (Roach
1989:63).

A total of 203 fragments of dolls or doll-related toys
was recovered during the Alamodome project. Before
describing them in detail, it is necessary to provide a
brief glossary of doll types and related terms which
might be encountered in the study of dolls. The
individual items will then be discussed, grouped by
site.
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Candy Store Dolls

Complexion Coat

Candy store dolls were a later version of the periny
doll. They were fairly cheap, small, all-bisque dolls,
and were usually made in Germany. They were quite
popular in the years before World War I (Angione
1973:220). Pennies, dimes, and nickels were carefully
saved in order to buy dolls raBging in size from tiny
two-inch miniatures to about six inches (Angione 1973:
220-239), and in price from a few pennies to $.29
(Angione 1973:222).

The complexion coat was the color added to most dolls
to give them a skin-like color since the natural color of

porcelain and bisque. This could be applied before or
after the final firing. If applied after, it will be inclined
to rub off easily.

Composition
This is a term for a pressed wood pulp mixture used to
make doll bodies. This is a twentieth century term for

material much like the paper macM of the nineteenth
century (Collier 1988:408).

Celluloid
This was an early type of plastic used to make dolls
beginning in the late nineteenth century (Collier
1988:407). Invented in 1869 (White 1971:19), the
material was highly flammable, and a hundred years
later its use in toys was banned (White 1971:22).

Frozen Charlotte
The Frozen Charlotte was one type of penny doll, less
than four inches tall, with arms and legs "frozen" in a
single position, i.e., without moving joints. The name
comes from a nineteenth-century poem about a vain
girl who would oot cover her ballroom finery on a cold
night, with fatal consequences (St. George
1948:42-45). Male versions are called frozen
Charlies.

China
This is a term used in many old toy catalogs which
usually refers to glazed ceramic doll parts, but
sometimes, as in China Limb Dolls (see below), the
term means any kind of ceramic.

These little dolls were generally cheaply made, but
some were made of glazed porcelain, decorated with
gold colors or other lusters, and were "10 cent" dolls.
Most had painted shoes and faces, and many were
wigged. Others had molded hair and some even had
molded bonnets. They could be either solid or hollow.
Dolls of this type have been insecurely dated as early
as the mid-1850s (Angione 1973:83-84); however, it
is safe to say that they were gladdening young hearts
soon after the Civil War (St. George 1948:41), and
were still being sold in the early 1930s. They sold
wholesale for between $.75 and $.82 a gross in 1895
(Schroeder 1971:92).

China Limb Dolls
These were dolls with bodies made of a soft material,
usually fabric, with bisque or porcelain head, arms,
and legs. The arms and legs have grooves in the tops
where string was used to hold the limb to the soft
body. This type was a compromise between the
expensive "character" bisque dolls and the simplest rag
doll. These dolls looked nice when dressed, yet they
were quite cheap and, thus, very popular. Butler
Brothers sold these dolls in 1895 for wholesale prices
of from $.30 to $3.20 a dozen (Schroeder 1971:92).
The largest factor in the price deferential was the size
of these dolls. Prices were also affected if ceramic
parts were glazed or unglazed and had other
decorations. By the beginning of World War I, these
dolls had been almost entirely displaced in the toy
catalogs by rubber, composition or celluloid
equivalents, and can be dated roughly from the 1870s
to the 1910s.

Goo-Goos
Goo-Goo dolls were popular after the turn of the
century. They had round, impish faces, large eyes
which look to one side, and a "roguish" expression.
Similar dolls were sometimes called "Googlies"
(Byfield 1986b: 109) or "Pixies" (Angione 1975:40).
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Joint types

shoulders. Generally, they were not dressed, this task
was left to the little girl who bought them (St. George
1948:39). Making outfits for these tiny dolls was a
good use of small scraps of material, and enhanced
needleworking skills.

Rag and other soft-bodied dolls had sewn joints,
usually made by simply sewing a line across the
stuffing of a joint area so it would bend readily at that
place. More elaborate methods produced dolls whose
joints moved in a very natural fashion. Doll bodies of
composition or other hard material had many different,
often patented, methods to create a ball-and-socket
type joint.

Porcelain
For the purposes of this report the word "porcelain"
will mean a glazed ceramic, either undecorated white
or painted before or after the last firing. Sometimes
referred to as china in old catalogs and doll books.

Most string-jointed dolls have one of three types of
stringing. Some very old dolls were strung with string
threaded through holes in the joint areas and held in
place with pegs. In the second method, wire was
strung through the body and twisted into a loop on the
outer surface of the limb. The older and better-quality
dolls had brass wire, but cheaper dolls had iron wire
that could (and did) rust. The third method was to
hook rubber bands through hooks or shanks molded at
the tops of arms and legs to hold them into shoulder
and thigh sockets (Angione 1973:45).

Pre-colored
Pre-coloring was an economy measure in which the
bisque or porcelain itself is given a pink color instead
of the usual white. In this manner the complexion coat
step could be skipped entirely.

Shoulder head
Paper mache
This is the term for a type of doll head in which the
head and shoulders are molded in one piece (Collier
1988:414). Also called "stiff-necks" (Angione
1973:119).

This was mixture of paste and wood pulp pressed into
molds to form doll parts. After the turn of the century,
this material is usually referred to as composition
(Collier 1988:412).

Sleep eyes

Parian
These were doll eyes (usually glass) attached to a
balance mechanism that turned them to a closed
position when the doll was laid down.

This term is used by doll collectors to mean a doll or
figurine ofuntinted bisque or porcelain. While features
or molded clothing may be painted, the "skin" of the
figure remains white, with no complexion coat
(Angione 1973:35).

Socket head

This is the term for a type of doll head which tapers at
the neck to fit into a socket in the shoulders. The head
was secured to the shoulders with rubber, string or
wire. This method allowed the doll's head to turn
(Collier 1988:414).

Penny dolls
Penny dolls were often called "penny babies" in
catalogs (Stirn 1990: 10), these cheaply made, one- to
four-inch little dolls became the first "store bought"
doll ofmany little girls in the years after the Civil War
(St. George 1948:39). Most were of the "frozen
Charlotte" type, but others had jointed hips and/or
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many years thereafter, possibly until 1925, when the
company went out of business (MacDowell and
MacDowell 1986: 110). Dolls with these heads ranged
from 7 to 46 inches tall (Collier 1988: 165). This
particular doll was a medium to small size and would
have been expensive. Similar dolls are listed in the
Montgomery Ward Catalog for 1903 with prices
ranging from $.75 to $2.25 (Schroeder 1971:124).

Each diagnostic doll part is described below by
provenience. Most of the diagnostic doll parts are
illustrated. Each doll part is given an arbitrary number
to aid in discussion.

Oeffinger Site (41BX881)
Two non-diagnostic doll fragments were also found.
1) N 401W25. Lower lip and chin of bisque doll
(Figure 3-1a). The complexion coat is good and the
molding generally of good quality. The lower lip is
painted, and a dimple is found in the chin.

The #2 and #3 dolls would have been nice little dolls,
small but fairly expensive. The porcelain doll (#3) may
have been a shoulder head from a "china limb" doll,
but if so, it would have been from a somewhat more
expensive variety.

2) N321W48. Tiny bisque doll arm (Figure 3-1b). This
arm has a poorly molded hand in a fist. The hole for
wire stringing is stained with rust, indicating
galvanized wire was used. This would have been a
small penny baby type doll.

King Site (41BX883)
6) Trench E, Feature B. Fragment of lower brow and
nose, and part of eyes, made of bisque (Figure 3-1e).
The color is intense, a characteristic of some German
dolls after 1910 (Angione 1973:145).

Two non-diagnostic pieces that were probably doll
fragments were found. These doll parts come from
dolls at both the lower and upper range of expense.
The date range on both types is fairly wide, but it is
safe to say that both were made before World War n,
and probably before World War I.

7) Trench A, Feature C (Privy #1). Fragment of the
chin and lower lip of a chubby doll (Figure 3-1t). The
complexion coat is even, the chin has a dimple, and
the lower lip is painted. This could be an infant doll.

Haas Site (41BX882)
8) Trench A, Feature C (privy #1). Doll's arm of
untinted bisque (Figure 3-1g). It is poorly finished. A
self loop is present at the shoulder for joining. The
hand style is distinctive, with the palm almost
horizontal and the fingers spread, except the middle
and ring finger which are molded together. This hand
style is usually seen in goo-goo dolls made by
Gebruder Heubach (Angione 1973:145), but the poor
quality and lack of tint suggest strongly that this is a
Japanese copy (Angione 1973: 149). It probably dates
between World War I and 1939.

3) Surface. Porcelain doll shoulder with small amount
of complexion paint still present (Figure 3-1c). This
doll would have been a stiff-neck.

4) N441E71. Fragment of bisque chin with a good
complexion coat and a tiny bit of the lower lip paint
remaining.
5) N501E88, Trench B. Doll's face fragment, bisque,
with open mouth and four porcelain teeth applied
inside the upper lip (Figure 3-ld). Eye holes are
probably for "sleep eyes." It is well made, having a
good complexion coat, excellent molding, and painting
around the lips and eyes. The fragment appears to
have been cast from mold #1079 made by Simon and
.. Halbig, a large German manufacturer of doll heads.
They used this mold for their own doll heads and also
sold the molds to other manufacturers. The mold was
registered in 1892 (Collier 1988:165), but was used for

9) Well Expansion 3 East. Doll's leg, solid bisque,
broken at knee and ankle, with remains of black boot
painted at bottom (Figure 3-1h). This leg is identical to
the solid bisque leg (#43, Figure 3-li) from site
4IBX897, and is probably from the same doll. The
flat-heel style is strongly suggestive of a pre-1870s
date. A doll pictured in Byfield (1986b:36), dating to
1870, has almost identical legs. If this early dating is
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Figure 3-1. Ceramic dollfragments. See detailed descriptions in text. All shown actual size.
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valid, these two legs are probably the oldest doll parts
found during the project.

second set is whiteware decorated with a blue decal
pattern that has largely rubbed off. The pieces include
4 cup fragments with fancy double loop handles
(Figure 3-2g); and 4 plate fragments, 2 of which are
shown (Figure 3-2i). The third set is represented by a
single undecorated porcelain cup fragment. The single
piece not found in the Well Expansion Trench was at
N13!E87: a porcelain cup fragment. We also found a
small glass baby bottle, about six centimeters tall. A
design embossed on the bottle includes an infant
holding a bottle on one side and graduated markings on
the other (Figure 3-2m).

10) Well Expansion 3 East. Doll body, solid bisque,
with arms and head missing (Figure 3-1j). It is a
poorly made Frozen Charlotte. No tinting is present.
11) Well Expansion 3 East. Fragment of untinted
porcelain from a shoulder head doll.
12) Well Expansion 3 West. Doll's arm, solid bisque
with string groove at elbow (Figure 3-1k). The hand
has fingers and thumb molded together but is fairly
well modeled. This arm is from a cheap variety of a
China limb doll.

The problem of differentiating between artifacts
associated with the WebblDeman complex and the
King/KIar residence in this site has been discussed
extensively in Volume II. Suffice it to say here that it
is no surprise to find parts from the same doll both
here and on the Webb site, which is adjacent to the
King site. The confusion in the ownership and use of
the outbuildings is confirmed in the doll record as well
as other ceramics (see Tennis, this volume). Not only
are matching doll legs (#9 and #43, Figure 3-1h, i)
found at each site, but one of the shoulder heads (#46)
found in the Well Expansion Trench, which is listed in
the Webb site, was composed of fragments from both
the Webb and King sites. We can be fairly sure that
the dolls and toys found here did not belong to the KIar
family, as they never had any children (U.S. Census
1900).

13) Well Expansion 3 West. Large doll's leg, hollow
porcelain with string groove at knee (Figure 3-11). The
foot is gone. From a China limb doll of a large and
fairly expensive variety. Dates from 1870 to 1910.
14) Well Expansion 3 West. Tiny, untinted porcelain
shoulder head with the head missing (Figure 3-1m).
The smallest "china limb" dolls appear to have been
7.5 inches long (Schroeder 1971:92; Stirn 1990:10);
this could certainly have been no more than that. Such
a little doll, of porcelain, would have cost about $.33
a dozen wholesale in 1893 (Stirn 1990: 10).
15) Well Expansion 3 West. Solid bisque doll's leg
(Figure 3-1n). A string groove and the mark "VIII" are
near the top. The foot is broken off. This leg is not
well made.

Griesenbeck Site (41BX884)

16) Well Expansion 3 West. Very small porcelain leg
fragment with a string groove at the knee (Figure
3-10). The small size, similar material, and proximity
suggest that this could be a part of the doll listed above
(#14).

17) N13/W65. Tiny bisque arm broken just below the
shoulder (Figure 3-1p). This is probably from a penny
baby.
18) N80/W32. Small fragment of bisque doll represent
area of forehead between the eyes. The bisque exhibits
a pale pre-coloring.

Three non-diagnostic doll fragments were also found.

Three doll dish fragments were recovered from
Trench A, Feature A: a small whiteware cup ~th a
solid handle (Figure 3-2k), a small porcelain cup with
a flower and leaf decal, and a porcelain cup fragment.

Eleven of the 12 doll dish fragments were found in the
Well Expansion Trench associated with the midden
found in the next lot, site 4IBX897. They represent at
least three different sets. The first set includes a small,
solid, undecorated whiteware lid for a tea or coffee
pot, with slight indication of some embossed design on
the top (Figure 3-2t); and a small, undecorated
whiteware cup with solid handle (Figure 3-2h). The

There is nothing spectacular about either doll
fragment. The pre-coloring in #18 has a nice tint and
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23) Trench A, Extension 2, Feature A. Doll's leg of
hollow bisque with glazed brown shoe with heel and
<glaied brown garter ribbon on calf. "China limb" dolls
wi1h identical legs are shown in the 1895 Butler Bros.
catalog for $.30 to $3.30 a dozen, depending on size
and quality (Schroeder 1971:92) (Figure 3-lt). These
two doll fragments could easily have come from the
same doll.

1he bisque is good quality, indicating that 1he doll was
of fairly good quality.

The MenditlMaffi Site (41BX885)
19) N9/w71. Two fragments of a pre-colored bisque
doll. The pre-coloring is an intense and not very
natural pink.

Rilling Site (41BX893)

20) N13/W65. Back of small porcelain head and neck
wi1h slight molding for hair (Figure 3-1q). The hair is
painted black. on top of the glaze. This would have
been a small stiff-necked doll.

24) Trench A. Small doll's leg of solid bisque,
probably from a penny doll (Figure 3-1u). A hole at
1he hip was for a wire-held joint. Rust stains are found
around 1he hold, indicating that the wire was not brass;
the poor finishing is also an indication for cheap
quality. There is a slight indication in the mold for low
shoes and a tiny amount of black coloring left. The flat
sole suggests either a boy doll or a very early date
(before 1870).10 1893 dolls made like this wholesaled
for $.33-$.40 a dozen (Stirn 1990: 10).

Three doll dish fragments were found at this site.
(1) N261E39: whiteware cup fragment with "... 45"
embossed on the bottom; (2) N13/W75: tea or coffee
pot lid of undecorated whiteware; and (3) surface:
large porcelain plate fragment (Figure 3-21).

Biesenbach Site (41BX890)
25) S29!E60. Fragment of bisque doll's arm with self
shank for rubber or string held joint (Figure 3-1 v).
Broken at about the elbow.

Only 1hree dish fragments were found on this site. (1)
Trench B, Feature A: a large porcelain cup with a
fancy loop handle and a matching saucer (Figure
3-2k, 1) (2) Surface: porcelain plate fragment similar
to the set represented by the other pieces.

Six non-diagnostic doll pieces were found on this site.
We also recovered a single metal doll dish with a
lithographed picture of a long-haired blonde girl
sweeping with a broom (Figure 3-20), all covered by
a scribble of what appears to be marker pen. The use
of lithography for designs on toys began in the 1870s
(White 1975: 11). A 14-piece tea set of lithographed
metal with saucers of exactly the same size as this
piece sold for $.45 each in the 1930 Montgomery
Ward Catalog (Schroeder 1971:240).

Horn Site (41BX891)
21) S89/w116, Level 2. A head from a parian-style
porcelain doll with the remains of cheek and lip paint.
The eye color is gone. The hair does not appear to
have ever had coloring. The molding is not very
detailed, but the hairstyle is suggestive of the 1880s
(Coleman 1986). This head is probably from a
shoulder head. The poor molding and small size
suggest that this was not an expensive doll (Figure
3-1r).

The flat sole and the general "old" appearance of the
bisque on #24 (Figure 3-lt) are strong indications of
age. Wi1h #9 and #43, this leg is probably one of the
oldest doll fragments. Since the Rilling site is one of
the oldest sites in the Alamodome area, it is not
surprising to find this doll here.

Horn Site (41BX892)
22) Trench A, Feature A. A fragment of a doll's head
showing molded, curly hair painted black (Figure
3-1s).
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Czernecki Rental Site (41BX894)

Demazieres Site (41BX896)

26) S181E74. Fragment of a porcelain doll head,
showing hair and eyes (Figure 3-1w). The eyes are
painted blue with a black pupil. No other coloring
remains.

30) S1181E143, Privy (#5), Test (0-40 inches). Most
of 1he face of a very well made bisque doll (Figure 34a). She has an open mouth with four teeth showing,
and is well molded and beautifully painted. Eye holes
suggest "sleep eyes." She is a large-sized version
(probably 24-28 inches) of Simon & Halbig's popular
mold #1079 (see Item #5, site 41BX882). This would
have been a very expensive doll, costing as much as
$4.00 or $5.00 in 1895 (Schroeder 1971:94).

27) Surface. Bisque leg with bent knee, done in infant
style (Figure 3-1x). The large toe is raised, a characteristic of real infants shown on some dolls (Angione
1973: 198). There is a self shank for string jointing.
All-bisque dolls like this can be dated betWeen about
1870 and 1he 1930s (Byfield 1986a:36), but this one is
likely to date after World War I (see discussion).

31) S118fE143, Privy (#5), Test (0-40 inches). Bisque
doll's leg with string groove at knee (Figure 3-4b).
The shoe is molded, with a slight heel and the remains
of some kind of glazing, although there is no tinting of
any kind.

Two doll dishes were recovered: (1) S591E72: a large
undecorated whiteware cup (Figure 3-3a); and (2)
Surface: a large undecorated whiteware cup fragment.

32) S118/E143, Privy #5, Level 5. Bisque doll's leg
wi1h self loop at hip for a rubber or string joint (Figure
3-4c). There is a painted black shoe with a heel and
one strap and white ribbed stockings. The complexion
coat on the upper leg is a pleasant pale pink. On the
inside of the hip joint is the mark "3/0."

Commercially made infant dolls like #27 were fairly
rare until after World War I, especially in the United
States, where Victorianism lingered long after Victoria
died in 1901 (Angione 1973: 192). The reason for this
seem to have been the fear that the presence of infant
dolls might lead a child to ask where infants came
from, and even talk of cabbage patches and storks was
so embarrassing that parents preferred to avoid the
topic if possible. Most infant dolls that did exist were
tiny little creatures, only an inch or so tall, many of
whom were sold sitting in little bathtubs (Angione
1973: 193). The "babies" advertised in late-nineteenthcentury catalogs were almost exclusively "child" or
"lady" dolls, not infants (Stirn 1990: 10). Because so
few infant dolls were made during the heyday of
ceramic dolls, most existing infant dolls are made of
composition material or celluloid (Remise and Fondin
1967:60), again, with the exception of the tiny
"bathing" babies.

33) S1181E143, Level 6. Fragment of buttocks from
an all-bisque doll (Figure 3-4d). Dating is impossible,
but this doll would have been of good quality, as the
bisque is good and 1he molding is excellent, if demure.
34) S1181E143, Level 8. A fragment of the base of a
bisque shoulder head (Figure 3-4e). The quality of the
bisque is excellent and the complexion coat is good.
35) S791E124. Plastic doll's arm with a hook at
shoulder for rubber band stringing (Figure 3-4t). The
quality is poor. It is probably post World War II.
36) S871E107. Fragment of a large bisque head. The
complexion coat is pale but well done, and the bisque
is of excellent quality .

Garza Store Site (41BX89S)

37) S1111E119, Level 1. Pre-colored doll's arm of
very poor quality bisque (Figure 3-4g). There is a self
shank at 1he shoulder for rubber or string joining. The
hand is poorly modeled with fingers and thumb barely
discernable. Probably from a candy store doll,
1910-1935.

28) Surface. Plastic doll's arm with a broken hook at
the shoulder for rubber-band stringing (Figure 3-1y).
The molding is fairly good. This doll probably dates
after World War II.
29) Under Garza Store. Back of porcelain doll head
(Figure 3-1z). The molded hair is painted golden
blonde.
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Figure 3-3. Ceramic doll dishes. See detailed descriptions in text. All shown actual size.
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Figure 3-4. Ceramic dollfragments. See detailed descriptions in text. All shown actual size.
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38) S117IE123. A small porcelain doll's face fragment
of the Parian type (Figure 3-4h). The eyes and mouth
are hand painted, but the hair was left white. The
facial features suggest Japanese origins (Angione
1973:328-346). If that is the case, it probably dates to
between World War I and World War II.

42) Well Expansion, 1 West. Porcelain hand, broken
at the wrist, with no complexion coat. The fingers and
thumb are molded in a straight, stiff position.
43) Well Expansion, 2 West. Small doll's leg, solid
bisque, with string groove at knee (Figure 3-li). The
boot is painted black and has no heel. This is probably
a match to #9 listed in 4IBX883. From a cheap china
limb doll.

39) Rm. 3, Unit CIW. A fragment of a bisque doll's
cheek. The bisque is excellent, with a good
complexion coat and carefully hand-painted lower eye
lashes. This was probably from a fairly expensive, if
small, doll.

44) Tiny infant-style porcelain leg fragment, broken
near the knee (Figure 3-4k). It is untinted porcelain
and is less than an inch long. It is probably from a
"bathing infant" (see discussion in Czernecki Rental
site).

Six non-diagnostic doll pieces were found.
We recovered six doll dish fragments: (1) S118IE143
(Privy Test): a large undecorated whiteware cup
fragment. (2) S107IE107: a large undecorated
whiteware cup fragment; (3) wall of Trench D: a
porcelain saucer of medium size with hand painted
pink edges; (4) Trench E, Feature D: a fragment of a
porcelain cup or bowl with a poor quality decal on it
(Figure 3-3b;. (5) Trench I: a large porcelain cup
handle (Figure 3-3c); and (6) a large whiteware plate
with slight embossing and scalloping on the edge and
the remnants of a flower decal on the face (Figure
3-3d). At least four separate sets are represented.

45) Well Expansion Trench 2 East. Large porcelain
doll's calf, broken near the top of the boot, showing
only a touch of black color there (Figure 3-41). The top
is also broken, but shows remains of a string groove.
This would have been a large and fairly expensive
China limb doll, costing as much as $4.00 a dozen in
1893 (Stirn 1990: 10).
46) Well Expansion Trench 2 East. Part of a shoulder
plate in seven pieces (Figure 3-4m). Made of untinted
porcelain with sewing holes, this would have been a
stiff-neck doll.

An unusually large number of doll parts was recovered
from this site. The quality and probable dates of the
dolls suggest that the fortunes of the inhabitants of the
Demazieres house declined over time. We know that
by World War II, the family that rented the house was
quite poor; yet many of the older doll parts described
above are of unusually good quality.

Twelve non-diagnostic doll fragments were found on
this site.
We recovered nine fragments of doll dishes: (1) Well
Expansion Trench 2 East: an embossed whiteware
plate (Figure 3-3e), an unglazed whiteware bowl, and
a milk glass cup· rim; (2) Well Expansion Trench 2
West: an embossed porcelain plate (Figure 3-3t), and
2 pieces of unglazed whiteware; (3) Area A: an
undecorated whiteware cup fragment; (4) Trench H,
Extension E: 2 porcelain cup fragments, one with a
thick pink band hand-painted around the lip.

Webb Site (41BX897)
40) Well Expansion, 1 East. Solid porcelain doll's leg,
broken at the top and bottom (Figure 3-4i). A little of
the glazed yellow-brown boot color is left on the
bottom, and the remains of a blue ribbon garter are
seen on the calf. This leg is characteristic of a small
but better-quality china limb doll.

The trash deposit uncovered in the Well Expansion
Trench in both the Webb site and the King site had
extensive evidence that the Webb and/or the Deman
families had considerable economic resources. The
Webbs, a fairly well-to-do African-American family,
lived for several generations in an essentially white
neighborhood. By combining the probable dates of
these dolls with information from the 1870 and 1890

41) Well Expansion, 1 West. Fragment of the shoulder
of an untinted porcelain shoulder head (Figure 3-4j).
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censuses, we attempted to find out exactly who was
playing with these particular dolls. In 1870 Margaret
Webb was 19 and her sister, Charlotte, was 9. Since
most of these doll fragments probably arrived in San
Antonio after the railroad came in 1877, when
Charlotte was 16, these girls were probably too old to
have played very much with these dolls. Charlotte
Webb married and continued to live on the south half
of the lot, but as of 1900, she had only four sons and
no daughters (U.S. Census). Who owned.the dolls?
We know that after Ben Deman re-purchased the
northern half of Lot 7, the old William Webb house
was rented out. Unfortunately, identifying any
particular children living there is difficult, and in any
case, many of these dolls were quite expensive. How
could a black family renting a home afford such
luxuries? It is possible that many of these dolls were
owned by the Webb daughters, kept more as
decorations or keepsakes than dolls to play with. Or
perhaps other children lived on the site between census
years. Whoever it was played with a number of china
limb dolls, some unusually large and fine, and had
several dish sets. All these dolls were white; although
black dolls were available even in these early days of
industrial toymaking, white, not black, children played
with them (Collier 1988:348).

50) Trench E, Feature A. Bottom of shoulder plate
with sewing holes, in untinted porcelain. This doll
could have been either a shoulder head or a socket
head. The sewing holes indicate it was intended to go
on a soft-bodied doll. By World War I, china limb
dolls and replacement porcelain heads like this were no
longer commonly sold because celluloid and
composition took over the cheaper end of doll making
(Schroeder 1971). Dating could be anywhere from ca.
1870 to 1910.
51) Trench E, Feature A. Fragment of bisque shoulder
with edge for socket head. A little of the complexion
coat remains. Too little of this doll is left to identify
type or date, but we can say that turning-head dolls
were more expensive than stiff-necked (Schroeder
1971:44).
52) Trench E, Feature A. Doll's arm of untinted
bisque (Figure 3-5b). A string groove is seen at the
elbow. The hand is molded in such a way that it could
be used as either a right or left hand, an economy
measure for china limb dolls.
53) Trench E, Feature A. A hollow bisque leg with
molded horizontal ribbing, a glazed brown shoe with
heel, and a string groove at the top (Figure 3-5c). The
mold line was removed without care for the ribbing.
China limb dolls with similar legs were being sold for
about $.80 a dozen in 1895 (Schroeder 1971:92).

Gordon Site (41BX900)
47) Trench C, S9. Top of porcelain doll's leg. A string
groove and horizontal ribbing are present. The leg
would have been of medium size.

The doll parts listed above indicate a date prior to
World War I for the trash pits with which they are
associated.

48) Trench D, S2. Fragment of a doll shoulder with
molded necklace decorated with gilding (Figure 3-5a).
This item is made of fine, thin porcelain, and would
have come from one of the fancier types of shoulder
head dolls, probably a china limb type. The Butler
Brothers catalog of 1895 describes such a doll, with
fancy print fabric as well a gold trimming, as "Our
Own." They range in size from 7.5 to 19.75 inches and
in price from $.42 to $3.20 a dozen (Schroeder
1971:92).

Four non-diagnostic doll pieces were found.
Three recovered doll dishes include: Surface: one
large porcelain cup fragment with the remains of a
decal; Trench D: a small plate with a deeply embossed
sun pattern (Figure 3-3h); and Feature A-an
undecorated whiteware doll dish (Figure 3-3i).

Doering Site (41BX926)
49) Trench E, S4. Part of a very small, untinted,
porcelain shoulder head doll. This doll was probably in
the 7- to 9-inch size range.

54) Privy #6. Fragment of bisque head with molded
ear (Figure 3-5d). The bisque is untinted and of
excellent quality. There is no sign of hair molding, so
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Figure 3-5. Dollfragmen1s. 3-31 is made of cellulose; all others are ceramic. See detailed descriptions in text. All
shown actual size.
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plates, a porcelain cup fragment, and three similar
fragments (Figure 3-3k, 1). The second set consists of
10 small, undecorated whiteware fragments.

the doll was probably wigged. The doll would have
been fairly large (ca. 28 inches).
Privy #6 was monitored during its destruction in the
excavation of the footing hole for the Alamodome.
Monitors were only able to pick up a few samples of
the artifacts seen in this privy (see Brown and DeLaO,
this volume)

Privy #8 was a third monitored privy, similar to #7
and #6 above. This was one of the largest number of
doll dish fragments found in a single area, and when
one considers the limited sampling of privy artifacts
possible while bulldozers are digging, it suggests that
there were actually even more doll dish fragments. See
Brown and DeLaO, this volume, for a discussion of
privy contents.

Schulze Site (41BX927)
55) Privy #7. Small bisque doll missing one arm and
both legs (Figure 3-5e). No complexion coat is
present. Blue eyes, light brown eyebrows, red mouth
and pink cheeks are painted on. The head is bald, but
would have had a glued-on wig. There is an "0" mark
on the back. It has holes for wire jointing at the
shoulders and hips, but no rust staining, implying that
brass wire was used. This and the quality of the
molding and painting indicate an above-average-quality
doll. The arm is no longer attached to the body. It is
slightly bent and the hand is in a fist, which is common
in smaller dolls. Dating of this doll is difficult, because
dolls this size and construction were made for 60 or 70
years, beginning at the end of the Civil War.

Petit Site (41BX931)
Only a single porcelain cup fragment was found on the
surface on this site (Figure 3-3m).

Burleson Site (41BX936)
A single opaque blue glass doll saucer fragment was
recovered from this site.

Gilbert Site (41BX937)
One doll dish was found: Monitored Privy: fine,
medium sized, porcelain cup with gilt edging (Figure
3-3j).

57) Surface. Lower half of bisque doll's head. It has
well-molded, fat cheeks; curly hair; and molded eyes
(Figure 3-5g). No sign of tint is present. The quality,
size, and workmanship of this doll suggest that #58
may be part of the same doll.

Privy #7 was also monitored during its destruction, as
described above for Privy #6.

58) N991W14O. Fragment of buttocks and upper legs
from an all-bisque doll (Figure 3-5h). The molding is
well done and the bisque of good quality, although
untinted. This is probably from a frozen Charlotte, but
the arms may have been jointed (Angione
1973:79-104). This appears to be a good quality doll
and may be part of #57.

Eckenroth Site (41BX928)
56) Privy #8. Doll fragment of white bisque (Figure 35h). Appears to be the back of head, near rim where
a wig would once have been glued. It is marked "6X"
above" ... EP." "DEP" is both a German and French
abbreviation for "registered" (Collier 1988:408). The
specific mark was not identified.

Conrad Site (41BX938)
A fragment of a bisque doll was also found in Privy
#8. The piece has a light pink complexion coat.

59) Trench B, S6. Fragment of molded hair made of
untinted bisque.

Seventeen doll dish fragments were recovered from
this monitored privy, representing at least two different
sets. The first set consists of three large porcelain

A single undecorated whiteware doll dish fragment
was recovered on the site.
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Houston Site (41BX942)

65) Privy #13, NIh, Levels. 7 and 10. About half of a
small socket head, made of bisque and a wearing bluepainted, molded cap with a tassel over left ear (Figure
3-5m). The eyes are looking sideways in the "goo goo"
fashion. The color of the painting is rather harsh, and
the molding is of mediocre quality. Partial mark at base
of neck is a "6" over the letters "NIPP. . ., " which is the
word "Nippon," meaning Japan. The Japanese firm
Morimura Brothers exported hundreds of thousands of
cheap little copies of popular German and American
Kewpies and Goo-Goo dolls much like this between the
World Wars (Collier 1988:47-48). This would be
from early in that period, because the Japanese started
using the word "Japan" instead of "Nippon" in their
later dolls (Angione 1973:328).

In Trench D, S13, was a single undecorated whiteware
doll plate of medium size.

Pauly Site (41BX945)
60) Pauly House Foundation. Very thin, hollow bisque
head, probably of a frozen Charlotte or other penny
doll (Figure 3-5i). The molding is poor, being barely
discernable in some places. No complexion coat is
seen. Blue eyes are painted looking sideways, and the
lips have a touch of color. The hair style is too poorly
molded to reveal much, but the side-looking eyes is a
trait much more common after the turn of the century
(Byfield 1986b).

66) Privy #13, NIh, Level 10. Fragment of the neck of
a socket head of untinted bisque (Figure 3-5n). It is
marked It • • • IPPON/80," which suggests it is from a
Japanese doll made during or shortly after the first
World War (Angione 1973:328).

61) Privy #13, NIh, Level 2. Upper arm, broken
about halfway, of a small bisque doll (Figure 3-5j).
The piece has a string groove at the elbow. No
complexion coat is present, and the piece is poorly
finished and, in general, appears to be very cheaply
made. From a china limb doll.

67) Privy #13, NIh, Level 10. Small fragment of the
neck of a bisque socket head (Figure 3-50). Marked
"... 11/0 M" and ". . . ermany." Though incomplete,
this mark reveals the doll was manufactured by
Armand Marseilles, a large German company, and
was probably a "Goo-goo" type doll dated between
1900 and 1910 (Angione 1975:140).

62) Privy #13, NIh, Level 2. Fragment of doll face of
painted porcelain, in the Parian style (Figure 3-5k).
Black hair, blue eyes, and black eyebrow are painted
on. The hairstyle is suggestive of the 1880s (prichett
and Pastron 1983:327).

68) Privy #13, SIh, Level 13. Lower arm of good
quality bisque (Figure 3-5p). The fingers are molded
with separate tips and separate thumb, and are well
marked, including joint folds and fingernails. The
elbow does not have a string ridge, so it was probably
glued to a composition or celluloid body. Marked with
an "0" near the base.

63) Privy #13, NIh, Level 3. Doll's leg of bisque,
broken at the top and bottom (Figure 3-51). Signs of a
string groove are seen at the top, and a small amount
of glazed yellow-brown color represents the top of the
boot.
64) Privy #13, NIh, Level 3. Celluloid doll body and
a few fragments of the face (Figure 3-51). The molding
is minimal, with arms and hands molded to the body.
The back is labeled with a cross inside a circle, and the
word "Japan." This would have been a cheap little doll.
Dolls much like it sold for about $2.00 a dozen in 1914
(Schroeder 1971:162), but this doll was probably
imported somewhat later, as Japan used the word
"Nippon" on its exports before, during, and
immediately after World War I (although the exact
date of the change is unknown [Angione 1973:328]).

69) Privy #13, Slh, Level 13. Bisque shoulder head of
the "Parian" style, with blue eyes and black pupils,
pink color above the eyes, and painted mouth and
cheeks (Figure 3-2a). There is only a trace of golden
blonde color left in the hair. The hair parted in the
middle with curls around the face is a style indicative
of the late- nineteenth century (prichell and Pastron
1983:327), although this style was still being made into
the 1930s (Coleman 1986:25-28). However, "Lady"
heads which appear almost identical to this item were
used on "corset-bodied" dolls patented in 1885
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(Coleman 1975:6). These dolls had
cloth bodies printed to look like a
lady's corset. The lower arms and
legs were leather (Coleman
1975:5). The 1889 Montgomery
Ward catalog sold them for $.25
each (Schroeder 1971:37).
70) NIh, Levels 12 and 13.
Fragments of very large shoulder
head with head missing (Figure
3-2b). Excellent quality bisque with
good complexion coat. Marked
"Alma/O" and "Germany" on back
(Figure 3-6). This head was made
by Armand Marseille, and was sold
in the United States by George
Borgfeldt and Co. Alma dates from
1900 (Bach 1985:17, 86). This is a
large doll, with a neck circumFigure 3-6. Doll back with "Alma"mark. Shown actual size.
ference of about six inches. She
must have been at least 28 inches
long, and may have cost as much as $5.00 (Schroeder
painted porcelain doll dish with a brown edge and a
1971:124.
zig-zag pattern in black over tan (Figure 3-3n), and a
small undecorated whiteware cup with a solid handle;
71) Trench E, S4. Hollow bisque head of a young girl, in
(2) NIh Pauly Privy, Level 2: three undecorated
the Parlan style, with molded bobbed hair and bow
whiteware dish fragments; (3) SIh Pauly Privy,
(Figure 3-2c). This could easily be from a figurine ra1her
Level 2: a small, green, plain-colored whiteware lid
than a doll, as 1here is no sign 1hat it was ever painted.
for tea or coffee pot; (4) NIh, Level 3: a metal tea pot
The bobbed hair suggests a post-I920 date for 1he doll.
enameled with blue (Figure 3-7), undecorated
whiteware plate fragment, and a large, undecorated
72) Trench E, S3. Pre-colored bisque fragment wi1h
part of a stamped maker's mark: "Japa .... "
73) Feature E, NE Q, Level 5. Fragment of a
bisque cheek (Figure 3-2d). The bisque and
complexion coat are of excellent quality. Nicely
handpainted lower lashes are seen at edge of eye
hole. This would have been a medium-sized doll of
excellent quality .
74) Feature E, NE Q., Level 17. Large toddler-style
untinted bisque leg fragment, broken at the knee
(Figure 3-2e). The foot is bare and is made to stand.
Six non-diagnostic doll fragments were found.
o

Twenty-two pieces of doll dish fragments were
recovered. (1) NIh Pauly Privy, Levell: a hand-
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Figure 3-7. Enameled metal teapot from toy set. See
detailed description in text.
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whiteware pitcher with loop handle (Figure
3-8a); (5) SIh, Level 3: 4 undecorated
whiteware dish fragments; (6) NIh Level 4:
a large, undecorated whiteware lid for a
coffee or tea pot (Figure 3-8b); (7) SIh,
Level 4: a small, embossed whiteware plate
fragment; (8) NIh, Level 7: an undecorated whiteware lid fragment (Figure 3-30)
and a large porcelain pitcher fragment
(Figure 3-8c); (9) NIh, Level 12: an
undecorated whiteware plate fragment;
(10) Sth, Level 14: a brown-glazed miniature stoneware jug, probably intended for
a doll's house (Figure 3-8d); (11) Shovel
Test #33: a medium-sized porcelain teapot
fragment; (12) Drain west of cistern
(Feature E): a porcelain plate fragment; and
(13) Feature E, NE Quad, Level 6: a large
porcelain cup (Figure 3-8e).
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Clearly the children who played with the
toys left in the Pauly Privy were doing so
between about 1890 and about 1930. The
dolls found near the top of the privy are
from the 1920s, as are the other dateable
artifacts in these upper layers (see Brown
and DeLaO, this volume).

c

e '
Figure 3-8. Ceramic doll dishes.

The doll parts from the lower areas are older. The
supposition that Japanese dolls marked "Japan" are
more recent than those marked "Nippon" (Angione
1973:328) is confirmed in 1he stratification in 1he Pauly
Privy.

numerous meanings, but in this report it refers to the
more modem types of petroleum-based long-chain
polymers. These types of plastics were invented in the
1930s and began to take over the toy manufacturing
industry shortly after World War n (Harpur 1982:67).
Now almost all cheap toys and most other toys are
made from these materials.

The Pauly Privy was probably last cleaned out around
the tum of the century. The "Alma" doll in Levels 12
and 13 has a fairly concise manufacturing date of 1901
(see #69, above). In the 1900 u.S. Census, the
William Mueller family, living in the Pauly house, had
three children: a son, Willie, age 4, and two
daughters, Helene, age 2, and Nellie, age 4 months (in
June). Most of 1he toys found in the lower levels of the
Pauly privy probably belonged to 1hese children.

For this report, extensive use of toy catalogs is made
to provide information about 1he availability, style, and
price of toys. These include retail catalogs from Sears,
Roebuck & Co. for 1he years 1897 (Israel 1968), 1902
(Sears, Roebuck and Co. 1969), and 1927 (Mirken
1970); and a Montgomery Ward catalog from 1895
(Montgomery Ward and Company 1969). The catalog
of a wholesale firm, Carl P. Stirn, for 1893 (Stirn
1990) is also used. In addition, portions of catalogs
from numerous wholesale and retail firms reprinted in
The WondeifUl World of Toys, Games, & Dolls:
1860-1930 (Schroeder 1971) are used extensively.

Other Toys
Ninety-eight items representing other kinds of toys
were found during the Alamodome Project. Of these,
38 were made of plastic. The word plastic has
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Oeffinger Site (41BX881)

partially submerged (Figure 3-9a). The shape is
reminiscent of a World War n boat. Marked on the
underside "TootsiToy[trademark]lMade in America/O
... aIls." A TootsieToy wholesale catalog from 1925
(Schroeder 1971:233-239) shows a wide variety of
toys, both simple and elaborate, including doll houses
made of cardboard; doll furniture; water pistols; metal
animals on wheeled platforms; and many kinds of cars,
trucks, and airplanes. This particular toy is not listed,
but since it seems to be post-World War n vintage,
this is not surprising.

Trench A. A small, black plastic molded item. It
appears to be the club-like tail of an anklosaur-type
dinosaur. It is marked "Japan."

Haas Site (41BX882)
N50/E88 A metal submarine, 10.5 cm long, made
without the lower part and set with wheels so that it
will roll easily on a hard surface while looking
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Figure 3-9. Assoned toys. b-e, g-j: plastic; k: rubber; a, 1, m: metal. All shown actual size.
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King Site (41BX883)

1979:170). During the late 1930s Disney characters
dominated the category of "cartoon and movie
character rights" (Merken 1984:155) However, it is
likely to be from a much later time, as the plastic is
translucent and quite modem in appearance. This is the
sort of toy found in gumball machines.

Test Trench D, Structure B. Small (2.2 by 1.4 cm)
yellow plastic window frame from a LEGO building
block set.
Test Trench D, Structure B. A pink: plastic ring
fragment with a flat face, unmarked except for a
fracture mark where something has broken off. This
ring is much like those available in gumball machines
since at least the 1950s.

NSOIW42. A cowboy boot charm made of translucent
brown plastic coated with a metallic copper color that
has rubbed off in places (Figure 3-9d). The molding is
fairly detailed, with fancy work on the boot uppers,
and a spur. The remains of a self loop are seen at 1he
top. The boot is two centimeters tall. This is also most
likely from a gumball machine.

Test Trench D, Structure B. A small pink: and white
plastic whistle about 2.5 cm long. A star design is seen
on the barrel and remnants of a self loop for a lanyard
are present.

Trench A, Feature A. A tiny, fragment of a blue
plastic cowboy, measuring only 1.5 cm (Figure 3lOb). The head and lower legs are missing, although
the position of the legs suggests the cowboy is riding a
horse. The plastic is an intense, almost dayglo blue,
and the molding is quite good for such a small toy,
both indicating recent manufacture.

Griesenbeck Site (41BX884)
N80/W32. A fragment of a metal horse leg. Similar
legs appeared on many toys in the latter-nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. Horse-drawn wagons,
including fire wagons, express wagons, and num~rous
other vehicles, were modeled in metal. The horse or
horses were set on a wheel so that the whole toy could
be pulled or pushed across the floor (see Stirn 1990 for
excellent drawings of examples).

Czernecki Site (41BX893)
Trench A. Dark brown plastic base for unknown toy
item, perhaps a tree or other large plant. The top is
molded to look like ground with grass on it.

N80/w42. A red plastic cowboy, about 5.4 cm tall,
molded to sit on a horse (Figure 3-9b). One of his
hands is positioned to hold the reins, the other is
raised. This is a poorly molded, very poor-quality toy.
A virtually identical toy was part of a "Lone Ranger
Target Pistol and Targets" television premium made
after 1957 (Tumbusch 1991:103).

Trench A. Dark brown plastic bench molded to look
like wood (Figure 3-ge). The legs are missing. It looks
as if it belongs with a doll house or similar set. This
piece and the one above are made of plastic identical
in texture and color, and are probably from the same
set. This would have been fairly cheaply made.

N80/W42. A yellow plastic cowboy, 5.4' cm tall
(Figure 3-9c). The quality of this piece is much better
than the other found in the same unit. This figure is
standing and aiming a rifle. The detail in the molding
is better, the finishing much better.

Test I. Metal lever from a lever-action toy rifle,
decorated with an embossed pattern including a swirl
pattern and three stars. Total length is 22.5 cm.

N80/w42. A play money dime made from metal.
Marked "Play Money" on one side and "10" on the
other.

Test I. Fragment of a metal spur (Figure 3-9t). The
spur, about four centimeters in diameter, is unusually
well made for a toy. The wheel of the spur is set
between two spokes which are broken off just above
the wheel.

N80/w42. A maroon plastic "Dopey" charm (Figure
3-10a). This artifact may date as early as 1937, when
1he Disney movie Srww White debuted (Wolf and Wolf

S126/E33. A metal jingle bell, 1.7 cm in diameter.
These bells are made by bending thin leaves of metal
into a circle, enclosing a small, loose, metal weight
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Figure 3-10. Assorted toys. a-c, e: plastic; d, f, g: metal. See detailed description in text.
pistol (Figure 3-9h). The word "Police" is embossed on
1he trigger guard. All pieces are sun bleached.

which acts as a ringer. Bells like this, not uncommon
in even 1he earliest toy catalogs, were usually found on
sets of toy reins. These toys were intended to allow a
child to be harnessed and driven like a horse, and were
always decorated wi1h bells. They were still so popular
in 19121he Sears, Roebuck Catalog offered four sets,
ranging in price from $.10 to $.39 each (Schroeder
1971:137).

SI771E37. Small brown plastic worm or snake.

A distinct preference for cowboy toys of various kinds
is seen on this site.

Czernecki Rental Site (41BX894)

S1501E34. Dark brown plastic horse leg, wi1h details
molded only on 1he outside. A touch of blue paint,
which may have been a factory error, is seen.
S1501E34. Blue plastic fireman (Figure 3-9g). Only
minimal detail is included in 1he molding. There is a
peg on 1he bottom of 1he feet meant to fit into a hole on
a fire truck.

Surface. Metal airplane wing painted red (Figure 3-9i).
Slight marks in 1he mold represent flaps and rivets, but
no engines, so it is probably a single-engine plane. The
wing shape suggests a fighter from ca. World War n,
but 1he piece could, of course, be from any time after
1hat.

S1521E23 and S1501E23. Two pieces of a barrel and
part of 1he trigger guard of a red plastic automatic

Surface. Black plastic alien (Figure 3-9j). This appears
to be a cross between a biped turtle and a crayfish. It
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is six centimeters high. Alien creatures composed of
miscellaneous bits of known animals are seen in some
radio premiums as early as 1949 (Tumbusch 1991:37),
but the type of plastic suggests a more modern toy.

out that "two and a half inches in diameter is a
convenient size for a ball when held in the hand and
most tossing balls, whether of plaited rushes, leather
or wood, are about this size" (White 1975:23). In this
case the ball is made of rubber. Balls of this size and
material have been available since at least 1893, when
they sold wholesale for $.75 a dozen (Stirn 1990:66).

Surface. Dark green plastic seated aircraft pilot
(Figure 3-1Oc). The helmet style suggests the plane
was World War n. The pilot was intended to fit into
such a plane. He is two centimeters tall from seat to
head. The detail in the molding is fairly good.

Demazieres Site (41BX896)

S 181E74. Half of black plastic wheel about 1.5 cm in
diameter.

S79IEI07. A large iron wagon wheel for a toy wagon
(Figure 3-91). It is seven centimeters in diameter.

S181E74. Four pieces of a light blue plastic caboose
with molded stationary wheels. It is about one
centimeter high and 3.5 cm long. This is a very
cheaply made toy, but the molding exhibits
considerable detail, suggesting a recent date.

S83!E87. A small plastic toy car wheel, one centimeter
in diameter.
SI04!E69. Small toy wheel. with axle, made of metal
and rubber. The wheel is one centimeter in diameter.

SI44!E56. Small head from a toy shovel. The flat
blade is 11.5 cm long and 9 cm wide.

S1071E107. A small metal pin in the shape of an
airplane propeller with a man's face in the center
(Figure 3-12). It is marked "Capt. Hawks/Sky Patrol."
This is a cereal box premium from Post. Captain
Frank Hawks was a real aviator who endorsed Post
cereals until shortly before his death in a plane crash
in 1938 (Tumbusch 1991:29).

Feature A. Fragment of an orange wax crayon.

Garza Store Site (41BX895)
Surface. A grey plastic play money dime (Figure 311). It has "Uncle Sam/1950/Play Dime" in a circle
around a "10" with a small "w" above it. On the other
side is "Play Money/Falsa Pecunia."

Figure 3-12. "Captain Hawks» cereal
premium pre-dating 1938. Shown actual
size.
Slll/Ell1. A small (2.5 cm diameter) black plastic
wheel.

Figure 3-11. Plastic play dime.
Shown actual size.

S1111E119. A fragment of a horseshoe magnet painted
red and yellow (Figure 3-9m). The advertisement for
a similar magnet in a toy catalog from 1875 states that
"every boy and girl, we think, would be pleased to
become the owner of this beautiful Magnet" (Schroeder
1971:19), and such magnets were an item in many
later catalogs (see Stirn 1990:29 and Schroeder
1971:32, 163).

Surface. Half of a wooden yoyo with a cotton string
fragment. It is 5.5 cm in diameter and is painted red.
There are no yoyos represented in available toy
catalogs between 1878 and 1930.
Trench A, S2; A pink rubber ball about six
centimeters in diameter (Figure 3-9k). White points
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S1181E143, Privy Test. A red solid rubber ball about
3.5 cmindiameter (Figure 3-13a). Balls like this sold
for $.25 a dozen in 1893 (Stirn 1990:66).

In one, the bell or chime was attached between two
wheels and had a heavy ball inside. As the wheel and
chime rotated, the ball would fall against the inside of
the chime, making it ring. The other method was to
mount the bell either vertically or horizontally on a
platform and attach some sort of striker to a
mechanism on the wheel that caused the striker to hit
the bell rhythmically as the wheels turned. The shape
of this bell suggests the latter method. Toys like this
seem to have been quite popular in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth century. Stirn's 1893 catalog has at
least 25 varieties (see Stirn 1990:45-46, 57-58).
Though toys of this type are still sold today, later
catalogs do not show so many types (Schroeder 1971).

S1l81E143. A small jingle bell, 1.5 cm in diameter,
with wire loop for attachment.
Trench D. A fragment of a small metal wheel with
spokes.
Trench E. A small, blue plastic car, 4.7 cm long.
Shovel Test #6. An old plastic jet plane/rocket ship
(Figure 3-14a). The plastic was a pinkish color, but
was covered with black paint. A hole in the underside
suggests that this was intended to attach to something.
A very similar, though not identical, vehicle appears
in Tumbusch (1991:142) as the removable top of a ring
which was a radio premium from 1948. This item may
have come from a similar ring, but the style of the
plane suggests it may be a "rocket-plane"-type
spaceship from the 1930s. By the late 1940s spaceships
had lost their wings (see Tumbusch 1991:132).

Well Expansion. A copper-alloy bell (Figure 3-13b).
This bell also appears to be from a "chime" pull toy,
though it is also possible that this is from a bicycle bell
or a "call" bell, as the shape is similar for all these
varieties of bells (Stirn 1990:58).
The Webb site provides us with evidence that many
toys are not available for study in the archaeological
record. There were at least six boys who grew up on
the site during its occupation. The 1870 census shows
William Webb's son Willis, aged 5, and another small
boy, named Seth Jones, aged 3, living with the Nancy
Webb family (U.S. Census 1870). In addition, after
Charlotte Webb grew up, she married Ben Deman and
they continued to live on the Webb lot (City Directory
1881-82). In 1900, the Demans had four sons, John,
aged 18, Charles, aged 16, Frank, aged 14, and
Harry, aged 11 (U.S. Census 1900). Only two girls
can be definitely identified as living on this site, yet
there are very few items that can be clearly identified
as "boys' toys." It seems likely that these boys played
mostly with toys either perishable or not identifiable as
toys in the archaeological record. The exception to this
is marbles. Twenty-four marbles were found on the
Webb site and in the Well Expansion Trench of
4IBX883, and an additional 20 marbles found on the
King site other than the Expansion Trench, some of
which probably belonged to the Deman boys (see
Zapata, this volume).

Shovel Test #17. A plastic car engine replica, possibly
from a scale model kit (Figure 3-14b). It has been
handpainted by an amateur hand with silver, red, and
yellow enamel. The modeling is not very detailed. It is
5.5 cm long.
Shovel Test #25. A black plastic wheel for a toy truck
or car. It is 2.7 cm in diameter and has fairly good
detail in the molding.
Surface, Room 2. A set of small green plastic wheels
joined by an axle. This toy part is 3.8 cm long and
would have been part of a cheaply made wheeled
vehicle.

Webb Site (41BX897)
Trench H. Black solid rubber wheel fragment about
7.5 cm in diameter.
Trench H-Ext. A small brass bell (Figure 3-14c).
Though this may not be from a toy at all, it is likely to
be the sounder for a "chime" or "bell" toy. Most of
these toys were meant to be pulled or pushed along the
floor. They were designed in one of two basic ways.

Gordon Site (41BX900)
Trench E, Feature A. Tiny metal toy soldier, only
three centimeters tall (Figure 3-10t). This toy is very
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Figure 3-13. Miscellaneous toys and game pieces. a, s: rubber; b, i, k, n, w: metal; d, e, h, j, 1, p-r, t: plastic;
f, g: celluloid;
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v: wood; u: bone. See detailed descriptions in text. All shown actual size.
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Figure 3-14. Miscellaneous toys. a, b, f: plastic; c-e: metal; g-i: harmonica fragments. All shown actual size.
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flat, almost two dimensional, and represents a man
with rifle at shoulder arms. A metal stand allows him
to stand alone. This toy looks very much like the sort
of thing that could be found in a Cracker Jack box
before plastics completely dominated this kind of toy
making (Jaramillo 1989).

Houston Site (41BX941)
Trench D, S9. A small metal gun (Figure 3-1Od).
There is a rim and the remains of rubber at the place
where the grip should be. Holes in the metal there and
in the barrel indicate that this was a water pistol, with
a rubber bulb in place of the grip. An almost identical
toy was sold for $.08 each by Sears Roebuck & Co. in
1912. (Schroeder 1971: 150). This kind of water pistol
worked by squeezing the bulb, not by pumping the
trigger. The later method was available by 1914 in the
Butler Brothers Catalog at a much higher price, $1.75
a dozen for a trigger pump versus $.38 a dozen for the
squeeze bulb (Schroeder 1971: 162).

Burleson Site (41BX936)
Trench A, S5. Half of a broken black plastic whistle
(Figure 3-13c). Embossed on the side is a police badge
with the word "Dragnet" superimposed on it. This
television show ran from 1951 to 1959, and returned
for another run from 1%7 to 1970 (Terrace
1979:274). This toy was probably from a cheap set of
plastic handcuffs, gun, whistle, and badge. These sets
are sold to this day, with a tie-in to whatever police
show is popular at the moment, however this badge
was probably manufactured during the first series, as
the later show was not popular with young children as
the first show had been.

Harris Site (41BX942)
Trench D, S13 (Figure 3-13e). A grey plastic artillery
piece about six centimeters long. This piece is very
flat, almost two- dimensional, and is not intended to
stand alone. It looks very much like a Cracker Jack
prize or gum ball machine toy.

Gilbert Site (41BX937)
Pauly Site (41BX94S)
N99IWI40. A small, green plastic airplane, probably
intended to represent an F-4 jet (Figure 3-10e). The
modeling is mediocre. The plane is marked with two
incompatible insignia, a "USMC" on one wing and an
Air Force star on the other.

Feature A, NIh, Levell. Approximately half of a
small celluloid duck (Figure 3-13f). The celluloid is
dyed to approximate natural coloring. Celluloid was a
mid-nineteenth-century invention (White 1971: 19) that
was, by the turn of the century, used for many of the
cheaper toys, and for replacing more breakable
materials in toys for small children (see Schroeder
1971). A set of six celluloid toys very much like this
were sold as bath toys for small children in the 1919
Sears, Roebuck catalog (Schroeder 1971:228). For
$.67 one received a pair of ducks, a pair of swans, and
a pair of fish, all of which would float in bath water
(note that the celluloid swan below may have come
from the same set). By 1927 Sears was selling the
same set for $.39 (Mirken 1970:589).

Trench B, Level 1. A fragment of a yellow plastic
truck. This is very thin and cheap plastic.

Conrad Site (41BX938)
Trench B, S8. A brown plastic horse about seven
centimeters high at the head (Figure 3-13d). The
molding has minimal detail of the animal, its saddle
and bridle. The feet have been badly chewed by a
small animal with sharp teeth, probably a puppy. This
item is marked "Made in U.S.A." on the underside.

Privy, NIh, Level 3. A jingle bell, two centimeters in
diameter.

Trench B, S8. A small black rubber wheel fragment,
about 3.5 cm in diameter.

Privy, Sth, Level 3. A jingle bell, two centimeters in
diameter.
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Feature D. A plastic gun stock for a small toy molded
to look like wood.

Privy, NIh, Level 4. About one-half of a celluloid

swan (Figure 3-13g). The colors are brownish, but this
probably happened after deposition. This may have
come from the same set of bath toys as the duck
above.

Feature E, NE Quad, Level 15. Small plastic fire truck
with missing wheels (Figure 3-13h). It was probably
originally red, but is badly sun bleached. It is 7.5 cm
long with minimal detail in the molding. This is a very
cheap little toy.

Privy, Slh, Level 4. A large metal toy wagon wheel,
about three inches in diameter.
Privy, NIh, Level 7. A toy colander or sifter made of
metal. Kitchen sets which included metal pots, pans,
and other cooking utensils were sold as accessories for
a toy range, or separately (Schroeder 1971:89, 138).
In the 1912 Sears Catalog, kitchen sets ranged in price
from $.33 to $1.47 (Schroeder 1971:138). This item
would have been from a fairly expensive set, as the
cheap sets included only a few pots and pans and did
not have colanders or sifters.

Feature F, House Interior. Grey plastic police badge
with "SCPDlPolice" superimposed over a generic city
shield (Figure 3-13j). On the back is the mark "Hong
Kong" and a self clip for attaching to a pocket. This is
the sort of toy that would have come with a set,
including handcuffs, possibly a gun, and other police
items.
Feature F, House Interior. Small wheel from a toy. It
is made of metal and is about 2.5 cm in diameter. It
could have come from a wagon or car or a number of
other toys, but it should be noted that the wheel looks
as if it belonged on a fairly old toy. There are only
four spokes. An examination of the excellent
illustrations in Stirn (1990) suggest that this wheel
might have been on the platform of a pull toy. These
little toys consisted of a figure, usually an animal, but
sometimes a type of doll, set on a wheeled platform to
which a string is attached so that it can be pulled
around. These toys are very popular with toddlers.
Some are designed so that some part of the figure
moves when the spring is pulled (see Stirn
1990:34-36,44-47 for examples).

Privy, NIh, Level 10. A hubcap from a spoked wheel,
probably from a tricycle or bicycle. Montgomery
Ward offered a three-wheeled "velocipede" for
between $3.15 and $5.85, depending on size, in 1878
(Schroeder 1971 :21). Clearly, this was not a toy that
the average child could expect to have, as three dollars
was a good bit of money at that time. By 1930
tricycles costing between $2.98 and $5.48 were
available (Schroeder 1971:255). Given the increase in
standard of living during the same period, these little
wheeled vehicles had become much more the plaything
of the average child.
Privy, SIh, Level 12. A metal whistle with hole for a
chain lanyard and a bit of chain still in the hole (Figure
3-1Og). A similar whistle, called a "policeman's call
whistle," sold with two other kinds of whistles for $.10
in 1912 (Schroeder 1971:137).

Feature F, House Interior. A small brass bell of the
type that could easily have been part of a chime pull
toy (Figure 3-14d). This item and the one above could
have come from the same toy.
Trench B, S4. A metal hammer for a cap pistol. The
firing pin area is flat, to strike the caps soundly. The
hole in the base would have been attached to a spring
and a trigger to provide sufficient force on impact to
fire the cap. Percussion caps for toy guns were
available by 1893, but were quite expensive ($1.88 for
a dozen 26-inch rolls of paper caps [Stirn 1990:27]).
The 1895 Montgomery Ward Catalog describes paper
caps as dangerous, though it offers at least one cap gun
for sale (Montgomery Ward and Company 1969:230).
Cap guns do not seem to have been very popular
before the 1930s, as they are seldom seen in toy

Privy, Slh, Level 12. Iron railroad car (Figure 3-13i).
This is a large, heavy-duty open-top toy, 6 cm high
and 11 em long. It appears to have been a coal tender.
A cast iron engine with a tender in about this size sold
for $2.75 in 1912 (Schroeder 1971:145).
Privy, NIh, Level 13. A hollow rubber ball in 16
fragments; This ball would have been between 4 and
6 inches in diameter; 4 lh-inch rubber balls sold for
$2.00 a dozen in 1893 (Stirn 1990:66), and Sears sold
them for $.39 each in 1912 (Schroeder 1971:146).
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catalogs before that time. By the 1950s, however, most
toy pistols and many toy rifles were cap guns with
hammers much like this item.

number 3 superimposed on it. This is probably from a
flash-card set used to help young children learn their
nUIIlbers. The copyright date on the card is 1978.

Trench D, S6. A small metal, spoked wheel (Figure
3-13k). It is three centimeters in diameter, is well
made, and is painted pink on one side. This strongly
suggests that it was not for a wagon or automobile, as
these were always considered boy's toys and pink was
not a boy's color. However, doll carriages and various
kinds of pull toys might have metal wheels such as this
and might be painted pink (see Stirn 1990:34, 44-47;
Remise and Fondin 1967:97).

Games
A game can be loosely defined as play by a set of
formal rules, with a distinct beginning and end. Many
games played by children do not require any material
object. Games of "Red Rover" require only a group of
people (Abernethy 1989:101), and "King of the
Mountain" requires only a group of people and a hill or
some other height from which to defend one's
sovereignty. Other games require objects with which
to play. The most common game object in the
archaeological record at the Alamodome was the
marble. Because of the potential importance of
marbles to the archaeologist, they are examined in
detail elsewhere in this volume (see Zapata). The other
game pieces are described below.

Trench E, Surface. A small yellow plastic building
block of the LEoo variety. It has two pegs and is one
of the smaller of this kind of block. This is a fairly
recent toy.
Trench E, Surface. A light brown plastic fragment
molded to resemble an engine or motor of some kind,
possibly a railroad engine. It is marked on the
underside, "R" and "M-4301-6."

Kleiber and Kelly have noted, "Games are a substantial
part of the enculturative process and are passed down
from one generation to the next. By structuring social
interaction, they serve to bring order to the confusing
social relations" (Kleiber and Kelly 1980: 100. Games
are encountered by children as they mature and are
thrust more and more into relationships with people
outside their immediate family.

Trench F, S2. A metal toy revolver, with a broken
barrel (Figure 3-14e). This is a single-shot cap pistol
made of cast iron. It is about 100 cm long.

41BX956
Surface. A solid orange plastic triceratops,
inaccurately molded with only one large hom above
the eyes instead of two (Figure 3-131). The other
molding is fairly detailed. The inaccuracy is probably
an economy measure dictated by molding
requirements, i.e., extra molding steps might have
been necessary to make the horns correctly.

Of course, games are not just for children. In the years
before the invention of radio and television, evenings
had to be :filled with some activity and reading, though
it might "maketh a full man," was not a very social
activity. Card games were extremely popular as early
as the fourteenth century (Ketchum 1981:97). Board
games, intended for adults to play, were very popular
in nineteenth century America. The 1892 Marshall
Field & Co. catalog had five pages of parlor games
(Schroeder 1971:75-80), and the 1893 Stirn wholesale
catalog had nine and a half pages of board games
alone, not counting such games as "floor croquet,"
bean bag toss games, bagatelle, and billiards (Stirn
1990). Yet by 1927, the Sears Roebuck catalog had
only one page of board games and another of other
indoor games (Mirken 1970:576-577). Instead, there
are six pages of radios for sale and another page of
radio accessories (Mirken 1970:707-713). Card and

Surface. A blue plastic dolphin, 13.2 cm long. There
is almost no detail in the molding. There is a hole in
the nose and a groove at about where the dorsal fin
should be where a fin might once have fit. This is a
very cheaply made toy.
Surface. A card, 10.5 by 6.4 cm. Printed in bright
colors on the front of the card are Harry, Cookie, and
FraZzle Monster, puppet characters from the popular
children's show Sesame Street. The reverse shows the
same picture in black and white outlining with a large
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board games are still popular today, but they no longer
have the place in society that they once held.

Under Garza Store. An ivory-colored plastic game
piece, probably from a backgammon game.

Thirty-three items are included in this category. Each
game piece is described, by site, and then a brief
history of the kind of games played with each object,
if known, is made.

Under Garza Store. A rubber tennis ball (Figure
3-13s).

MaffilMendit Site (41BX885)

N431W72. A needle to attach to a pump to inflate a

Haas Site (41BX882)

large ball.
N35/E05. A light orange stylized knight's head on a
peg (Figure 3-13m). This is probably from a "travel"
chess set, in which pieces are placed in a peg board.

Rilling Site (41BX892)
Trench A, Feature A. A red plastic checker with an
eagle in the "U.S. seal" style on one side and a large
five pointed star on the other. This piece is sunbleached on one side.

N49/E40. A metal jack stone (Figure 3-13n).

King Site (41BX883)
Surface. Two wooden dominoes painted black. One is
a six/blank (Figure 3-130) and the other is a double
blank. The dots are painted white.

Czernecki Site (41BX893)

S291E5. A cheaply made plastic chess pawn, from the
white side (Figure 3-13t).

Surface. A solid rubber ball, three centimeters in
diameter. Because it looks like the kind of ball used for
playing jacks, it is included in this section instead of
Other Toys.

S291E5. A turquoise plastic game piece in a squatbarrel shape, 1 cm high and 1.5 cm in diameter.

S1521E23. A green plastic game piece from a
Parcheesi or similar game.

Griesenbeck Site (41BX884)
Surface. A clear glass game piece, two centimeters in
diameter. This piece could have come from anyone of
a wide range of board games, made at any time during
the study period. There are no marks on the piece to
aid identification.

Czernecki Rental Site (41BX894)
Surface. A red plastic checker with a star on one side
and a crown on the other.

S1341E56. A fragment of a white plastic poker chip.

Surface. A red plastic checker with a star and eagle
design (Figure 3-13p).

Sl441E56. A metal jack.
Surface. A black plastic checker with a star and eagle
design (Figure 3-13q). It could be from the same set as
the one above.

Demazieres Site (41BX896)

S1181E143. A bone die (Figure 3-13u). It appears to
have been handmade, as it is not a perfect cube even
to casual observation. The dots, which are drilled part
way into the bone, are placed off center in several
cases.

Trench A, Feature A. A small, black plastic checker
with a crown on one side and the trademark of the
TootsieToy Company on the other (Figure 3-13r).
Trench A, Feature A. A metal jack.
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Surface, Room 2. A red plastic arrow, still attached to
a bit of cardboard (Figure 3-14f). This is from a board
game, and would have functioned as a sort of pritnitive
random number generator. To operate, the player
would flick one end of the arrow with a fingertip
causing the arrow to spin. When it stopped, the arrow
would be pointing to one of several possible options,
depending on the game. Players would then act
according to this option.

Backgammon
This game is one of the oldest known, probably
thousands of years older than chess (Morehead and
Mott-Smith 1959:245). It is probably related to the
ancient game of Pachisi (now called Parcheesi).
Backgammon became a popular game in the United
States in the 1920s (Goren 1961:388). The
backgammon pieces are called stones. Players move
their stones along a set course on a game board,
according to the roll of dice (Goren 1961:338).

Webb Site (41BX897)
Billiards

Trench L A metal jack.

This is a fairly old game. The origin of the game is
unknown and may well have predated the birth of
Christ (The Encyclopedia American 1957 III:705). The
current form of the game had developed in England by
1830 (White 1975:30). It has traditionally been played
on a cushioned, rectangular table and involves the
propulsion of balls made of ivory or composition by
the use of wooden cues tipped with leather. Numerous
different games can be played with this basic
equipment, some involving hitting the balls into
pockets set into the perimeter of the table, and others
involving hitting the balls against the cushions and each
other in a certain manner (The Encyclopedia American
1957 III: 705-706).

Burleson Site (41BX936)
N99IWI40. A metal jack.

Pauly Site (41BX945)
Privy, Nih, Level 2. Four metal jacks. Three are
medium-sized, the fourth is a larger variety.
Privy, Slh, Level 3. A metal jack.
NIh, Level 10. A large jack.
Feature F, House. A billiard ball (Figure 3-13v).
There is a number 11 in a red circle with a red stripe
around the white ball.

Chess
Chess has always had a very high status, considered by
many throughout the ages as the ultimate strategy
game, the game of kings (Ketchum 1981:100). Chess
is often referred to as one of the oldest games known
to man (Goren 1961:388), however the earliest
account of a game that is unmistakably chess comes
from the eighth century (Morehead and Mott-Smith
1959:228). It seems to have come from India
originally, and in its present form the game is about
four hundred years old (Morehead and Mott-Smith
1959:228). The rules of the game are quite simple and
even young children can learn them, but the "ultimate
science of the game is unfathomable" (Goren
1961:341) and can continuously challenge even its
masters.

Trench E. A black plastic checker with a star on one
side and a "U.S. seal"- style eagle on the other.

41BX956
Surface. A large metal jack (Figure 3-13w).

Games Summary
Numerous games are represented by the recovered
artifacts. These games are discussed below.
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three and more bones were then tossed, until one bone
fell off the hand (Vinton 1970: 152). In another game,
a bone was thrown in the air, each of several others
picked up in tum, and the first bone caught before it
could hit the ground. The bones were picked up in
twos and then in threes, and so on. Letting the first
bone hit the ground ended the tum. It was this game,
modified by Latin Americans to include a soft grass or
rubber ball in the place of the tossing bone (Vinton
1970: 153), that became the modem game of jacks.

Checkers
In every language but English, checkers is known by
some variant of the word for woman and is rated
scornfully as "chess for women," but though the rules
of the game are simpler than those for chess, and it
can be played at a very simple level, the game has
been shown to be as fully as profound as chess (Goren
1961:363). Checkers can be traced with certainty only
to the fourteenth century, but it is probably much older
(Morehead and Mott-Smith 1959:235).

Parcheesi
Dice
The name is an Anglicization of the word "Pachisi,"
perhaps the oldest known sedentary game (Goren
1961:399). Developed in India, it can be considered
the mother of most board games where the idea is to
move counters on a figured board according to the roll
of dice (Morehead and Mott-Smith 1959:245).

Dice are the most ancient gambling instrument known
to man, and the most universal, known in nearly all
parts of the world (Morehead and Mott-Smith
1959:257). Dice come in many shapes and serve as
random number generators in many games, ancient
and modem. The modem standard, six-sided
numbered die is probably from China (Goren
1961:424).

Poker
Though it has its origin in older European and Oriental
games, poker in its current form is an American
invention (Morehead and Mott-Smith 1959:85). There
are hundreds of versions, but all involve betting, and
poker chips are often used as a token for cash.

Dominoes
A domino is a flat tile, with some representation,
usually rows of dots, of a number from zero to six on
each end. The game is played by placing matching
numbers next to each other until all a player's tiles are
used. A standard set of dominoes represents all the
combinations of numbers that can tum up in the cast of
two six-sided dice (including, in Western domino sets,
the zero) (Goren 1961:424). In 1120 AD, the Chinese
standardized the game of dominoes as it is now played,
but other evidence suggests the game had been played
for many centuries before that time (Goren 1961:424).

Entertainment
As in so many other areas of life, the changes in
technology that began to accelerate in the last two
decades of the nineteenth century (and continues to
accelerate today), had a profound effect on leisure
activities of the working class. In the first place, there
was a growing amount of time available for such
activities (Smelser 1976: 137). In addition, entertainment changed, as many things did, from
"homespun" to mass produced. The artifacts found in
the Alamodome area reflect this change. Brass
harmonicas in older contexts give way to 78-RPM
phonograph records, which in tum give way to 33%RPM records.

Jacks
The modem jackstone or jack is a metal (or often
today, plastic) version of a very old gaming piece, the
"knucklebones" (Le. the tarsals and carpals) of goats or
sheep. These bones were used for a wide variety of
games, including some that came from China, brought
by silk traders (Vinton 1970: 151). In one of these
games a bone was tossed in the air and the player
attempted to catch it on the back of his hand. Two,

Twenty-one artifacts are listed in this category. A brief
history of the forms of entertainment they represent
follows the descriptions below.
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Griesenbeck Site (41BX884)

copper alloy, perforated with a pattern of holes. There
are 12 reeds.

NI87IW36. A 35-mm film fragment, about 90 cm
long.

Well Expansion. A reed plate from a harmonica.
There are 12 riveted copper reeds.

Czernecki Rental (41BX894)
41BX931
Feature A. Four fragments of a 78-RPM phonograph
record.

N67IW131 A 78-RPM record fragment.

Feature A. Two 331h-RPM record fragments.
41BX942
Trench D, S13. Fragment of a 331h-RPM phonograph
record.

Garza Store Site (41BX895)
Surface. A red, white, and black plastic harmonica
(Figure 3-14g). The bottom outer plate is missing.
There are ten reed sets. The top is marked
"HarmotonelHarmonica!U.S. Pat. No. 2.373.129" and
there is a number from 1 to 10 embossed above each
reed hole.

The harmonica, or mouth organ, consists of a metal
tongue riveted over an accurately cut aperture in a
metal frame, which is caused to vibrate by blowing
across it (Baines 1961:318). Originally an Asian
invention, the mouth organ began to interest European
musicians at the end of the eighteenth century (Baines
1961:319). The advantage of the harmonica on the
frontier is obvious. Its portability and durability made
it popular at a time when space was at a premium and
ruggedness the sine qua non of material culture. After
the railroad came to San Antonio, other musical
instruments could be shipped but the harmonica
remained popular because of the relatively low cost.
The 1902 Sears Roebuck catalog lists harmonicas
between $.07 and $1.30, while accordions ranged
from $2.25 to $12.75, and the cheapest brass band
instruments were at least $8.00 (Sears, Roebuck and
Company 1969:205, 207, 210). Considering this, the
popularity of the harmonica in the Alamodome area is
understandable.

Demazieres House (41BX896)

S771E134. Three fragments of a metal harmonica reed
plate.
S 107IE 107 . A fragment of a 45-RPM record.
S 107IE 107 . A record fragment in reddish vinyl. This
is probably from a child's 45-RPM record.
S 1071E107. A plastic tuning peg from a guitar or other
stringed instrument. This item is small and cheaply
made and may be from a child's toy.

The entertainment provided by people in the home,
with their own musical instruments, found itself in
competition with a new technology by the turn of the
century. The phonograph was invented on December
7, 1877 by Thomas Alva Edison (Hitchcock 1980:vii).
Uke so many of Edison's inventions, it had a profound
effect on the daily lives of the industrial world. The
very nature of the performance of music, even live
unrecorded music, changed once it became possible to
store a particular performance. Music was not, of
course, the only thing stored. The Sears Roebuck
catalog of 1905 lists "humorous stories," and

Webb Site (41BX897)
Well, Level 1. A reed plate from a copper alloy
harmonica (Figure 3-14h). There are 10 reeds.
Well, Level 3. Possible photographic film, 62-mm
wide.
Well Expansion Baulk. A metal harmonica, 4.7 by 113
cm (Figure 3-14i). The inner part appears to be made
of iron, with riveted copper reeds. The outer part is a
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N221W44. A red, plastic birthday candle holder
(Figure 3-15a).

recordings of contemporary historic events such as the
funeral of President McKinley as well as its musical
phonograph offerings (Lewis 1940:31, 34). People
apparently found these professional performances,
which could be listened to again and again, to be more
appealing than homespun musical offerings. The
selection of musical instruments in the Sears catalogs
plunged from 60 pages in 1905 to 8 pages in 1935
(Lewis 1940:43).

Rilling Site (41BX892)
Trench A, Feature A. A slightly flattened round
wooden ball, with a hole through the axis and the
remains of light blue and yellow paint (Figure 3-15b).
This is probably a fishing bobber.

Originally, sounds were mechanically recorded on wax
or tin cylinders with the same needle that was used to
play them (Gelatt 1955:21-22, 34). The first
commercial recordings were made in 1890 (Gelatt
1955:46). It was not until about 1925 that a standard
speed of 78 RPMs was established for disks, which
were by then made of Bakelite or hard rubber (Gelatt
1955:66). In 1948 the long playing record was
introduced, played at 33% RPM (Gelatt 1955:29Z).
. The next year, 45-RPM. records were introduced
(Gelatt 1955:294). By the 1990s, the record disk and
its player were essentially obsolete, replaced by
cassette tape recording and laser compact disks.

Czernecki Site (41BX893)
S1771E23. A metal fishing swivel (Figure 3-15a).

Czernecki Rental (41BX894)
Surface. One piece of blue plastic aquarium gravel.
S181E74. Ten pieces of blue plastic aquarium gravel.
S181E76. One piece of blue plastic aquarium gravel.

The first forms of photography became available to the
public in 1839 (MacDonald 1979:5), but it was not
until George Eastman developed the celluloid film
camera in 1888 that photography became a cheap, easy
form of entertainment for middle class families
(MacDonald 1979:55-57).

S401E77. Four pieces of blue plastic aquarium gravel.
Feature A. Five pieces of blue plastic aquarium gravel.

Garza Store Site (41BX895)

Other Diversions
and Activities

N351E35. A metal rabies vaccination tag (Figure
3-16b). It is 3.6 cm tall, in a diamond shape, with a
hole in the top and a chain link to attach to a collar. It
is engraved "Vaccinated/Jen-SallRabies Vaccine/159/
19431D."

This is a miscellaneous category, consisting of
evidence of fishing, bicycling, the keeping of pet
animals in the Alamodome area, and other activities.
Thirty-six items constitute this category.

Demazieres Site (41BX896)
Surface. A stainless-steel tag, 2.8 cm in diameter, with
a loop in the top to attach to a dog collar. It is intended
to be engraved with the owner's name and address and
there are the remains of a paper sticker on both sides
which give instructions on how to send it in to be
engraved. Most of the sticker is illegible, but the trade
name "Hartz" is visible.

Oeffinger Site (41BX881)

N271W57. A plastic inner tube stem cap.

Griesenbeck Site (41BX884)

N221W44. A small ye~lowish, translucent plastic
fishing bobber, about three centimeters in diameter.
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a

e

Figure 3-15. Miscellaneous items. a: birthday candle holder; b: cork fishing float; c: plastic beer tag; d: aquarium
castle; e: fragments of a leather dog collar. All shown actual size.
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Privy NIh, Level 7. A
ceramic
piece
glazed
representing castle ruins
(Figure 3-15d). This was
used as decoration in a fish
bowl or aquarium. It is
seven centimeters tall.

a

Feature E, NE Quad. A
leather dog collar for a
medium to large dog
(Figure 3-15e). The collar
is 1.7 cm wide, with metal
rivets and the remains of a
red dye on the outer
surface.
An interest in keeping fish
as pets has existed for
o
2
3
several
centuries
in
Centimeters
Europe (Schneider and
Figure 3-16. Miscellaneous items. a: fishing sinker; b: a rabies vaccination
Whitney 1957:8), but this
tag; c: fishing lure fragment.
was a hobby relegated
primarily to the east coast
of America by problems
Trench D, S 1. A metal fishing lure, 2.5 cm tall
associated with transportation of the fish until after
(Figure 3-16c).
World War II (Schneider and Whitney 1957:9). The
plastic gravel also suggests a date after the war for
Trench D, S2. A bicycle pedal with orange plastic
these items.
reflectors.

Discussion and Conclusions
Conrad Site (41BX938)
The archaeological record shows a discrepancy in .
deposition of toys. There were 115 fragments of dolls,
only two of which (1.7 percent) are probably of postWorld War II manufacture. There were 98 non-do11
toys (excluding doll dishes, which can only be dated to
between 1870 and 1990), of which 47 (47.9 percent)
were probably made after World War ll. There is no
readily apparent reason why there should be so much
difference in deposition between the two kinds of toys.

Trench B, S9. A white plastic tag with a Lone Star
Beer emblem on the front and "Certified Quality" on
the back (Figure 3-15c). Lone Star is a local brewery.

Harris Site (41BX942)
Trench D, S12. An orange plastic bicycle reflector.
Trench D, S12. A piece of green plastic aquarium
gravel.

Perhaps the answer lies after World War II when the
materials used to niake dolls changed. Before World
War II, most dolls were made of perishable material
and/or ceramics (see Schroeder 1971). After the war,
ceramics, composition and other perishable materials,
were replaced by plastic. Therefore, before the war,
doll parts likely to survive deposition in archaeological

Pauly Site (41BX945)
Privy. Two fish hooks.
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context were also likely to be broken in the assembly
line. The main body of the doll might then end up in
the "official" trash picked up by the city (see Brown
and DeLaO, this volume), but some of the broken
fragments would not. After dolls were constructed of
plastic, however, they were unlikely to break, but
were instead worn out and thrown into the trash can,
usually intact. There is some evidence for this
explanation. As a rule, only a small portion of each
ceramic doll was recovered while most other toys
recovered were whole or almost whole, especially
those made of plastic. These toys were very small, and
therefore likely to be lost rather than deliberately
thrown away. Thus, the discrepancy could be a matter
of what is likely to be lost, or tossed into more
informal trash deposits like privies, rather than what is
deliberately thrown into the trash can, collected by the
city and therefore not left in the neighborhood for
archaeologists to come upon.

oldest doll fragments were probably made no earlier
than about 1870, and may have traveled to San
Antonio in an ox cart, but we can be fairly sure that
the other toys and games arrived here on the railroad,
and were part of the increasing industrialization of
everyday life in America.
Increasing industrialization brought increasing
disposable income (Smelser 1976: 136), as well as
increasing numbers of manufactured toys to buy with
that income. The archaeological record at the
Alamodome reflects this social change.

Neumeyer and Neumeyer (1936:19) state "the modem
industrial machine has delivered two products-goods
and leisure. n This report has been concerned with
categories of material culture from the Alamodome
which reflect the truth of this epigram. The residents
of the project area left behind the remains of many
hours of children's play and adult leisure activities.
Yet these remains reflect only a tiny portion of the
physical material of toys and games, which in turn
reflect only a portion of the kinds of play which
enlivened the days and nights of these residents. As has
been shown, most toys and games were constructed on
the site, made by the children themselves, or by adults
who thereby taught a traditional way of making toys.
Most, if not all, of these toys are lost to us. They were
either made of perishable materials or were made from
"recycled" materials we can no longer identify as toys.
Almost all the toys and game items listed here,
however, were bought in a store, and most were made
far from San Antonio (Riordan and Adams 1985:5).
These two facts are indicative of the change in our
society which began to have an impact in San Antonio
in 1877, when the railroad came into town. At that
time, there were about 10 residences in the
Alamodome area, some of which had been there for 20
years (Cox, Volume 1). Though there certainly must
have been children living in those houses, we have not
found anything identifiably a toy from that period. The
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Chapter 4

Alamodome and Abroad:
A Composite Inquiry on Toy Marbles
Jose E. Zapata

located within various features, trenches, and shovel
tests; the remaining 43 were surface finds. Twelve of
the marbles were not located within designated sites.

Preface
Among the myriad of cultural material excavated from
historical sites are toy marbles. Yet site reports are
almost devoid of detailed references to marbles, a
point which Mark E. Randall noted over 20 years ago
(Randall 1971). Excepting the continuing work of
Randall, Gartley, Carskadden, and Webb (Carskadden
and Gartley 199Oa, 1990b; Carskadden et al. 1985;
Gartley and Carskadden 1987; Randall 1971, 1986;
Randall and Webb 1988), few others in the field of
historical archaeology have ventured into this area of
research.

This paper is framed around two specific research
questions. The first of these presents a composite study
on the origins of marbles. The second objective is
designed to capsulize the range and variety of marble
types. Color illustrations of some of the more unique
specimens are also presented.
This paper is presented in four parts. The first part
summarizes the origins of toy marbles. The second
presents a synopsis of marble typologies. The third
presents some of the more unique specimens
recovered, and the fourth is a summation of this study.
Beyond listing cited references, included is an index of
supplementary readings which may aid others in their
pursuit of additional research objectives.

Clearly then, the most significant factor which
motivated the current research is this noted lack of
information and/or unfamiliarity with the topic. It is
quite incredible to think that an artifact with as many
individual attributes and with such durability as a
stone, clay, or glass marble should go virtually
unattended. Despite this latter point, it is not my intent
to further debate the significance of toy marbles in
historical archaeology. Instead, I hope to advance the
pioneering work of Randall.

Origins
Prehistoric
The archaic nature of toy marbles has been reported
by Baumann (1970) and Ferretti (1973). Their work
suggests that this toy and form of play may have
prehistoric origins. Their suggestion is based on the
excavation of small spherical objects from burials in
both the Old and New worlds; however, the function
of these items is not clear.

Introduction
In total, 235 marbles were recovered from the
Alamodome Project area. Of these, 3 were of stone,
73 of clay and 159 of glass. Of the total, 77 were
extracted from within 2-x-2-ft units; another 155 were
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Historic

Many eighteenth and nineteenth centuries works make
reference to marbles. In The Voices of Children:
1700-1914-a compilation of previously unpublished
children's themes, letters, and diary entries-Irina
Stickland contributes two ootable excerpts. The first of
these makes mention of an incident, The Rebellion of
1793, which transpired at Winchester College. In
brief, the students, feeling somewhat oppressed and
slighted by the administration, pummeled the school
master with marbles upon his arrival on campus
(Stickland 1973:87-88). The second clipping provides
some insight as to how children aged 11 and under, in
ca. 1833 Lancashire cotton mills, were enticed into
continuing with their tasks: they were coaxed by
allotting them meat, marbles, and tops (Stickland

The most prolific sources of information are recorded
accounts of the game. Possibly one of the first of such
accounts, as related by Ferretti (1973:13-14), can be
found in William Wells Newell's 1883 work, Games
and Songs of American Children. Newell traces the
game of marbles to ancient Rome by noting that the
Roman poet Ovid (ca. 43 B.C.-A.D. 17) mentioned a
child's game very similar to marbles in his writings.
As described by Ovid, the game was played with small
spherical shaped nuts which were rolled down an
inclined plane.
Old World accounts of children's play from the Middle
Ages are scarce. Philippe Aries (1962) and Shulamith
Shahar (1990) have done extensive research on
childhood in the Middle Ages. Although seemingly
divergent, . these scholars provide some interesting
hypotheses on Old World attitudes towards childhood
and child-nurturing during this epoch.

1973:87-88).
Antonia Fraser (1966) notes that the resurgence in
childhood play and toys reached its peak during the
eighteenth century, and that many portraits of that
period depict children with toys. This trend influenced
New World markets. There was an apparent emphasis
on amusements, and an increased demand for imported
toys (Fraser 1966:90).

In the Middle Ages, life for the lower socioeconomic
classes was harsh. Access to goods was limited,
disease and epidemics persisted, and infant mortality
was exceedingly high. Given this backdrop, it is not
surprising that childhood themes are scarce in the
period literature. The archaeological record reflects a
limited sample of trinkets and figurines dating to this
period (Grober 1928: 10-11).

This was a pivotal episode for the emerging German
cottage industries and trade guilds. It was especially
significant to the city of Nuremberg, which arose as
the toy capital of the world; a distinction it retained
well into the nineteenth century (Grober 1928: 14-15).
Germany's preeminence was a consequence of the
quality and variety of their products, their originality
and, most importantly, their adaptability to the varied
needs of the international consumer (Kuhnert

It is not until the fifteenth century that childhood
themes begin to emerge (Aries 1962:47). These
themes are particularly obvious in works of art, and
appear more prominent at about the end of the
sixteenth century (Aries 1962:47). The modified
attitudes of this era, coupled with a growth in
ecooomic prosperity, signaled a rise in the demand for
toys (Grober 1928:15). By 1566, German toys were
being sold in Venice (Fraser 1966:74).

1928:371).
Within the context of United States foreign trade were
three treaties of amity, commerce, and navigation with
Prussia prior to the founding of the German Empire:
1871-1919 (Kuhnert 1928:19). The treaties of 1785,
1799, and 1828, served to facilitate and promote the
exchange of commodities between the two parties.
These amicable trade relations were furthered as a
result of a consular agreement between the United
States and Germany, dated December 11, 1871
(Kuhnert 1928: 19).

This developing enthusiasm for play and toys is evident
within the subject of one of the most renowned works
of art produced during the sixteenth century:
Children's Games (1560) by Pieter Bruegel, The
Elder. Of some 80 games discernable in the painting,
one scene depicts children playing a form of marbles
(Grossman 1973:191).

Grober (1928:51) notes that for the year 1729 alone,
600 tons of toys were exported by Germany. The fact
that Germany was the leading manufacturer and
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exporter of toys is reiterated by Fraser (1966:73-74)
and Remise and Fondin (1967: 14). For the year 1913,
the value of German toy exports exceeded 2.8 million
dollars (Kuhnert 1928:372). German-made toy
marbles, of stone, clay, and glass, also figured
prominently in United States imports (Randall and
Webb 1988:12-14).
Germany's lead in the United States toy market was
stifled as a result of World War I (1914-1919). Its
relatively brief absence from the United States toy
industry/market during this period was enough to allow
United States entrepreneurs to gain an unceasing
dominance. As a consequence, by 1928 only five
percent of the United States demand for toys was
satisfied by foreign imports (Randall and Webb

1988: 12-14).
Given the preceding points and authorities, in terms of
longevity, it can be ascertained that Germany was a
major player in the United States toy market from
1785 through 1914 (Table 4-1). This.rather long period
of dominance was seemingly effective in setting toy
trends into and across the United States, particularly

during its early growth and development. Beginning in
the late nineteenth century, United States marble
companies became common (Table 4-2)
German emigration between 1820 and 1930 was an
estimated 5,989,400; of these, 89 percent settled in the
United States (Stolper 1940:39). It is difficult to
ascertain the number of German immigrants that
settled in Texas. Some came to Texas by way of New
Orleans, while others took a more direct route by way
of Galveston, and still others came overland. The
precise numbers that emigrated to Texas between the
years 1840-1860 (as might be inferred by arrivals to
Galveston), cannot be ascertained as a consequence of
the 1900 flood which devastated Galveston's Customs
House. Therefore, the records for these years were
lost (Benjamin 1910:55). In his investigations,
Benjamin
(1910:55-65)
found
numerous
inconsistencies with the unofficial, as well as official,
reports on German immigration during the 1850s. In
mediating the varied reports, Benjamin arrived at a
conservative estimate of 30,000 Germans residing in
Texas by about 1857.

Table 4-1. Significant Dates in United States Marble HIstory
Highlight

Date
ca. 1700

Beginning of commercial production of stone marbles in East Germany (terminal date: ca. 1927);
agate marbles located in a seventeenth-century site, in Williamsburg, Virginia

ca. 1840

Beginning of commercial production of clay, China marbles; Germany (terminal date: ca. 1910);
other clay marbles were produced in Europe and the United StateS during this same period.

ca. 1846

Beginning of commercial production of handmade glass marbles, Germany (terminal date: ca. 1905).

ca. 1880-1897

The first three marble companies founded in the United States.

ca. 1905

Commercial production of machine-made glass marbles gains momentum.

ca. 1914-1918

Germany's involvement in WWI hampers its toy industry, United States manufacturers gain a
foothold.

ca. 1901-1926

Transitional period for machine-made glass marbles-"early machine-made"-exInbit discrete
attnbutes.

ca. 1951

The "Cateye" glass marble from Japan is introduced into the U.S. market, exInbits discrete attnbutes.

ca. 1955

The Vitro Agate lIIJd Mamie King companies (U.S.) began to produce their own design of the "Cateye"
(see Table 4-2).
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Table 4-2. United States Marble Companies
(Adapted from Randall 1986 and Randall and Webb 1988)
Company

Dates

Iowa City Flint Glass
Manufacturing Co.

1880-1882

Navarre Glass Marble
Co.

1897-1905

M.F. Christensen Glass
Co.

1905-1917

Akro Agate Co.

1910-1951

Peltier Glass Co.

ca. 1920-present

Nivison-Weiskopf

ca. 1921-1924

Iowa City, Io-the only documented American company to have

produced handmade glass maIbles - marbles production was a minor
sideline and ceased operating after only about a year and a half

Christensen Agate Co.

1925-1933

Master Marble Co.

1930-1941

Lawrence Glass Novelty
Co.

ca. 1930s

Alox Manufacturing Co.

ca. 1930s-1950s

Alley Agate/Glass Co.

1931-1949

Ravenswood Novelty
Works

1931-1955

Vitro Agate Co.

1938-Present

Champion Agate Co.

1938-Present

Heaton Agate Co.

1939-1971

Master Glass Co.

1941-1973

Jackson Marble Co.

Notes

Akron, OH (1910-1912) & Clarksburg, WV (1914-51) -founded
by Horace C. Hill (formerly of the M. F. Christensen Glass Co.),
Dr. George T. Rankin and Gilbert C. Marsh. In 1929, Akro Agate
files suit against Peltier Glass Co.-Akro Agate claimed that W. J.
Miller's marble-making machine (pat. 1,601,699) infringed on
certain parts ofH. C. Hill's machine (pat. 1,164,718). The Court
found in favor of Akro Agate, but this was later reversed by the
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals.

ca. 1945

Cairo Novelty Co.

1948-1950

Marble King, Inc.

1949-Present

Bogard Co.

1971-1987

JABO, Inc.

1987-Present
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Locally, beginning around the mid-1840s and on
through the 1860s, San Antonio's German population
grew considerably. During this period, settlement and
development of San Antonio's east side-Wards 3 and
4-were spurred on by a large German contingent
(Miller and Sanders 1990:35-36). The Alamodome
site is located within Ward 4-an area of early San
Antonio located east of the San Antonio River and
south of E. Commerce Street. By 1878, San Antonio
had 3,101 registered voters, of these 26.7 percent
were German (n=828) and 23.3 percent were
American (n=723). Of the 828 German voters, 42.3
percent resided within Ward 3 (n=350) and 29.2
percent within Ward 4 (n=242) (City Directory [CD],
San Antonio Public Library, San Antonio, Texas,
1879:52-54). It should be noted that at this early date,
among other criteria, only the adult males were
eligible to vote. San Antonio's population in 1878
numbered 21,707, with Germans comprising 35
percent (n=7,610) of the total (CD 1879: 52-54).

Barbeck-Importer and Dealer in Fancy Goods,
Stationery, Glassware, Toys, etc." In his account for
the year 1882, Newcomb commented that San
Antonio's first high school had been completed. He
went on to note that the seniors preferred to remain
indoors during recreation periods, because the school
yard was crowded with fourth-graders playing marbles
and spinning tops (Newcomb 1926:109).
The Meyer Pottery (ca. 1887-1962) of Atascosa,
located just a few miles southwest of San Antonio,
manufactured a variety of toys, notions, and marbles
in small quantities. Most were produced as "end-ofthe-day" items, to be distributed to family and friends.
Toward the mid-l900s, these were manufactured in
some quantity and distributed for resale as souvenir
items (Greer 1981:127, 251). Five-and-ten stores, the
Alamo Shop, and the Buckhorn Saloon were regular
buyers of these resale items (Greer and Black
1971:90).

As a whole, the German immigrants in Texas
contributed considerably to its politics, economics,
education, and religion. Many of the periodicals,
societies and clubs they instituted were explicitly
intended to preserve and promote German language
and customs (Biesele 1930:208-227). Given this
prolific German influence, we can consequently infer
that their traditions also affected popular tastes in
games and toys.

Marble Types
The following discussion, adapted from Randall (1971)
and Carskadden et al. (1985), presents some of the
more specific features of the toy.

Size and Composition

For example, several local references to toys and,
specifically, marbles during this period are available.
An 1851 account of San Antonio notes that its stores
were selling German toys and other fancies (Schuchard
1951:11). An early San Antonio periodical reports a
"chap who wished to know 'how to plant marbles,' as
he had only two, and wished to increase his stock"
(The Alamo Star [AS], 6 May 1854). Within this same
periodical is an advertisement; drafted in such a
fashion so as to entice the reader to "run down to Dr.
Lyons Drug Store on Main street," which was stocked
with a large assortment of "amusing toys" (AS, 29 July
1854).

Stone (ca.1700-1927) (Figure 4-1a, b)

A San Antonio Express advertisement touted "Toys
And Fancy Goods, At Rates Lower Than Anywhere
Else, To Suit All Parties. Call And See, Hertzberg &
Simon" (19 December 1868:2). The 1877 San Antonio
City Directory carried an advertisement for "H.

Paul Baumann (1970) suggests that several mills which
manufactured stone marbles were in existence in parts
of East Germany since the early 1700s. Baumann
further notes that the industry peaked in the mid-1700s
and then again in the mid-1800s.

Typically, regardless of source material, marbles
range in size from 0.5 to 1.5 inches in diameter.
Stone, clay, and glass are the principal materials for
toy marbles, from earliest to latest, respectively.
Randall and Webb (1988) offer this chronological
scheme on the basis of what we know of our sequential
expertise and exploitation, of available naturally
occurring material. Although the focus here is on
commercially produced varieties, a brief discussion on
marbles of other source materials is also submitted.
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Figure 4-1. Marbles from the Alamodome Project. a: handmade, stone, German (Webb site, 4IBX897);
b: handmade, stone, German, Carnelian agate shooter (Pauly site, 41BX945); c: stoneware, German,
Bennington Brown (Haas site, 4IBX882); d: stoneware, German, Bennington Brown (Pauly site, 4IBX945);
e: stoneware, German, Bennington Blue (Pauly site, 4IBX945); f: stoneware, German, Bennington Blue
(Webb site, 4IBX897); g: stoneware, German, Agateware (Webb site, 4IBX897); h: handmade glass,
German, Transparent Swirl, (Demazieres, 4IBX896); i: handmade glass, German, Transparent Swirl,
(Demazieres, 4IBX896). All shown actual size.
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The earliest archaeological record of stone marbles in
the New World is from a seventeenth-century site in
Williamsburg, Virginia. Among the cultural material
excavated from the site was a collection of agate
marbles, which were evidently brought by the
immigrants (Randall 1979, cited in Randall and Webb
1988:12).
Stone marbles were quite popular with United States
children as "shooters," and remained so well into the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. This type of
marble was relatively expensive and, therefore,
constituted a small percentage in any child's marble
assemblage. The Carl P. Stirn toy catalog of 1893 lists
the cheapest stone marbles at $2.00/100, while the
cheapest glass marbles listed for $1.50/1,000
(Schroeder 1971).
Stone marbles were made of chalcedony (agate, onyx),
limestone (calcite, alabaster), quartz (amethyst, flint),
tigereye, jade, opal, and turquoise. The mineral
marble, which may have inspired the name for the toy
(Randall and Webb 1988:11-12), was also utilized.
Manufacturing of stone marbles varied, and methods
appear to relate to the stones' hardness. It appears that
the harder chalcedony and quartz varieties were turned
by hand; the cube-shaped stones being held up against
a grinding wheel and rotated back and forth until
spherically shaped. The process results in a less than
perfectly round product, but the final polishing served
to remove most of the individual grinding facets
(Randall and Webb 1988:12). Evidence of this
manufacturing process can be detected by holding the
specimen so that light reflects from the surface. As the
marble is slowly rotated, one will notice that the light
bounces off each facet, like small sections of a manysided mirror (Randall and Webb 1988: 12).

section of the mill had three concentric grooves, and
could have accommodated as many as 30 stones during
each procedure. Randall and Webb (1988: 12) suggest
that in some rare instances, marbles produced in this
manner may display a flat area (a remnant of a face of
the cubic stage).
Limestone
Limestone marbles are usually white, grey, or brown,
although many of the limestone marbles were
originally dyed various shades of red, blue, yellow,
and black. These marbles generally have a smooth
finish, but may exhibit small, flat facets on one or
more sides, which are remnants of the cubic stage in
the manufacturing process.
Agate
Agate marbles were probably the most well-known,
and were popular as "shooters" because they did not
chip when they struck other marbles. Agates were
made in Germany by at least 1869, with production
reaching a peak in the 1880s (Baumann 1970). These
marbles occur in infinite varieties of natural colors,
and patterns of banding. The early German agates, and
modem hand-held stone marbles, show parallel facets
of grinding, which appear very faintly when the
marble is held so that the light reflects off the surface.
Alabaster
Alabaster marbles were imported from Europe during
the mid to late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries. They are sometimes poorly preserved in
archaeological contexts due to the softness of the stone.
Alabasters are often whitish or pink, with reddish
veins.
The stone marble industry was jeopardized around the
mid-1840s, with the introduction of clay and glass
marbles (Carskadden and Gartley 1990b:8). The
inevitable demise of stone marbles was marked by the
introduction of new and/or improved technologies
beginning around 1905, by the up-and-coming United
States manufacturers (1986). Adding to this weakened
demand was the United States involvement in World
War I (1917-1918). Since Germany was the major
supplier of toy marbles, United States restrictions on
imports served to further impede their availability.
Although rapidly on the decline, Baumann (1970)
suggests that some German stone marble mills were
still active as late as 1927.

In contrast, marbles made of limestone, which is less
hard and more consistent in composition, were
manufactured using a water-power-driven device, or
"marble mill." The cube-shaped stones were pressed
between the concentric grooves of a beechwood
platform and grindstone. Attached to the upper section
of the mill, which included the grindstone, is a series
of paddles which served to activate (propel) this
section as the force of the water pushed up against
them (Randall ilnd Webb 1988: 12). As illustrated
(Randall and Webb 1988:20), the platform and top
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Clay (ca. 1840-1920)
Germany was the initial and major supplier of
porcelain or "China" marbles from the mid-1840s to
around 1910 (Carskadden and Gartley 199Oa). During
this same period, United States production of clay and
stoneware marbles was quite popular.
Earthenware or common clay marbles were poorly
manufactured as a result of low firing temperatures.
These marbles, referred to as "commies," were
inexpensive to manufacture, appear frequently in the
archaeological record, and were produced up until the
1920s. Stoneware marbles were produced by
American potters around the time of the Civil War.
These are quite distinguishable due to their grayish
coloration, decorations of cobalt blue splashes and an
orange peel texture. According to Carskadden and
Gartley (1990b) "Chinas" (porcelain marbles) were
manufactured using the purest white clays (kaolin!
feldspar clays). These were fired at higher
temperatures than the earthenware and stoneware
varieties. This allowed for an almost pure white
translucent coloration, and resulted in their being
impermeable to liquids. This same source tells us that
the name China is a spinoff from the name of the
porcelain vessels which were originally brought in
from Asia.

The date of the first commercially produced clay
marbles in the United States is thought to be 1884.
Machine or molded-clay ·marbles were made in the
latter half of the nineteenth century; these were often
dyed, painted very bright colors, or speckled.
Sometimes coloring agents were blended into the clays
before firing, but the exact date of the introduction of
colored clay marbles is not known. Most machinemade were more perfectly round than their
handmade/home-made counterparts. It is not known if
European and American varieties can be distinguished
from each other. These marbles are generally of a
single opaque color, blue, green, purple, pink (or
faded red), or white, with mixed colors appearing
infrequently. In spite of competition from German
handmade glass marbles, and later United States
machine made glass marbles, children continued to
play with common clays because they were cheap.
Common clays were still listed in the 1928 Sears
catalogue.

Yellowware
Yellowware marbles were apparently made by at least
one pottery in Zanesville, Ohio, in the 1870s, and
were either unglazed or clear lead glazed.

Pipe clay
Pipe clay marbles are of low-fired kaolin. Most of
these white marbles have a few rather haphazardly
applied parallel lines of various colors, applied after
firing, encircling the marble. This type was imported
from Germany by at least the 1890s.

Literature relating to ceramic marbles, more
specifically Chinas, is quite extensive. This is a result
of archaeological investigations undertaken in
Zanesville, Ohio, and New Orleans, Louisiana
(Carskadden and Gartley 1990a).

Whiteware
Whiteware marbles are typically out-of-round, porous,
partially glazed, and were often decorated with a few
concentric lines or spirals.

Earthenware
Earthenware marbles, fired at low temperatures,
include several types.

Crockery Marbles
Crockery marbles, also known as stoneware marbles,
were medium fired. Germany was the center for
crockery production in the nine~enth century, and it
follows that the Germans developed a crockery marble
industry.

Conunon clay-"commies"
Commies were easily manufactured by children,
simply by rolling the clay in their hands and baking the
round balls in their mother's oven for about 15
minutes. These handmade varieties are usually out-ofround; some show finger or palm prints and/or
fingernail impressions. They are usually grey, tan, or
reddish-the original colors of the clay and method of
firing.

Bennington (Figure 4-1c-t)
Bennington marbles are of a clay base with a blue
(cobalt) or brown (manganese) glaze. Collectors call
these blue and brown marbles Benningtons because
they are of a similar glaze to the Bennington
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kitchenware and dinnerware-apparently no other
relationship exists. Benningtons generally have small
pock marks on their sides, where they rested against
others in the firing process. The peak German
Bennington production was probably in the 1880s and
1890s, although it is not known at what date
Benningtons should start appearing in archaeological
contexts (Carskadden et aI. 1985). No definite dates of
production are available; on the basis of the techniques
employed in the production, it might be assumed that
it occurred at least in part concurrently with the
existence of the Bennington stoneware firm
(1842-1858). Judging from the relative abundance and
good condition of this type in collections, the
production of this type continued long after the
terminal date of the firm (Randall 1971).

have been importing into the United States well before
the 1870s. These marbles exhibit thin colored
concentric rings of red, brown, blue, green, or purple,
and sometimes include a leaf or flower design or an
unpatterned delicate swirly design of various colors.
Hand-painted Chinas appeared in the United States
between 1846 and continued through 1910.
Archaeological excavations have turned these up in
privies and subfloor areas of houses. Although the
manufacturing range of these marbles is rather
expansive (65 years), Carskadden and Gartley (199Oa)
propose that they can be dated to within 10 to 20 years
by the types of hand-painted decorations (Carskadden
and Gartley 1990a).

1. The early period (ca. 1846-1870) is replete
with recurring motifs. These motifs include
parallel lines of varying widths and colors, the
pinwheel, and several bull's-eye. The motifs
also included elaborate and realistic flowers.

Agateware (Figure 4-1g)
Agateware marbles are known from Colonial sites and
pre-1850 privies in Cincinnati. These marbles may
have been produced by European potteries that made
"agate ware" in the mid- to late-eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries. These may have actually been
stoneware or porcelain products and included blue-,
grey-, or green-swirled clay in a white or grey clay
matrix. Some of the agateware marbles resemble the
Scroddled ware of the 1850s from Bennington,
Vermont. These marbles are referred to as "lined
crockery" marbles by collectors.

2. The middle period (ca. 1870-1890) is
characterized by a more rapid mode of
decorating; more than likely to increase
production. The helix and spiral replaced the
use of parallel lines and concentric circles
while the pinwheel motif ceased to be used.

3. During the late period (ca. 1890-1910), most
of the Chinas were being glazed while the
motifs were painted onto the glazed surfaces.
Due to the high price of these marbles, the
market began to dwindle. In order to cut-back
costs, manufacturers increased production and
the designs suffered considerably. Manufacturers went back to the early period designs
and began using only three different colors
(green, orange, and black).

Porcelain
Porcelain marbles were fired at high temperatures, and
were of a fine kaolin clay.
Chinas
Chinas were produced beginning in the last third of the
eighteenth century in Germany (Baumann 1970); the
closing date is unknown. These are white ceramic
marbles, either glazed or unglazed, of kaolin! feldspar
clay. Both glazed and unglazed are often decorated
with hand-painted designs; parallel lines, concentric
lines or bull's eyes, stars, leaves, and flowers. The
designs on the glazed variety appear to consist of a
low-fired enamel put on after the glaze had been
fired-it is rare to find glazed porcelain marbles on
which these designs have been preserved.
Advertisements for porcelain marbles have been
located in Montgomery Ward and Sears catalogues
from 1886 to 1993. Germany apparently had a thriving
porcelain marble industry as early as 1800, and may

Glass (ca. 1846-present)
Baumann (1970) postulates that glass marbles were
first produced in Germany on or about 1846. Small
glass factories began to produce glass marbles after a
Lauscha glass cottage worker invented the
"marbleschere" (marble scissors). This innovation
allowed for rapid production of glass marbles of
uniform quality.
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As reported, German-manufactured marbles of stone,
clay, and glass figured quite prominently with United
States retailers. The United States production of
marbles did not begin until ca. 1880. By about the latenineteenth and early twentieth centuries, at least three
glass marble companies were active in the United
States: The Iowa City Flint Glass Mfg. Co. (1880s);
the M. B. Mishler Co. of Ravenna, Ohio (1890s); and
the Navarre Glass Marble Co. of Navarre, Ohio
(1890s).
Today's marbles are made of glass with pigments
inserted for color. Most of these originate from
companies in five West Virginia towns, due to the
close proximity of the resources required for glass
production. It is said that the rate of production
exceeds a little over 200 a minute, or 350 million per
year.

Transparent and Translucent Swirls
Transparent and translucent swirls are the most
common of the handmade varieties (Figure 4-1h, i).
Transparent. Transparent marbles were made of
transparent glass which contained variously colored
spiraling threads and ribbons running between the two
cut-off marks. The centers, which probably have no
chronological significance, include ribbon core;
latticino core; solid core; lobed core; coreless; and a
minority type of translucent glass, usually amber or
blue. The latter had a variety of colored ribbons or
threads just under the surface of the glass, with no
central core.
Translucent. A common type of translucent swirl is
called "onion skin" by collectors. These consist of
transparent glass, which is completely covered just
under its outer surface by variously colored swirled
ribbons, giving the marble an overall translucent
appearance. Quite often the colors of the ribbons in the
onion skin marble are mottled or spotted.

Handmade marbles
The earliest record of glass marbles is in the fifteenth
century (Freeman and Freeman 1962). It is not
improbable that some glass marbles were produced by
Venetian glass workers, since the techniques employed
in producing early Venetian glass trade beads are
practically identical (Baumann 1970). Marbles were
probably produced sporadically up until 1846, when
Germany began to produce them for export. It can be
assumed that none of this type was imported into the
United States during its involvement in World War I
(1914-1918), when distribution was curtailed if not
completely halted. Although still advertised in Sears
catalogs until 1923, these handmade marbles may have
been stock leftover from before the war. Handmade
glass marbles were also produced in the United States,
but not until 1880. The German and United States
varieties are apparently indistinguishable (Randall and
Webb 1988).

Opaque Swirls
These are made of opaque or semi-opaque colored
glass, sometimes decorated with multicolored threads
or ribbons on or just under the surface of the marble.
There are three main categories, all of them fairly rare
and possibly having some chronological significance.

Peppermint Swirls. These were fashioned from white
opaque glass partially covered with alternating red and
blue ribbons. According to folklore these were produced
in 1876 in honor of America's centennial celebration.

Clamhroth Swirls: These were fashioned from white,
or rarely black, opaque glass inlaid with fine, colored
glass threads, giving the marble a striped appearance.
Indian Swirls. This type is made of black opaque glass

Handmade glass marbles are distinguishable from the
machine-made type by the presence of two irregular
spots at opposite sides. These spots were the points
where the marble was twisted and cut from a glass
rod, and then ground to a rough finish. One spot is
usually more rough, having been cut and ground
down, and the other more smooth, having been pushed
into a "rounding cup" while hot, and twisted (Baumann
1970).

with broad multicolored spiraling ribbons on the
marble surface. Sometimes these ribbons appear to
have been painted or enameled on the surface.

Miscellaneous Varieties
Micas or Glimmers. These are made of translucent
colored glass containing flecks of mica near the
surface, reportedly made in the early 1890s (CD
1968).
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Lutu. Lutzs are transparent swirls or onion skins
containing ribbons of ground-up copper, resembling
gold.

Solid Opaques. This type is defined as white/milk glass

glass very near the surface, which can sometimes be
felt.

Other Materials

or pastel-colored opaque glass marbles.

Sulphides. These are transparent glass marbles with
human or animal figures of clay in the center. These
were made at least as early as 1878.
Some early United States producers of handmade
marbles:

1. The Iowa City Flint Glass Manufacturing

In considering what may constitute a toy marble, we
might also consider a host of other spherical objects.
"Things like marbles," as Randall and Webb (1988)
refer to them, can be of diverse compositions, such as
wood, metal, or plastic. Most can be inferred to have
been some sort of game piece and perhaps
subsequently, used as a marble.
Although they may have been used as marbles, this
class of marbles are not treated in this paper for the
following reasons:

Company may have made swirls between 1880
and 1882 (Baumann 1970).

1. Familiarity with this form of play strongly

2. The Sandwich Glass Company of Massachusetts was reportedly producing Lutz-type
marbles sometime between 1869 and 1888
(Baumann 1970).

suggests that "marbles" of wood and plastic are
too light and therefore unsuitable as "shooters";
on the other hand, "steelies" (usually ball
bearings) were much too heavy and routinely
banned from play due to their potential for
damaging the target marbles.

3. The Navarre Glass Marble and Specialty
Company of Ohio made marbles between 1897
and about 1902 (Baumann 1970). Purple and
white polychrome marbles with cut-off marks
have been reported from the old factory site at
Navarre, Ohio.

2. We should consider the fact that since one
typically played for keeps or "keepsies," the
ante (in the form of the target marbles) had to
be enticing, of which the aforementioned
imitations were not. Consequently, "things like
marbles" were unpopular and, in all respects,
inappropriate for marble playing.

Machine-made marbles
The first marble-making machine was introduced in
1902 in Ohio; by 1905 glass machine-made marbles
were being produced in quantities substantial enough
to be competitive with the handmade varieties
(Baumann 1970; Randall 1971). These were produced
in a variety of designs, whose range is so varied that it
is beyond the scope of a brief study. In form, they are
essentially the same as modern machine-made
marbles, with roughened ends being present until only
1926.

3. Finally, we cannot ascertain that these types of
marbles were specifically manufactured for
marble playing, much less attempt to place
them in time.

The Game

The types produced from 1901 to 1926 were
transitional, having evidence of cutting and grinding at
one end. The distinguishing characteristics of the early
machine-made marbles from the handmade types is
that they are generally opaque, whereas the handmade
varieties were clear. The early machine-made types
usually have a thick application of swirling colored

One of the first to provide a detailed description of this
form of play was Fred Ferretti in The Great American
Marble Book (1973). As a result of his investigation,
Ferretti concluded that "basically, in all cultures,
marbles games fall generally into three categories."
These are: (1) chase games in which two or more
players alternately shoot at each other along a make-
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shift meandering course; (2) enclosure games in which
marbles are shot at other marbles contained within a
marked-off circular area; and (3) hole games in which
marbles are shot or bowled into holes.
Although these forms of play can be simulated in
solitaire, 1he gist of 1he game is lost without the benefit
of an ante. The main attraction of the game was 1he
fact 1hat we all played for "keeps." As a child (ca.
1965), I lost more marbles to school teachers than I
did to other kids.

Summary
Considering the manufacturing ranges of marbles
(Table 4-3) and 1he occupation span of the Alamodome
project area (ca. 1850 through 1950), the use of most
varieties for dating sites is limited. However, 1he
comparatively short date range of agate marbles (ca.
1865 to 1890), the relatively late date of 1he first
Bennington ceramic marbles (ca. 1975), and 1he
beginning dates for manufacture of early and late
machine-made glass marbles (ca. 1900 and ca. 1925)
could be useful for some purposes. It is also interesting
to speculate on the possibility for identifying and dating
the presence of young boys in an occupant's family by
1he approximate date of manufacture of marbles found
on a site.
The site inventory of marbles (Table 4-4) shows some
interesting differences in marble distribution. First and
most obvious is 1hat all but two of the sites investigated
contained marbles. These two, the Biesenbach site
(4IBX890) and 1he Glaeser site (4IBX899) were found
to be sufficiently disturbed 1hat the original occupation
surface was gone, which suggests a possible
explanation for 1he absence of marbles on these sites.
The nearly universal presence of marbles certainly
demonstrates 1he appeal of marble playing throughout
the occupation period of the project.
It is also apparent 1hat cheap clay marbles were part of
1he collection of most youngsters up to the early 1900s.
Houses built after 1910 do not appear to have them.
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The only stone marbles were found on the Webb site
(41BX897) and the Pauly site (4IBX945), both
occupied by the 1860s. The marble from the Pauly site
was an agate (Figure 4-1b), which suggests the boy
who owned it was not of marble-playing age until after
the Civil War. As might be expected, marbles found in
the Runge Street area, developed in the 1920s, were
nearly all late machine-made glass varieties, still
available today.

This chapter is intended to carry forward the research
on marbles, on the history of their manufacture and
use, particularly on the American scene. We also
suggest ways this information could be used to
comparatively date and analyze archaeological
collections from specific sites.

Table 4-3. Suggested Manufacturing Ranges
(Adapted from Carskadden and Gartley 1990a)
1830

1840

1850

1860

1~80

1870

1890

1900

1910

1~0

1930

STONE:
· Marble

(-

· Limestone

(-

r - - -:-- - - r - - - - - - - - - - f- - - - f-- - - f- - - - - - - - -

- - -

· Agate

(-

I- -

-

- 1-- -

-

CLAY:
....-

· Common Clay
"Commies"

(-

r------r------ r------r------ r------ ------- ------- ------- ------ - - - -

w

- -------- ------- ------- -- - -

· Crockery
"Bennington"
· Porcelain

<- f------- ------ f------- r------ r------ ------- ------- ---------

- - - -

GLASS:
· Hand-made
· Early
Machine-made
· Late
Machine-made

( - f-------

------ ------ ------

------------- ------- ------- ------ - -- -------:-------

Table 4-4. Marble Inventory, Site Specific

Site

I

Glass-Early
Machinemade
1905-1926

Glass
Handmade
1846-1904

Clay
1840-1920

Stone
Dates of
Occupation 1700-1927

Glass-Late
Machinemade
1927-Present

Totals

3

41BX881

1893-1922

3

41BX882

1900-1970

7

41BX883

1884-1987

11

8

19

41BX884

1883-1990

2

22

24

41BX885

1892-1990

2

6

8

41BX891

1857-1925

1

41BX892

1855-1926

1

1

2

41BX893

1899-1990

1

14

15

41BX894

1910-1990

9

9

4IBX895

1882-1990

10

10

41BX896

1856-1990

20

22

41BX897

1866-1989

6

22

41BX898

1850-1904

1

41BX900

1858-1926

4

41BX926

1882-1904

1

41BX931

1920-1990

1

41BX932

8

1

1

2
1

2

2

11

1
1

5
1
3

4

1880-1990

2

2

4IBX936

1920-1990

1

1

41BX937

1880-1990

3

5

4IBX938

1890-1920

3

3

41BX939

1920-1990

7

7

41BX940

1929-1962

3

3

41BX941

1927-1990

1

1

41BX942

1927-1990

1

1

4IBX943

1921-1974

1

1

41BX944

1929-1990

2

2

41BX945

1855-1968

11

39

41BX955

1877-1915

41BX956

1880-1990

2

2

41BX957

1880-1990

1

1

Totals

I

1

2

1

23

1

2

1

I

3

I

73

1

I

114

7

I

3

I

137

I

223

I
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Chapter 5

Making the Man: Clothing Remains from the
Alamodome Project
Barbara A. Meissner

Introduction

Buttons

Clothing is one of the primary ways that people send
signals to each other regarding their status (economic
or social), and current intentions (play, casual social
gathering, formal occasion, work). Clothing can
provide a great deal of information about the socioeconomic standing of the wearer. Unfortunately, most
clothing items are not very durable, at least by
archaeological standards. For the most part,
archaeological evidence of clothing consists of the
fasteners used to hold it together. Buttons, hook-andeye fasteners, zippers, and snaps are usually all that is
recovered from archaeological contexts. These items
do provide some clues to dating and socioeconomic
status.

Where and when buttons were first used as fasteners is
a source of some controversy. The button-like objects
found in Egyptian sites were probably decorations
rather than fasteners, as the Egyptians did not wear
clothing that needed them (Albert and Kent 1949:xv)
Some feel that buttons are one of those inventions
probably made in prehistory (Epstein 1968: 13). Their
use became most noticeable in Europe during the Dark
Ages. Button makers were among the many craftsmen's guilds in France after the thirteenth century
(Albert and Kent 1949:xvi).
Until the middle of the nineteenth century fancy
decorative buttons were largely a men's clothing
fashion, while women seldom wore buttons at all
(Epstein 1968:39). The middle of the nineteenth
century brought the mechanization of most kinds of
button-making and the sudden popularity of iarge
numbers of buttons as trim for casual dresses. Though
evening wear was still buttonless, the ladies of the last
decades of the 1800s often wore rows of buttons of all
sizes on their "walking dresses," "skating dresses," and
"street suits" (Blum 1974). For the rich, many of these
were handmade works of art, made of gold and silver,
inlaid with mother-of-pearl, jeweled, or decorated with
tiny mosaics constructed of seed pearls and bird
feathers. Most buttons were, however, utilitarian. The
Sears Roebuck catalog for 1897 included two styles of
fancy dress buttons in several sizes, but most of its
wares were intended for practical uses. Plain shell
buttons were sold by the gross, as were plain metal

This report is concerned with the remains of clothing
and clothing-related items from 28 historic sites
excavated during the Alamodome Project. These
remains are associated with all periods of habitation of
the area, i.e., from about 1853 to 1990. In total 1,069
items related to clothing were recovered during the
project; of those, 732 were buttons. The clothing items
will be discussed by site, starting with a list of buttons
recovered and a discussion of the more interesting
buttons. Other clothing items will then be listed and
discussed.
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buttons for pant flies and bone buttons for underwear
(Israel 1968:319-20).

and glass buttons easier. Ceramic buttons have
sometimes been mistaken for glass because they are
often quite translucent (pool 1987:281). In fact, milk
glass was first devised as an imitation of Chinese
porcelain (Albert and Kent 1949:50). However, the
plain, white four-hole shirt! dress buttons so common
in historic sites are ceramic (Parsons and Burnett
1984:429). They are referred to as "agate" buttons in
nineteenth-century catalogs (pool 1987:281). Ceramic
buttons are occasionally incorrectly called milk glass,
even in archaeological literature (Roberson 1974:46).
By 1850 a wide variety of sizes were common, and
remained so until about 1910 (Albert and Kent
1949:35).

Buttons are a common find in historic archaeological
sites, as they are small, easily lost items, usually made
of highly durable substances such as ceramics or glass.
Though the basic dress/shirt button has remained more
or less stable, differing only in composition, throughout the period under consideration in this report} other
buttons are more diverse, with changes of stYle and
technology. These changes can provide insight into
dating and socioeconomic class.

Button Materials
Composition

Buttons have been made with almost any material both
shapeable and hard enough to stand up to the wear. A
list of the materials used in buttons found at the
Alamodome follows, with a brief discussion of the
material.

Composition is a mixture of cellulose and glue which
is pressed into molds and allowed to harden. Other
materials were often added to provide unusual textures
and colors (pool 1987:286). These buttons were
largely replaced by celluloid, casein, and Bakelite by
World War I and by more modem plastics after World
War IT (Whittemore 1992: 11).

Bone
Bone buttons have been very popular since the
beginning of buttons, and were probably one of
cheapest available until the mechanization of button
manufacture. They are sometimes difficult to
differentiate from vegetable ivory. Examination under
a microscope, however, reveals the tiny Haversian
canals found in the lamellar bone used to make buttons
(Webster and Webster 1974:49), while vegetable ivory
does not have these canals. Since the eighteenth
century, bone buttons were most popular for
underwear (Albert and Kent 1949:25).

Fabric
Fabric buttons are not often found intact in
archaeological context, but the metal backing for such
buttons are fairly common. Fabric buttons were used
mostly by the aristocracy until the 1850s (Epstein
1968:44).

Glass

Ceramic

Glass can be shaped into buttons, usually of a fancy
design. Milk glass buttons are occasionally seen, but in
general, buttons which appear to be milk glass are
actually ceramic. The most common glass buttons in
this collection are black, intended as imitation jet.
There was a fashion for jet buttons after Queen
Victoria's husband died, and jet (and imitations)
continued to be a popular style until World War I
(Whittemore 1992: 15).

Before 1840, ceramic buttons were expensive because
the clay was molded by hand. Soon after, a machinemethod was first used for the job and inexpensive
ceramic buttons became commonplace (Epstein and
Safro 1991:74). A fine powder of kaolin clay, either
dry or dampened, was pressed into molds and then
fired (Albert and Kent 1949:35). This method usually
leaves a few tiny pits or a rough area on the bottom of
the button, making the differentiation between ceramic
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invented around 1790
(Epstein 1%8:40).

Gutta Percha
Gutta Percha is a natural polymer, the purified sap of
the gutta percha tree. Very similar to India rubber,
gutta percha was discovered around 1842 (Albert and
Kent 1949:66). This material was used for many items
which are today made of plastic, including buttons.
Buttons made of gutta percha are often found in poor
condition in archaeological contexts.

In

Birmingham, England

Mica
Mica, the layered, transparent mineral, is sometimes
used for buttons. These fragile buttons were called
isinglass. All the mica buttons in this collection are
highly fragmented and in very poor condition.

Hard Rubber
Plastic
Hard rubber was first used to make buttons shortly
after the process of vulcanization was patented by
Goodyear in 1844 and improved by his son in 1851
(Hughes and Lester 1991:48). None of the buttons
recovered from the Alamodome Project have patent
marks. The Goodyear Company was an ardent
protector of its patent rights (Berendt 1989:42).
Therefore, it is likely that they were all made after
1870 when the patent rights for hard rubber expired
(Hughes and Lester 1991:48).

Plastic, in this case meaning modern man-made
polymers, has been used to make buttons of many
shapes and colors. Bakelite is one of the earliest manmade plastics. It was first patented in 1909 (Harpur
1982:30), and was soon used for button manufacture.
Celluloid is another early manufactured plastic. It was
invented in 1869 (Collier 1988: 19), but was apparently
used for buttons only after World War I. Both early
plastics were replaced by modern plastics after World
Warn.

Horn
Shell, Pearl, Mother-of-Pearl
Horn was a popular material for buttons on men's
clothing, especially for "sporting" (Le. hunting) wear
(Whittemore 1992:10). Horn could be heated and
formed almost like plastic. Unfortunately, horn is one
of the least durable button materials in archaeological
context, and only one horn button was found at the
Alamodome.

Shell, pearl, and mother-of-pearl buttons can be made
from either marine or freshwater shell, though the
marine are generally more richly iridescent (Albert
and Kent 1949:58). Most are made from bivalves,
such as oysters, but a few are made from marine snails
of the Trochus and Turbo genera (Hughes and Lester
1991:230). Buttons made from freshwater mussels
have a rather dull, yet attractive surface. Colors vary
from pure white, shades of pink and purple, light to
dark tan, and light to very dark grey. Machine-cut
shell buttons replaced hand-cut starting about 1850
(Albert and Kent 1949:59).

Metal
Metal buttons have the advantage of being easily
moldable, embossable, and engraveable, and the
disadvantage of being susceptible to corrosion. Most
metal buttons found at the Alamodome Project were
badly corroded, and details of their design and
construction were no longer visible. The exception to
this is buttons made of copper alloys, especially brass.
Though corroded, these buttons were often in good
enough condition 1hat many details of construction and
even very fine embossing were preserved. Many brass
buttons have the remains of gilding on them. Gilding
is a thin wash of gold sealed to the brass, a process

Vegetable Ivory
Vegetable ivory is the name given to items carved
from the South American corozo nut. The first
vegetable ivory buttons manufactured in Europe
appeared in 1862 (Albert and Kent 1949:72).
Vegetable ivory could be dyed many colors, and was
a popular and fairly cheap button. Its use for military
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Collar buttons are another common type. They are
generally made of ceramics. The most common type
is a ceramic half-ball shape with a metal wire inserted
in the flat back. This wire was attached to an identical
button on the other end (see illustration). Some collar
buttons are of the "stud" type. Like studs for shirt
buttons, or cuff links, these collar buttons consisted of
a large flat backing attached to a smaller, usually
decorated front. Cuff buttons are usually metal and
usually identified by the metal wire attached to the
back. In a complete button, this wire would have been
attached to the second, usually identical button. As
with collar buttons, they were pushed through button
holes in each side of the cuff, which was held closed
by the short wire between them.

clothing buttons declined sharply during World War I
when it was discovered that the rats in the trenches
were partial to these buttons (Whittemore 1992: 19),
but vegetable ivory buttons continued to be a popular
variety until after World War II and the coming of
modern plastics (Albert and Kent 1949:74). The
vegetable ivory buttons recovered at the Alamodome
were usually undyed; or they may have been colored
with water-soluble pigments which did not withstand
burial.

Wood

Wood buttons are fairly easily broken, and are not as
durable as many other materials. They are often
stained a dark color.

Summary

Shoe buttons were usually in one of two forms. One
was a small dome-shaped button with a self or wire
shank. The other is a fat disk shape with a wire all the
way through it.

Table 5-1 shows the composition of all the buttons
recovered from the Alamodome Project. Clearly, shell
and ceramic buttons, both very utilitarian, were the
most common. Figure 5-1 shows the variation in
button composition percentages across the 28 sites.

Buttons for work clothing, especially overalls, were
usually made of metal. Some had manufacturers'
trademarks embossed on them, but for the most part
they were plain metal buttons with deep wells and four
sewing holes.
"Hand snap" or "Bachelor's" buttons were sold in the
Sears catalog. These buttons were sold expressly for
men under the assumption that they could not be
expected to sew on missing buttons. One piece was
placed on each side of the fabric, and then snapped
together (Israel 1%8:320).

Button Types
By far the most common type of button found during
the Alamodome Project was the plain, white (or pearl)
dress/shirt button. These buttons generally are one of
three sizes: 1.0, 1.1 or 1.6 cm. The ceramic version
usually has four holes and a well. The shell version
usually has two holes, and either a shallow well or a
cats eye design. A variation of these buttons is the
ceramic "pie crust" design (pool 1987:282), in which
the flat rim around the well is embossed with shallow
lines. Shell buttons sometimes have fancier designs cut
into them.

In total, 15 military uniform buttons were recovered
during the Alamodome Project. They represent all
periods of U.S. military uniform buttons from the
Civil War to modern times. Most are "General
Service" buttons, which were worn by enlisted men
and by officers after 1902 (before 1902, officers had
buttons which differed according to corps, Le.,
artillery, ordinance, engineering, etc. [see Wyckoff
1984]). Three styles of General Service buttons were
recovered at the Alamodome. The oldest design, a
spread eagle with narrow high wings and a curved
neck, was used between 1854 and about 1872
(Wyckoff 1984:88). In about 1872, at the time when
an entire new set of uniforms was issued by the Army
(Chappell 1972:15), the spread eagle device was

Shortly after the invention of the ceramic button
machinery, it became the practice for some ceramic
buttons to be transfer printed with calico and gingham
patterns intended to match particular fabrics (Epstein
and Safro 1991:74). Ceramic buttons were also sold
with fueir rims painted in various colors (Montgomery
Ward 1969:85).
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Table 5-1. Composition of Buttons from the Alamodome Project

Shell

Ceramic

N

W

Bone

Plastic

I

8

4

4IBX882

2

7

o

1

41BX883

15

21

8

4IBX884

4

20

41BX885

o

I

8
4
2

41BX890
4IBX891

4

o

o

4IBX892

5

o
o
o
2
6
4

6

4

1

41BX893

-

Metal

41BX881

41BX894
41BX895

o

I

o

10

1

2

o

o
o

o

1
2

I

\3

o
o

4IBX896

14

78

15

23

41BX897

65

22

\3

3

2

4IBX898
41BX900

o

I

11

21

41BX931

2

41BX932
41BX936
4IBX937

o
o
o

2
\3

o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

41 BX942

1

41 BX943
4IBX945
4IBX956
4IBX957

Totals
% of Total

o
4

3

7

4

19

5
4

10
5

3

4IBX938
4IBX939
41BX940
41BX941

o

o
o

8

1
3
6
4
5

o

o
o

o

64

12

22

o
o

o
o

o
o

191

248

90

125

26.09%

33.88%

12.30%

17.08%

1

Hrd Rub.

Wood

o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

I

Gut. Per.

o
o

Comp.

Veg. Ivory

o
o

I

2

o
o
o
o

2

2
2

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

2

2

o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

4

o
2

o
o
2

o

5

o
o

o
o

o
o

\3
1.78%

2

17

11

0.27%

2.32%

1.50%

o

o
I

1

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

2

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

1

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
4

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
13

Hom

Glass

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
2

o
o
5

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
1

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

1

22

9

1

0.14%
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1913, and "hookless fasteners" began to be used for
. cqrsets, gloves, wallets and other small jobs. In 1925,
. idbking for a more attractive name for the hookless
fasteners on their new rubber boots, Goodyear
Company came up with the word "zipper," and
registered it (Berendt 1989:42). Zippered flies,
considered vulgar, were not used for anything but
workmen's clothes until 1934, when it was noticed that
certain members of the British Royal Family were
wearing zippered flies on all but the most formal of
their outfits. Zippered flies had suddenly lost their
vulgarity, and by 1937, Goodyear failed to maintain
legal exclusivity of the word zipper because it had
"entered the English language" (Berendt 1989:42).

changed somewhat, with the wings shorter and thicker,
and the neck held almost straight up.Thi~ is often
referred to as a "Prussian" eagle (Wyckoff i984:91).··
This design was used until 1902, when a design
copying the Great Seal of the United States became
standard for all, including officers. Backmarks, i.e.,
the markings placed on the back of military buttons by
manufacturers, often provide a tighter date than the
front of the button, which may have been in use for
several decades (McGuinn and Bazelon 1990).

Button Sizes
Alhough a few metal buttons were sold without
reference to their size, most buttons were sold in sizes
defined by "lines," from the French lignes. There were
40 lines to the inch (Herskovitz 1978:37) A conversion
chart of lines to centimeters of the most common sizes
is given in Table 5-2.

The metal eyelet, a ring of metal used to support the
edges of a hole in fabric or leather in both clothing and
shoes, was invented in 1828, initially devised to allow
extremely tight lacing on corsets (Finch 1991:343).

Most shirt and/or dress buttons are 1.0-1.1 or 1.5-1.6
cm in diameter. Buttons smaller than this are usually
either glove buttons, buttons for baby clothes, or shoe
buttons. Buttons larger than this are usually coat or
cloak buttons.

The hook-and~ye fastener is quite old, present in
portraits by the seventeenth century (Cunnington and
Cunnington 1951:19). Though still in use during the
period under study at the Alamodome, they had been
largely replaced by snaps, except for brassiere
fasteners and occasionally to fasten the necks of
dresses.

Other Clothing Remains and
Clothing-Related Items

Snaps are a late nineteenth century invention. The
original design was a metal frame with perforated
edges which were forced slightly apart by the insertion
of the "male" part of the snap. The tension on the metal
acted as a kind of spring, which pinched the inserted
part hard enough to hold it. About 1900 the "S" spring
type, in which the male end is held with a small wire
spring, was developed (Cunnington and Cunnington
1951:19-20). These two types are still in use today.

Fasteners
Most clothing remains other than buttons are also
fasteners. Eyelets, zippers, hook-and~ye fasteners, and
snaps were recovered during the Alamodome project.
The zipper, originally called the "clasp locker," was
first patented in 1891. The patent was refined about

Table 5-2. Lines to Centimeters Conversion

lines
em

14
.9

16
1.0

18
1.1

20
1.2
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28
1.5

30
1.6

32
1.7

36
2.2

38
2.3

The hose supporter was :first seen in about 1878. These
supporters came in two pieces, with a rubber, or
sometimes metal, knob on the back piece, over which
the stocking fabric is placed, and the metal loop in
which the rubber knob and the fabric are caught.
Before that time, hose and stockings were held up with
garters (Cunnington and Cunnington 1951:180).
Strap fasteners, often no more than two loops of metal
through which the strap is wound, vary greatly in size
and complexity. Everything from overalls, to hose
supporters, to baby clothes may use strap fasteners.
Buckles are another common find in archaeological
sites. Unfortunately, they are often in very poor
condition because they are usually made of iron. In
some cases differentiating between buckles that are
horse tack and those that are for human use is difficult.
For this report, buckles which are shaped to allow for
a very thick strap are assumed to be horse tack.

Button Hooks
Fastening long rows of tiny buttons, especially when
there is considerable tension on them, is greatly
facilitated by the use of a button hook. A button hook
is inserted through the button hole, hooks the button,
and pulls the button through the button hole. Button
hooks are especially useful in buttoning shoe buttons
and were sometimes also used for buttoning corsets.

Shoes
The use of machinery to aid in the construction of
shoes began in the United States, around 1811, when
a machine was used to make the little wooden pegs
used to hold the shoe together. By 1843, the use of
wooden pegs for much of the shoe, especially the heel,
was standard (Anderson 1969:58). A machine to sew
soles to uppers largely replaced the wooden pegs after
about 1862 (Anderson 1969:59). Hard rubber inserts
for shoe heels were used during the 1850s, but it was
not until 1895 that all rubber heels were used
(Anderson 1969:59). With the exception of the practice
of gluing the sole to the upper, which became practical
in 1926, the various methods of shoe production have
not changed since 1912 (Anderson 1969:62).
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Clothing Artifacts from the AIamodome Project
Oeffinger Site (41BX881)
Twenty-four clothing items were recovered from this site. Button descriptions are given in Table 5-3, with notes
following. Other clothing items are presented in Table 5-4.

Table 5-3. Buttons from the Oeffinger Site
Composition

Count

Diameter (em)

Notes

1

Ceramic fragment

?

Fragment

1

Shell

.9

See #1 below

5

Shell

1.1

2

Shell

1.2

See #2 below

2

Metal

1.4

Badly corroded

1

Metal, hexagonal shape

1.7

Badly corroded

1

Metal, military

2.3

See #3 below

1

Plastic, translucent white

1.1

1

Hard rubber

2.1

See #4 below

1

Vegetable Ivory

1.3

See #5 below

1

Vegetable Ivory

1.7

17 Total

the face has a non-metallic yellow-gold paint
intended to look like brass. This is obviously a
very modern button.
#4: Hard rubber button with no patent number or
"Goodyear" printed on it probably dates to after
1870, when the patent expired.
#5: A vegetable ivory button with part of the brown
dye worn off.

#1: A small grey shell button with a single hole and a
wire shank still in place. This was probably a shoe
button.
#2: A standard shell button with two holes and a well.
#3: A U.S. Army or Air Force blouse Qacket) button,
made of plastic. The Great Seal design is a
separate piece, glued onto the lined field. The
outer rim has been painted with metallic paint, but

Table 5-4. Other Clothing Items from the Oeffinger Site
Item Name

Count

Size (em)

Notes

2

Snap

1.1

1

Snap

2.0

1

Zipper head

1.2

Brass

1

Safety pin

5.2

Fragment

1

Eyelet

1.1

1

Shoe heel

Medium child size

7 Total
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Haas Site (41BX882)
Twenty-one clothing items were recovered from this site. Button descriptions are given in Table 5-5, with notes
following. Other clothing items are presented in Table 5-6.

Table 5-5. Buttons from the Haas Site
Composition

Count

Diameter (cm)

1

Ceramic

1.0

1

Ceramic

1.1

1

Shell

.7

1

Shell

1.2

1

Shell

1.3

1

Shell, grey

1.3

1

Shell

1.4

1

Shell

1.8

1

Shell

1.9

1

Plastic

1.1

1

Hard rubber

1.9

Notes

See #1 below

See #2 below

11 Total

#1: A tiny shell button with two holes, probably from
an infant's clothing, or from a glove.

#2: An example of a standard kind of large shell
button with a catseye and two holes.

Table 5-6. Other Clothing Items from the Haas Site
Item Name

Count

Size (em)

Notes

1

Snap

.6

1

Snap

.7

1

Snap

1.3

2

Snap

1.4

1

Buckle

2.5

1

Safety pin

4.5

1

Safety pin

Fragment

1

Baby shoe

Imitation leather, white, soft sole

1

Heel

Hard rubber, large adult size

10 Total
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Sew-on type

Probably from a child's jacket

Old style

King Site (41BX883)
Seventy-five clothing items were recovered from the King site. Button descriptions are given in Table 5-7, with
notes following. Other clothing items are presented in Table 5-8.

Table 5-7. Buttons from the King Site
Count

Composition

Diameter (em)

2

Ceramic

1.0

1

Ceramic

1.1

3

Ceramic

1.3

6

Ceramic

1.4

2

Ceramic

1.5

1

Ceramic

1.6

5

Shell

.9

5

Shell

1.0

3

Shell

1.1

1

Shell, grey

1.1

2

Shell

1.2

4

Shell

1.4

1

Shell

1.7

1

Shell

2.2

1

Metal

1.1

1

Metal, hole and bar

1.4

2

Metal

1.4

Notes

See #1 below

See #2 below

1

Metal

1.7

See #3 below

1

Metal, mili!ary

1.9

See #4 below

1

Metal "Pullman"

2.3

See #5 below

1

Metal, military

2.8

See #6 below

1

Plastic

1.1

1

Plastic

1.2

2

Plastic

1.5

1

Plastic

1.9

1

Plastic

2.2

1

Plastic

2.3

1

Plastic

2.8

See #8 below

1

Bone

1.6

See #9 below

1

Hard rubber

1.9

See #10 below

1

Gutta percha

2.0

Fra~ent

1

Composition

1.4

See #11 below

1

Vegetable Ivory

1.7

1

Hom

1.7

59 Total
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See #7 below

See #12 below

#1:
#2:
#3:
#4:

#5:

Standard-size shirt buttons.
A large, thick shell button with engraved
catseyes around edge.
A metal button with a well, four holes, and a
fine line cross-hatching engraved on the face.
A brass u.S. Army button from the period
between 1854 and the early 1870s (Albert 1976:
40-41; Brinckerhoff 1965:74). The backmark
reads "*Ex.tra*QuaIity**", a Civil War era mark
(McGuinn and Bazelon 1990:28). This button
came from a part of the site associated with the
Webb site (on the lot to the north)(see
41BX897). Separating the artifacts on these sites
is difficult (see Volume ll), but it is believed that
the trash area in which this button was found is
actually part of the Webb site not the King site.
A brass button from a "Pullman" uniform. This
is a three-piece button with wire shank, raised
rim, fine horizontal lines, and the word
"Pullman" embossed on the face. Pullman
sleeping railroad cars first came into general use
after the Civil War. The last Pullman railroad
cars were built in 1930 and the last cars still in
use were turned over to the government during
World War II (Hughes and Lester 1991:764).

A brass U.S. Army overcoat button from the
post 1902 period, when all Army buttons were
changed to a design which was a copy of the
Great Seal of the United States. The backmark
reads "Horstmann***Phila***", which indicates
that this button is from the World War I period
(Samuel Nesmith, personal communication
1992).
#7: A black plastic button with a design of
rectangles and squares cut on the face.
#8: A large white plastic button, probably from a
coat or other outer garment.
#9: A standard type of bone button.
#10: A dome-shaped hard rubber button with a
whirling design embossed on it.
#11: A button of black composition material, with
tiny specks of mica or some other sparkling
material.
#12: A dark-colored hom button. This is one of the
very few items made of hom or antler that was
found at the Alamodome site.
#6:

Table 5-8. Other Clothing Items from the King Site

Item Name

Count

Size (em)

1

Zipper head

1

Zipper pull

3

Buckles

1

Buckle

2

Buckles

1

Strap fastener

2.0

1

Strap fastener

4.5

2

Eyelet

.6

1

Eyelet

.7

3

Leather

Notes

1.1

Brass

2.3
3.2

Decorated
Fragments

Probably from overalls

Fragments

16 Total
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Griesenbeck Site (41BX884)
Sixty-five clothing items were recovered from the Griesenbeck site. Button descriptions are given in Table 5-9,
with notes following. Other clothing items are presented in Table 5-10.

Table 5-9. Buttons from the Griesenbeck Site
Count

Composition

Diameter (em)

Notes

4

Ceramic

1.1

1

Shell

??

1

Shell

.8

1

Shell

.9

3

Shell

1.0

1

Shell

1.1

3

Shell

1.2

5

Shell

1.3

1

Shell

1.4

2

Shell

1.5

1

Shell

1.8

1

Shell

2.2

2

Metal

1.4

1

Metal, stud with glass stone

1.4

1

Metal

1.6

1

Plastic

.9

1

Plastic

1.0

1

Plastic

1.2

1

Plastic

1.3

2

Plastic

1.4

4

Plastic

1.9

1

Bone

1.6

1

Hard rubber

1.8

1

Gutta percha

1.4

1

Gutta percha

2.0

1

Vegetable ivory

1.7

1

Mica

.9

Very fragmented

1

Mica

1.5

See #2 below

45 Total
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Fragment

See #1 below

Fragment

#1: A white metal stud with a glass stone. This item is
probably from after the 1920s, since before that
time, even mail-order jewelry intended for
farmers and remote small towns was made from
precious metal and at least semi-precious stone
(see Meissner, this volume, Chapter 6).

#2: A button made of mineral mica, with a single
hole. This button is in a very fragmentary
condition, as mica tends to break into transparent
layers.

Table 5-10. Other Clothing Items from the Griesenbeck Site
Item Name

Count

Size (em)

Notes

1

Snap

.8

1

Snap

1.0

1

Snap

1.1

1

Snap

1.8

1

Hook

2

Safety pin

3.8

2

Safety pin

4.0

1

Safety pin

5.0

2

Safety pin

1

Button hook

2

Hose supporter grip

1

Eyelet

.6

1

Eyelet

.7

1

Leather strap

1

Scissors

6.5

Fragment

1

Fiber

2.1

Fisal, hemp, or manila

Domed, silvered back

Large, for belt or corset

7.7

Metal
Large

For sandal, dyed white

20 Total
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MenditlMaffi Site (41BX885)
Nine clothing items were recovered from the MenditlMaffi site. Button descriptions are given in Table 5-11, with
notes following. Other clothing items are presented in Table 5-12.

Table 5-11. Buttons from the MenditlMaffi Site
Count

Diameter (em)

Composition

Notes

1

Shell

1.9

1

Metal

1.4

See #1 below

1

Metal

1.7

See #2 below

1

Plastic

1.4

1

Plastic

1.8

5 Total

#1: A copper alloy button with "White, Howard, &
Major" embossed around the well. This button is
probably from men's underwear.

#2: A standard metal overall button.

Table 5-12. Other Clothing Items from the MenditlMaffi Site
Count

Item Name

1

Safety pin

3

Eyelets

Size (em)

Notes

4.0

.9

4 Total
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Remains of leather in eyelet-probably
from shoes.

Biesenbach Site (41BX890)
Six clothing items were recovered from the Biesenbach site. Button descriptions are given in Table 5-13, with notes
following. Other clothing items are presented in Table 5-14.

Table 5-13. Buttons from the Biesenbach Site
Composition

Count

Diameter (em)

Notes

1

Ceramic

.9

1

Ceramic

1.0

1

Ceramic

1.1

1

Ceramic

1.6

1

Shell

1.7

Fragment

1

Plastic

1.4

Fragment

6 Total

Table 5-14. Other Clothing Items from the Biesenbach Site
Count

1

Size (em)

Item Name

4.2

Safety pin

Notes

Old style

1 Total

Horn Site (41BX891)
Five clothing items were recovered from the Horn site. Button descriptions are given in Table 5-15, with notes
following. Other clothing items are presented in Table 5-16.

Table 5-15. Buttons from the Horn Site
Count
1

Composition

Diameter (em)
2.4

Metal

1 Total

#1: This double convex metal item is the face of a
two- or three-piece button.
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Notes
See #1 below

Table 5-16. Other Clothing Items from the Hom Site
Count

Item Name

Size (em)

1

Buckle

3.0

1

Leather

2.0x6.0

1

Straight pin

1

Round-nosed scissors

Notes
Fragment
Fragment

11.8

Probably for a child

4 Total

Rilling Site (41BX892)
Eleven clothing items were recovered from the Rilling site. Button descriptions are given in Table 5-17, with notes
following. Other clothing items are presented in Table 5-18.

Table 5-17. Buttons from the Rilling Site
Count

Diameter (em)

Composition

Notes

1

Ceramic, printed

1.0

See #1 below

4

Ceramic

1.5

1

Plastic

1.6

See #2 below

1

Bone, metal fastener?

1.5

See #3 below

7 Total

#1: Decal printed with a pattern of short green lines.
#2: A purple plastic button with a nobby face.

#3: A bone button with the rusted remains of what
appears to be some kind of metal fastener on the
underside. The face is slightly convex and smooth.

Table 5-18. Other Clothing Items from the Rilling Site
Item Name

Count
1

Snap

1

Belt link

1

Leather shoe upper w/3 eyelets

1

Shoe heel wi part of upper

1

Metal heel tap

Size (em)
.8

2.5

Notes
Brass
Thin and cheaply made

Heel is fastened with wooden pegs. Small child's size.

5 Total
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Czernecki Site (41BX893)

Twenty-eight clothing items were recovered from the Czemecki site. Button descriptions are given in Table 5-19,
with notes following. Other clothing items are presented in Table 5-20.

Table 5-19. Buttons from the Czemecki Site
Composition

Count

Diameter (em)

Notes

1

Ceramic

1.9

Fragment

2

Shell

1.3

2

Metal

1.4

See #1 below

2

Metal

1.5

See #2 below

1

Metal

2.6

See #3 below

1

Metal, military

2.8

See #4 below

1

Plastic

1.3

See #5 below

1

Plastic

1.4

1

Bone

1.7

1

Gutta percha

1.1

2

Glass

1.5

Fragment

See #6 below

15 Total

#1: One has a cloth gripper type fastener.
#2: A convex, gilded face.
#3: A heart-shaped copper alloy button with a railroad
car and the word "Carhartt" in script embossed on
the front. The Carhartt company makes overalls
and other work clothes.
#4: A Marine overcoat button from about the World
War IT period (Samuel Nesmith, personal
communication 1992). This button is listed in
Albert (1976:111) as type MC 13.

#5: A domed, translucent white plastic button with a
rose embossed on the front, which has been
pierced for sewing.
#6: These buttons are in well- and four-hole styles
usually seen in ceramic buttons. Except for being
unusually translucent, they appear almost identical
to ceramic buttons on the surface, but since they
are both broken, it is possible to see that the
interior surfaces are completely smooth and
glassy. In addition, there are no small pits on the
underside as are seen in most ceramic buttons.
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Table 5-20. Other Clothing Items from the Czernecki Site
Count

Item Name

Size (em)

Notes

2

Snap

.8

1

Snap

.9

1

Buckle

3.0

1

Safety pin

3.5

1

Safety pin

4.0

2

Safety pin

4.8

1

Strap fastener

1.6

Brass

1

Strap fastener

2.5

Fragment

1

Hose supporter grip

1.5

1

Eyelet

.7

1

Eyelet

1.2

13 Total

Czernecki Rental Site (41BX894)
Twenty-six clothing items were recovered from the Czernecki Rental site. Button descriptions are given in Table
5-21, with notes following. Other clothing items are presented in Table 5-22.

Table 5-21. Buttons from the Czernecki Rental Site
Composition

Count

Diameter (em)

Notes

1

Shell

.9

2

Shell

1.1

3

Shell

1.3

1

Metal, 3 piece

2.0

See #1 below

1

Plastic

1.0

See #2 below

4

Plastic

1.1

See #3 below

1

Plastic

1.3

5

Plastic

1.4

1

Plastic

1.5

See #4 below

2

Plastic

1.9

See #5 below

21 Total

#1: A three-piece copper alloy button in very poor
condition. The face is in a fragmented condition,
with the cork spacer in the interior visible. There
is lettering stamped on the face, but only the
letters "STA" are legible.

#2: A translucent blue plastic button with a design
embossed on the face.
#3: One of the 1.1 cm buttons has a light purple and
blue plaid design on the face and a self shank.
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Buttons like this are designed to match a particular
fabric.
#4: A yellowish plastic intended to simulate mother of
pearl.

#5: One of these is blue with a swirling pattern
embossed on it.

Table 5-22. Other Clothing Items from the Czernecki Rental Site
Count

Item Name

Size(cm)

1

Snap

2

Snap

1.1

1

Eyelet

1.0

1

Eyelet

1.1

Notes
Fragment

5 Total

Garza Store Site (41BX895)
Twenty clothing items were recovered from the Garza Store site. Button descriptions are given in Table 5-23, with
notes following. Other clothing items are presented in Table 5-24.

Table 5-23. Buttons from the Garza Store Site
Count

Diameter (em)

Composition

Notes

1

Ceramic

1.5

1

Shell

1.0

1

Shell

1.2

1

Shell

1.3

1

Shell

1.6

1

Metal

??

Fragment

1

Metal

1.2

See #1 below

1

Metal

1.9

1

Metal, cloth gripper

2.0

1

Plastic, white

1.0

10 Total

#1: The wire shank base of a two-piece button.
#2: Probably part of a two-piece "hand-snap" or
"bachelor's" button.

138

See #2 below

